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Executive Summary
Failure of the existing flood forecasting system in use for the Soar catchment, in the Trent
basin, required a review of the situation. The Stage 1 report took a fresh approach to flood
forecasting and warning for the Soar, not influenced by existing systems, byproposing a new
hydrometric network and forecasting system under the idealised assumption that nothing
exists. Recommendations were made for a notional implementation of the idealised system
design, giving details of the proposed hydrometric network and the floodforecasting and
warning system along with an outline implementation plan. The purpose ofthe Stage 2 study
is to identify shortcomings of the existing network and system and to compare them with the
idealised design proposed under Stage 1. Defmitive recommendations for action follow as a
result of this assessment and comparison. The benefits of the proposed solution are also
reviewed.
The main recommendations derive from an examination of the potential sources of
unreliability in the current flood warning system and are as follows:
Improved measurement of catchment average rainfall by installing two new
raingauges, utilising data from five further gauges within NRA Anglian Region,
obtaining better resolution by using smaller buckets, replacing the low resolution
Type 1 radar data with much higher resolution Type 2 and employing the improved
radar calibration and forecasting facilities available through HYRAD, including access
to Frontiers forecasts.
Improved and extended measurement of river stage and flow by installing new
gauging stations at Freemans Weir and the Eye at Brentingby, enhancing the
performance of existing stations at Kegworth, Fillings Lock, Littlethorpe, Syston and
Eye Kettleby and utilising the control gates for flow estimation via extendedtelemetry
and a current metering programme.
Better resolution of all monitored data by employing a 15 minute data storage time
step giving more accurate flood forecasts.
Improved soil moisture accounting by upgrading the Brooksby climatestation, leading
to better rainfall-runoff modelling.
Greater flexibility for rainfall-runoff modelling by gaining access to additional
algorithms such as the PDM model which offers real-time state updating.
Greater flexibility for channel flow routing by gaining access to theKW model.
More scientific representation of flow phenomena such as backwater influences,
inundation of floodplains and the operation of control structures by implementing the
ISIS hydrodynamic model.
More efficient and effective calibration of the hydrological and hydraulic model
parameters via user friendly, visual calibration and optimisation tools.
Improved updating scheme by employing a simpler, more stable error predictor.
• Greater flexibility in forecast construction, with the system providing for extension
to new catchments, models and forecast variables, suchas water quality.
The Consultants believe that these recommendations will leadto a significant improvement
in the reliability of the flood warning service for the River Soar Catchment and restore the
confidence of the Flood Duty Officers in the system.
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1. Introduction
This document reports work under Stage 2 of a study concerning an investigation into the
flood warning methodology appropriate for use within the Soar catchment which forms part
of the Trent basin. The study is undertaken against a background of failure of the existing
forecasting system to provide accurate and reliable warnings. Factors whichmay account for
this poor performance are thought to range from the use of inappropriate models to
inadequacies in the hydrometric network. Complications which are likely to affect modelling
performance include a high degree of control to maintain navigation levelsalong the main
Soar, the use of automatic gates to mitigate flooding and major areas of embanked washland.
Significant backwater influences on the main channel also demands the useof special gauging
methods.
In order to take a fresh approach to the flood forecasting and warning problems of the River
Soar the Stage 1 study ignored the existence of existing systems so that the flood forecasting
system and hydrometric network currently in use did not exert any influenceon the proposed
solution. A new hydrometric design and forecasting system was proposed tailored specifically
to best meet the requirements for flood warning. In this Stage 2 report theserecommendations
are reviewed against the suitability of the actual systems in place. Section 2 considers each
component of the hydrometric network including the measurement of rainfall, river flow and
level, weather and soil moisture variables. The models in use for forecasting on the Soar are
reviewed in Section 3 and their suitability compared with those proposed in the Stage I
report. This review and comparison extends to the methods used for real-time updating of
model forecasts using the most recent observations of river flow and level. Other topics
considered are the techniques used for model calibration, for rainfall forecasting, for assessing
forecast accuracy and for making decisions to issue flood warnings. An operational
assessment of the current forecasting system, based on the analysis of forecasts made over
ten flood events, is reported in Section 6. The system environment within which forecasts are
constructed and inspected by users is reviewed in Section 5 and compared to that
recommended in Stage 1. Consideration extends to the telemetry management and Graphical
User Interface software currently used. Section 6 presents a set of recommendations for
improving the existing system along with an implementation plan. Finally, Section 7 reviews
the benefits of the proposed solution.
2. HydrometricNetwork for FloodForecasting
2.1 INTRODUCTION
A specific requirement of the Stage I Study was to arrive at a fresh approach to flood
forecasting for the Soar through not being influenced by the existing forecasting system,
referred to here as the ST-FFS, or the associated hydrometric network used to support it. The
latter requirement implied the need to undertake a completely newhydrometric design tailored
specifically to best support the flood warning requirements in theSoar catchment. This section
compares the idealised network design proposed under Stage 1 with the actual network in
place in the Soar catchment. The measurement of rainfall, river level and flow, climatic
variables and soil water are each considered in turn in Sections2.2 to 2.5.
2.2 RAINFALL MEASUREMENT NETWORK
2.2.1 Raingauge network
The Stage I report recommended a network of between 8 and 10 tipping bucket raingauges
configured on a regular lattice over the Soar catchment, subjectto variation according to local
siting details. Ideally at least one gauge should be sited within each of the major tributary
catchments. Figure 2.2.1 shows the actual configuration of telemetry raingauges in the
vicinity of the Soar catchment and Table 2.2.1 provides a sununary of infomiation relating
to them, including the period of record. The total number ofgauges in the inunediate vicinity
is 7 which is close to that recommended in Stage 1 for the idealised design. A further 6 are
located beyond the eastern edge of the catchment, with Stanford in the Trent basin and the
remainder in the Anglian Region. In terms of configuration, the 7-gauge network is arranged
roughly in two east-west lines, 4 gauges along a line through the centre of the catchment and
the other 3 across the headwater streams of the Upper Senceand Soar to the south. The latter
three gauges are reasonably well placed to support rainfall-runoff modelling of these two
upstream catchments. Also Brooksby and Whissendine are well located for modelling the
Wreake, upstream of Syston and Melton Mowbray respectively.However, the nearest gauges
serving the Rothley Brook catchment are Wanlip near its confluence with the Soar and at
Mount St. Bernards to the north-west in the Black Brook catchment. It is recommended that
an eighth gauge be located in the middle/upper Rothley Brookcatchment at circa SK 480 070.
A ninth gauge, on roughly the same northing but to the eastof the middle Soar, might prove
useful in estimating the ungauged lateral inflows entering onthe opposite bank (circa SK 660
070). There doesn't appear to be a strong case to strengthen the network in the north, for
example in the Kingston Brook catchment, on account of the flood warning sites being
upstream of the Brook's confluence with the Soar.
A further recommendation of the Stage 1 report was to use 0.2 mm (or 0.1 mm) tipping
buckets in the telemetry raingauges. In practice 0.5 mm bucketsare used, and whilst this may
be satisfactory for supporting models run at an hourly time-step, it is considered these will
be deficient for a I5-minute time-step model and for radar raingauge calibration purposes. A
recent NRA Research and Development Note (Moore et al., 1993) illustrates the benefits of
a 15-minute time step for rainfall-runoff modelling, particularly with respect to forecast
updating. Independent of rainfall resolution, a 15-minute model time-step is preferred
particularly to represent the operation of control structures. As a consequence the Stage 1
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Figure 2.2.1 Locationof telemetryraingaugesin the vicinityof the Soarcatchment
Table 2.2.1Telemetry raingaugenetworkin the vicinityof the Soar catchment
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Station name NRA Ref Met Grid Ref Altitude SAAR Start of


Office No.


(m) (nun) record
Hinckley 3198 98210 SP420927 99 640 9/1962
Narborough 3605 111398 SP549966 74 614 2/1971
Mount St. Bernards 3641 115296 SK459I58 186 751 10/1985'
Brooksby 3680 113774 SK679154 70 611• 7/1964
Wanlip 3683 112545 SK598117 52 600 10/1989
Fleckney 3686 111729 SP656946 99 635 12/19853
Whissendine 3687 112771 51(829144 104 624 12/19854
Stanford 1155 447787 SP596804 112 651 5/1964
Husbands Bosworth Anglian


SP644847


Proposed
Kibworth STW •


SP69I936


1987
Braunston


51(838065


1985
South Witham


5K929I98


1977
Saltersford


5K926335


1987
Earlier records are available from a former AWS at this site
Earlier records exist
3 Site relocated from Wistow, for which earlier records exist
Site relocated from Wymondham, for which earlier records exist
recommendation is reinforced here, implying either replacement of the buckets of existing
gauges by 0.1 mm buckets or the use of a counterweight and recalibration to operate as
0.2 mm buckets (the cheaper option). The gauges record time-of-tip which allows 15 minute
totals to be readily derived, as well as allowing data to be resolved to a finer time interval
if needed. No change to the method of recording is therefore required.
2.2.2 Weather radar
Within the Severn-Trent Region use is made of the Type 1 (single site) weather radar data
from nee Hill and Lincoln, along with the Network picture. Both types of data are of low
resolution, picture quality giving values for 5 Ian square pixels in 7 intensity classes plus
zero. The additional information included in the Type 1 data includes 5 minute images,
instead of the 15 minute interval Network pictures, and one hour totals of rainfall for selected
subcatchments; 15 minute totals are not supplied for the Severn-Trent subcatchments. In
contrast, the Stage 1 recommendation was to use the higher resolution, quantitative images
provided by the Type 2 data for modelling purposes, from Clee and Lincoln. These provide
2 km data out to 76 km radius of the radar, and 5 km data to 210 km, both at 208 intensity
levels and a 5 minute interval. This recommendation is reinforced here, with these data being
used instead of the Type 1 data. Use of the Network data should be maintained to provide a
broader national picture of incoming storm systems. Whilst the Type 2 data also provides
subcatchment rainfall totals, it is recommended that a move towards a strategy of local
processing of the Type 2 data be adopted. This would include calibration with telemetry
raingauges, radar rainfall forecasting and derivation of subcatchment rainfalls for these
processed radar images. It is recommended that HYRAD be used to accomplish this local
processing as well as providing an interface to pass processed subcatchment rainfall to the
flood forecasting system. A brochure for HYRAD is includedhere as Appendix 1.
The display of radar images in the Severn-Trent Region relieson either rather crude displays
of Type 1 data supported by the REMUS system, with imagesdownloaded from the VAX,
or by The Computer Department's MicroRadar system. The latter was an excellent system
at its time of development. It supports both the acquisition and display of the standard set of
Met. Office radar products, including Type 1 and Network data currently displayed by NRA-
ST, along with Type 2 and Frontiers data. However, it predates Windows 3.1 and in this
sense is out-of-date and also supports none of the processing functions available in HYRAD
(which incorporates a Windows 3.1 display system).
Finally, no use is yet made of the Met. Office's Frontiers forecasts, initially trialled in the
Northwest and Thames regions of the NRA, and only released generally over the last few
months. Whilst the quality of these forecasts leave room for improvement, the
recommendation of Stage 1 to adopt Frontiers for rainfall forecasting from 2 to 6 hours ahead
is reinforced here. An ongoing programme of research and development at the Met. Office,
under the Nimrod banner, aims to provide an improvement on Frontiers next year. Frontiers
forecasts can be displayed within HYRAD, and are seen as complementing HYRAD's own
higher resolution, more accurate, forecasts which focus on the shorter lead-times from 15
minutes to 2 hours ahead.
During Stage 2 of the project a draft copy of the Long Range Calibration Study (LORCS)
Final Report was made available. This reports work undertaken by the NRA and the Met.
Office, as part of the Lincoln Weather Radar Consortium, and concentrates on the accuracy
of the Lincoln radar at long range. It was noted in the Stage 1 report that the Soar catchment
4
was not well located with respect to the network radar, about two-thirds being outside the 76
km range circle for Ingham, defining crudely the "quantitative" limit for the radar. At 80 km
range the radar beam exceeds 1 km in height and can overshoot shallow rain-forming clouds.
Attenuation of the beam and decreasing sensitivity as the 1° width of the beam expands with
range also reduces accuracy. Of particular relevance in the LORCS study is the inclusion of
"Leicester Laterals" as one of the 42 subcatchments for which radar rainfall totals are
examined in detail. This subcatchment lies at 89 km range from Ingham and is encompassed
by seven 5 km radar squares. The performance assessment criteria used are somewhat varied
and the detail of these will not be given here. Suffice it to say that radar subcatchment
estimates for the Leicester Laterals (catchment 27) were judged acceptable, and indeed
performed generally no worse than the 11 subcatchments lying within the 76 km range
circles. For 75% of the time when rainfall exceeded 2 mm/hr the radar to gauge ratios fell
within a range 0.62 to 1.6, calculated over the period May 1989 to April 1991. There was
little evidence of anaprop (anomalous propogation) degrading the radar data over the Soar
catchment. These results are more encouraging, in terms of the value of radar data to support
flood forecasting in the Soar, than might originally have been expected. It is likely that
application of a local calibration technique making use of telemetry gauges in the Soar
catchment would make these results even better. HYRAD would provide this functionality as
an off-the-shelf proven technique requiring very little effort to implement for the Soar. Details
of the method used by HYRAD is reported in a paper included here as Appendix 2, and a
paper outlining the approach used for rainfall forecasting forms Appendix 3.
2.3 RIVER GAUGING STATION NETWORK
2.3.1 Assessmentof actual and designnetworks
Figure 2.3.1 shows the location of the 11 river level and flow station that currently operate
within the Soar catchment. This is complemented by Table 2.3.1 which presents information
on each station, including the gauge datum, catchment area, available record, type of gauging
equipment and whether on telemetry. The second part of this table provides information on
13 stations which are now closed, and is important from the viewpoint that records may be
useful to support modelling and some may be candidates for re-opening to support the flood
forecasting system.
Figure 2.3.2, reproduced from the Stage 1 report, presents potential gauging sites inferred
from a digital terrain model (DTM) analysis to avoid backwater-influenced sites. The specific
recommendation for gauging stations made in the Stage 1 study was as follows:
Station 1: the Lower Soar upstream of SK 4920 2785;
Station 2: the middle Soar in the vicinity of Loughborough where the canal and river
share the same channel and bypassing is minimised;
Station 3: the upper Soar in Leicester at Freemans Weir;
Station 4: the Soar above the Sence confluence upstream of SP 553 987;
Station 5: the Sence upstream of SP 554 987;
Station 6: the Wreake upstream of SK 603 118;
5
re
Nbo(7,
Figure 2.3.1 Location of river level and flow gaugingstations operating in the Soar
catchment
114
441 443 450 411 470 471 410 440 40
Figure 2.3.2 Location map of lowestpotential gaugingsitesnot affectedby backwater
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Station 7: the Frisby control structure on the Wreake;
Station 8: the Wreake in the vicinity of Melton Mowbray;
Station 9: Rothley Brook upstream of SK 594 01305.
Those stations cited as upstream of specified grid references relate to catchments regarded as
major from the set subject to DTM-assisted backwater analysis.
The aim here will be to compare this idealised gauging network design with the current
network in operation, in order to make final recommendations for a modified network, if
changes are necessary. There is a near-coincidence of Station 1 with the station on the lower
Soar at Kegworth, giving some credibility to the DIM-supported analysis. Station 2
corresponds well to the existing station at Fillings Lock in the middle Soar near
Loughborough. This station in the Stage 1 design served as a station on the middle Soar
located within the stretch under backwater control. The recommended gauging method was
therefore the multipath ultrasonic method; the Fillings Lock gauge is of thistype. Whilst the
station is susceptible to bypassing, it is generally difficult to avoid bypassing along this stretch
of the Soar at higher flows when inundation of the flood plain occurs. Station3 in the vicinity
of Leicester, and chosen to make use of Freemans Weir, is not currently operational.
Reference to the closed sites (Table 2.3.1 (b)) indicates that the nearest site is at Belgrave
weir, which was considered a possible candidate, but Freemans Weir was preferred on
account of no risk of flow bypassing and a higher step-up lessening the riskof drowning out.
It is therefore recommended to make Freemans Weir a flow measuring siteequipped with an
accurate level sensor and maintained rigorously in summer against weed growth on the weir
to achieve sensitive flow measurement over this long weir. Station 4 corresponds very well
with the position of the existing station on the Upper Soar at Littlethorpe. Station 5
corresponds well with the station operating on the Sence at South Wigston. It is positioned
somewhat higher up the Sence than appears necessary to avoid backwater effects from the
confluence with the Soar, but is well-sited to receive the first significant tributary of the
Sence. Turning now to gauging on the River Wreake, Station 6 corresponds very well indeed
with the gauging station at Syston and Station 7, corresponding to the control structure at
Frisby, is already a designated level site. A rating curve, based on levels downstream of the
gate, was developed in 1993. The gate position, the water level immediately upstream of the
gate, the upstream and downstream river levels and lake level are all available on telemetry.
The requirement for Station 8 on the Wreake in the vicinity of Melton Mowbray is well met
by the existing station on the Eye at Brentingby; Scalford Brook at Melton Mowbray appears
less useful, as it monitors a flood retention facility for Melton Mowbray. The suitability of
the Brentingby station is considered in the next sub-section. Finally, Station9 on Rothley
Brook corresponds very well to the existing station at Rothley.
2.3.2 Assessment of gauging stations and control structures operating in the Soar
catchment
The gauging stations and control structures operating in the Soar catchment are reviewed in
this section. Information has been gleaned from II-1'sWater Data Unit archive, from site visits
carried out on 29 June to 1July and 7 July 1994and from discussions with Trent Area office
staff on 2 August 1994.
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Soar at Kegworth
The station is a mono-directional 4-path ultrasonic. Around 1990it was upgraded from single-
path to multi-path, but the cable was never replaced. This impairs the accuracy of low flow
measurements and installation of a new cable in 1995 is beingconsidered. Measurements at
the high end are good. Gauging is done on the non-navigablechannel, being too dangerous
on the navigable reach. Ratcliffe ford is downstream and allowance is made for inputs
between the gauge and the ford. Ultrasonic measurements havetied in well with gaugings.
The NRA have considered installation of a cableway at Kegworthbut have concluded that it
is not practical.
It is estimated that the river/navigation channel and retainingwall on the right side of the
right bank towpath will contain up to the 10 year return periodflood. Higher events will by-
pass the station on the right bank flood plain, and these are not monitored.
The station has been equipped with DTS TG1150 telemetry since —1985, the start of digital
records; Ott chart records are available back to December 1978. Prior to —1990 there are
large gaps in the flow record, although the level record is complete.
Soar at Much Sluice Gate
This continuously balanced radial gate commences opening at a water level of 34.82 mAOD,
to maintain a fixed level upstream within 100 to 150 min, closing again at this level. There
are two non-standard side spill weirs from the river/navigationcanal. Downstream on the left
bank is a flood embankment designed to a 10 year standard.
The gate is equipped with a gate angle sensor but the valuesgiven cannot be interpreted at
present in terms of gate angle. Lewin and Fryer were responsible for the gate. Some old
records exist in printout form. The gate is equipped with a shaft encoder. Due to chambers
becoming blocked there has been a change-over to ultrasoniclevel measurement. The gate has
operated since 1993 and was installed by Anglian Engineering Services. DTS TG1150
telemetry is operated for the benefit of NRA Trent Area Operations.
The combination of control structures and road across the floodplain downstream of the site
would make this the easiest of the lower Soar structures to calibrate accurately as a flow
measurement site. A rating curve based on river levels downstream of the gate, was
incorporated in the Flood Forecasting System around August1994.
Soar at Pillings Lock
This site employs multi-path cross-path ultrasonic sensors within the channel and on the left-
bank floodplain. At this location, upstream of Pilling's Lock,the main channel contains both
the river and navigation canal. The choice of the multi-pathcross-path ultrasonic at this site
is sensible. It is tolerant of backwater effects, for example induced by navigation level
controls and downstream weed growth (British Standard, 1993a). The multi-path design
accommodates the effect of an unsteady velocity profile induced by backwater whilst the
cross-path design can ameliorate effects of variations in flow path deviation. Since the
ultrasonic method, unlike the electromagnetic method (BritishStandard, 1993b), is sensitive
to weed growth (causing signal attenuation) it is important that the section be clear of weeds.
This is not a major problem at this site although weed cuttingis undertaken when necessary.
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Of the 24 ultrasonic transducers (4 transducers at each of 6 levels) used in the main channel,
the lowest four on the right bank at the lowest two levels are covered by silt. The cause is
attributed to the original design assuming that the weir at Fillings Lock would be removed
or lowered, with a regrading of the bed upstream lowering bed levels by —1m. This did not
occur in practice. The silting problem, as well as affecting velocity determination, will have
an effect on the conversion of velocity to flow which depends on a stable relation between
water depth and cross-sectional area. Assuming the bed has now stabilised, relocation of the
sensors and resurvey of the gauged reach needs to be considered; in any case annual re-
survey of the reach is standard practice. It is not thought that the new radial flood gate and
bypass channel, under construction in the vicinity, will impact on current bed levels. The
impact of silting on flow measurement accuracy will be greatest at low flows and is unlikely
to be of concern at high flows.
An attempt has been made at Pillings to measure the bypass flows by installing ultrasonic
sensors on the left-bank flood plain, the right bank being contained by a flood bank. The two
groups of four transducers on the left-bank floodplain have been installed at 0.6 m above the
ground, requiring a water depth of 0.2 m above this to start recording. Their location was
based on siting one set below the 100 year flood level and the other between this and the 50
year level. Specifically, the NRA's estimate of the 100 year flood level is 40.2- 40.4 mAOD
and the sensor paths are at 40.05 and 39.75 rnA0D, recording with respect to a datum of
38 mAOD. Flood estimates obtained by HR from a Flucomp model gave values of 40.535
and 40.206 mAOD for return periods of 100 and 50 years and 40.191 and 40.109 under
proposed flood protection scheme conditions (probably somewhat different to those
implemented). Taking the lower sensor elevation of 39.75 and adding .2 m gives a minimum
level of recording of 39.95 mAOD, which is .159 m below the 50 year level with the flood
defence protection scheme in place. It is therefore not immediately obvious that the sensors
have been set higher than planned, as has been suggested. However, a lower level setting
would seem advisable to measure velocities of floodplain flows above the 10 year level used
in the design of bank protection works for this stretch of river. In practice no records of the
sensors operating under flood conditions exist but this does not necessarily imply that the
sensors have never been submerged. A serial data logger with a barrel memory, which may
only be visited as rarely as every 2 years, may have overwritten recorded data. Steps are
being taken to improve the situation by downloading the path velocities using remote access
software and an autopolling routine. There are still doubts as to whether the sensors have
been installed too high and it is recommended that all aspects of the flood plain sensor
installation be reviewed.
The ditch adjacent to the towpath on the left bank has been current metered and attempts to
meter flows on the left flood plain have been made, although no substantial data exist. Flood
Defence have plans to divert the ditch, which will make estimation of flood plain flows
easier. Out-of-bank flow on the right bank is returned to the main channel upstream of the
station by a transverse bank. Gauging is done by boat downstream of the weir structure, and
the lock is ideally closed when gauging is in progress There is a tendency for the ultrasonic
to overeitimate flows above 600 Mild by 60 or 70 NM. The lock gates may leak, accounting
for some error where water is lost to the gauged measurement. The Flood Forecasting System
overestimates at Fillings generally. Figure 2.3.3 shows the rating curve for this station along
with check current meter gaugings (cross) and the ultrasonic estimate (circle). This, and
subsequent curves, are plotted using a loglo scale where —2, —1, 0, 1, 2 refer to .01, .1, 1,
10, 100 units of measurement; the units used are m3s-1 for flow and m for stage.
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In general the site is not a good one with a slow bend upstream, although this will improve
with the new works. A radial control gate is under construction on the right bank of the weir
at Pilling's Lock, downstream of the gauging station. This gate, along with channel works
upstream to Barrow-upon-Soar, will form the upstream limit of flood protection works for
the Soar.
The station is equipped with DTS TG1150 telemetry and records began in February 1985.
Soar at Littlethorpe
This electromagnetic station in a straight reach suffers under high flows due to significant
bypassing. Bypassing occurs even when flows are in-bank, leading to underestimation of
flows. Flood flows are contained by the left bank but bypassing on the right bank occurs for
medium return period floods, coming out-of-bank immediately downstream of the two bridges
through the road embankment upstream of the station. One bridge opening is for the main
river channel and the other for a flood relief channel which enters on the right bank just
upstream of the station. Water backs up in an area of depressed land where this channel
enters the main river, leading to standing water. The station is satisfactory other than at high
flows when bypassing occurs. It is prone to weed growth, and occasional rubbish collected
in the channel, but these have little impact on the performance of the em gauge. The em
station, installed in 1982 to support flood forecasting, replaced the Soar at Narborough with
which its records are combined. The Narborough records date back to May 1973 but high
flows are affected by variable backwater from the Soar's confluence with the Sence. Figure
2.3.4 shows the stage-discharge curve along with current meter gaugings (crosses) and the
electromagnetic gauge estimates (circles). There is a tendency for the electromagnetic
measurement to overestimate at the highest flows.
The station is equipped with DTS TGI150 telemetry and an Ott chart recorder Records from
the em gauge began in November 1981.
There is clearly scope for improvement of flow measurement at high flows, when bypassing
occurs, at this site. The NRA are considering extending the em insulating membrane up the
right flood bank, and raising the bank level by .5 to 1 m over a length of 50-70 m, to
increase the range over which em measurements are reliable. In addition, a current meter
gauging programme from the bridge and in the bypass culverts is ongoing. This study
recommends that the improvements under consideration be adopted. The cost of floodbank
raising and membrane extension is estimated at f5-7K and E12K respectively.
Sence at South Wigston
This electromagnetic station is fully contained in 1:1 formalised banks, with high flood
embankments on either side; only a little bypassing occurs on the left bank at extreme flows.
The site is on a slight bend both immediately downstream and upstream where there is a mill
stream confluence, causing skewed flows, but the electromagnetic sensor is designed to cope
with such conditions. There is seasonal weed growth. Check current metering is carried out
along the upstream face of the bridge, upstream of the station. The station replaces the Sence
at Blaby (28054). Figure 2.3.5 presents the stage-discharge curve for this station along with
current meter gaugings (crosses) and the corresponding electromagnetic (circles) estimates.
The correspondence is encouraging.
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The station is equipped with DTS TG1150 telemetry and an Ott chart recorder. Records
began in September 1983.
Wreake at Syston
This is an electromagnetic station which suffers from flow reversals at all flows on the right
bank, but the specially constructed section is very rarely bypassed. The right side of the
channel is silted up, implying the channel section is too wide. NRA are considering
redesigning the section to be a two-stage channel and may commission a physical modelling
study to support this. The station is located at the backwaterlimit of influence of the Soar,
Wreake and Grand Union Canal. Check current meterings have been taken from the
footbridge at the upstream end of the metering section but acableway upstream is also being
considered. It is thought that the design of the bridge and flood openings for the Syston
Bypass might have been adversely affected by the use of poorem gauge records. However,
a gauged figure of 2903 Mild, including bypassed flows, might be seen to compare
favourably with 2694-2567 Mild, without bypassed flows, measured by the electromagnetic.
The station has operated as an electromagnetic station since 1982. From July 1967 to 1982
a flume was used and this suffered from bypassing on the left bank with the flow coming
through four flood openings in the railway embankment upstream. The station is equipped
with DTS TG1150 telemetry and an Ott chart recorder.
Successful calibration of the hydrodynamic model of the lowerSoar and the operation of the
flow forecasting system will both need good knowledge of the flow from the River Wreake
catchment into the Soar. The gauging station at Syston, as the lowest on the Wreake, is
clearly very important in this regard. In order to confirm the design of the changes to the
section geometry under consideration by the NRA, we recommendthat a model investigation
is carried out for the site to ensure that the revised section atthe gauge produces the required
minimum velocity under a range of flow and tailwater conditions. A 1-D model such as the
ONDA or ISIS software is not really appropriate for this tasksince it cannot resolve the local
detail of the flow. A better alternative to support the re-engineering of the gauging section
will be to construct a natural scale physical model which canrepresent the true variation of
velocity at the section. A further alternative might be to usea 3-D model such as Phoenics
to represent the section. However, this approach would bemore appropriate for a research
demonstration exercise as the performance of the current generation of 3-D turbulence
modelling software still requires validation.
Wreake at Frisby - on - Wreake
In normal conditions the flood control gate, hinged to the bed,lies flat. When the downstream
level reaches 61.7 mAOD the gate is lifted off the bed by theaction of hydraulic pistons and
flow upstream is diverted into former gravel workings, which are now landscaped storage
ponds used for recreation. When the level in the storage pondsreaches 63.5 mAOD the gate
is lowered and the flow allowed to pass downstream freely, irrespective of the level
downstream. The levels downstream and upstream of the structure and in the storage ponds
are measured by downward pointing ultrasonic transducers. On recession the stored flow is
released back to the river through a bank of four flap gates in the wall of the control structure
upstream of the control gate. The control gate, when flushwith the bed, has a crest level of
60.5 and 63.3 rnAOD when fully raised. The electric poweredgate is automatic but there is
a manual system in the event of power failure: normal practice during an event is for two
staff to be in attendance to support gate operation. Possiblyas a result of using inaccurate
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flow measurements from Syston gauging station the gate/lake control may be underdesigned
and only able to provide flood storage up to the 5 year event.
The gate at Frisby can be operated manually to higher levels to fill the lake, thereby
protecting nearby vulnerable properties. It is very probable that the lake overfilled under
manual control on 24-26 February 1994. An old canal feeder has been usedto form a bypass
channel around the gate. The gate movement is currently too slow, possibly being fixed on
the maximum 30 minute delay: the timers have recently gone back for recalibration and
reinstalled.
This flood control structure is on DTS TG1150 telemetry in support of the NRA Trent Area's
operations responsibilities. In the past, use of pressure transducers for level measurement
meant that levels were not recorded over their full operational range: historical records are
therefore problematic to use. The stage-discharge relation has been developed from gaugings
and is satisfactory for low flows mainly. Current metering in the downstream channel is being
undertaken to establish the flow corresponding to the control level of 61.7 rnA0D. Level
records began in March 1988.
Wreake at Eye Kettleby
The gate/sluice/weir complex is operated to maintain water levels through the town of Melton
Mowbray. A vertical lift gate flanked by concrete wall weirs discharging onto a masonry
spillway forms the main control structure. Two sluice gate are located to the left of the gate,
incorporated in the left bank concrete wall. A disused canal to the right of the river has twin
sluice gates located on the upstream cill of the old lock chamber. The penstocks are never
opened (they are seized up), but might be one day in a severe flood at Melton Mowbray.
Operation of the gate is the responsibility of NRA (Operations). The NRA have proposed
sensors on the gate to allow it to be used as a measuring structure. It shouldbe satisfactory
for low flows but difficult at high flows. The levels upstream and downstream of the gate
have been on TG 1150 telemetry since 10 May 1994. It is recommended thatthe gate position
is also put on telemetry in support of the forecasting system.
A gauging station, about 400 m downstream of the Eye Kettleby flood gate and just
downstream of the outfall from Melton Mowbray sewage farm, was removed earlier this year
(1994). Level records from an Ott chart recorder are available from January 1990.
Eye at Brentingby
This is a flood defence station equipped with an R16 Ott level (vertically mounted weekly
chart) recorder but no rating. The site was installed in planning a new railway crossing in the
vicinity of Melton Mowbray when data were needed to support modelling work. There are
also some maximum level tubes in the vicinity. The site was first monitored from 1979 to the
mid 1980's and then from 1990 to the present. Flows are mainly contained within the incised
chaimel but NRA staff have observed shallow flood depths on the right flood plain. The
recorder is sited on the outside of a bend in the channel, approximately 20 m upstream of a
single span brick arch bridge.
The station is equipped with an Ott chart recorder only and records started in January 1979.
The station is under review and there is a danger that the recorder may be due for removal.
This location has been identified in this study as of value to the flood forecasting system. The
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suitability of this site is in urgent need of investigation. It is recommended that this station
be considered for upgrading and a programme of current metering instigated if the site proves
suitable.
Scalford Brook at Melton Mowbray
This site is at Scalford Dam and reservoir and is equipped withpressure transducers upstream
in the reservoir and in a pond downstream. The reservoir wasconstructed to counter flooding
in Melton Mowbray by Scalford Brook and also to allow developmentof the catchment for
residential purposes. The reservoir is impounded by an earthfill dam, called Scalford Dam,
with two grasscrete spillways at each end of the dam crest, plus a grasscrete overspill at its
centre, with a crest 0.3 to 0.6 rn below the main crest level. Flow is normally through a
1.5-2 m concrete pipe at the foot of the dam, dropping into a forebay over a concrete
surround wall. The downstream end of the pipe discharges into a small lake with an offset
outlet, controlled by a concrete wall weir, passing water back into the brook downstream.
During floods, flow through the pipe can be stopped by a manually operated penstock
operated from the top of the dam. This acts as a throttle withwater building up behind it. The
penstock might be opened up during flood time.
The dam and reservoir is owned and operated by Melton Borough Council and is developed
as a country park. The NRA maintain the DTS Telegen 1150 telemetry and the Borough
Council would like them to take over responsibility for operation of the darn as well. This is
likely to happen in the future. The upstream pressure transducer in the main reservoir has
been offline for some time. There is no flow measurement.
Records began in October 1991.
Rothley Brook at Rothley
This is a rated structure of Crump profile flat-vee weir type in a trapezoidal channel. The site
is quite good and although it suffers from weed is well maintained. Bypassing can occur at
only very high flows, when water can overtop the right bank immediatelyupstream of station,
ponding in a low lying area adjacent to the station. There is some backwater influence from
the old twin-span arched bridge (a listed structure) about 20 m downstream. There is no crest
tapping or downstream recorder but flows can become non-modular, drowning out when the
head on the weir reaches about 0.4 m. Current metering of higher flood flows is undertaken
from the clear span bridge approximately 100 m downstream of the station. Figure 2.3.6
presents the stage-discharge curve for this station along with the check gaugings which are
well aligned except for some scatter at the higher flows. There are no flood warnings
currently provided for Rothley Brook.
The station is equipped with DTS TG1150 telemetry and an Ott chart recorder Records
began in May 1973.
Potential gauging sites on the Soar near Leicester
(a) Freemans Weir
Whilst the Soar is in-bank at this site during floods the long length of the weir makes it
insensitive as a gauging structure and is not currently used. However, the use of accurate
level sensors might provide the necessary sensitivity and might be considered in the future.
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Its high crest level will preclude drowning of this non-standard weir profile.
(b) Belgrave Weir
This is located such as to pick up the urban runoff from Leicester, and this is its main
advantage over Freemans Weir. However, it may possibly have a small bypass flow on its
left side; also its high crest is not as high as Freemans Weir.
Theoretical ratings could be developed for either weir, provided accurate water levels can be
obtained. It is possible that some work has already been undertaken for Freemans Weir.
Black Brook at Onebarrow
This station has been discontinued but there is a substantial weir structure existing. Because
of its situation upstream of the reservoir it is of limited use for flood forecasting. It would
also be costly to reinstate it as a gauging station. The bridge is dangerous. It was probably
originally built to support drainage studies.
British Waterways Sluices
Whilst the sluices are operated normally by the BWB the NRAmay close one at Zouch where
it is adversely affecting retained (navigation) levels. Some sluices are not operated, but the
NRA believe it might help if they were during times of flood.
2.4 WEATHER STATION NETWORK
There are two climate stations in the vicinity of the Soar catchment, one at Narborough (SP
549 966) at an elevation of 74 m and the other at Brooksby (SK 679 154) at an elevation of
70 m. Both stations record air temperature, wind run and rainfall and are on telemetry;
records are not archived routinely. The Brooksby station is run by the Brooksby College of
Agriculture at a cost of £1200 per annum. There are plans to close the site. The station has
a good central location within the Soar basin and the existing telemetry outstation has the
capacity to support 8 active analogue signals and 16 digital ones. It is recommended that
Brooksby be used as the recommended site for the weather station proposed under Stage 1.
The actual area occupied could be halved with the closure of the manually read
instrumentation and additional sensors added to the existing telemetry installation. These
sensors would measure wet bulb temperature, net radiation, incoming solar radiation and wind
direction. An important advantage of using this existing site is that it will preserve continuity
of historical records at a station previously destined for closure.
2.5 SOIL WATER MEASUREMENT NETWORK
There are no facilities to measure soil moisture in the Soar catclunent. Use of the Met.
Office's derived grid estimates of soil moisture deficit from the Morecs system is made as
part of the reciprocal arrangement whereby NRA-ST providedata from selected raingauges.
As indicated in this Stage 1 report the value of a soil water station, incorporating capacitance
probes and tensiometers, should be assessed once the results of ongoing research at IH
become available. Such data may be of use in correcting the soil moisture store contents of
a catchment model, as part of a state updating procedure.
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3. Models for Flood Forecasting
3.1 INTRODUCTION
This Section reviews the models in current use for forecasting in the Soar catchment and an
assessment of their suitability compared with those proposed under Stage 1. Other issues
addressed are techniques for model calibration, for forecast updating, for rainfall forecasting
and for deciding when to warn.
3.2 RAINFALL-RUNOFF MODELStw
3.2.1 Introduction
The Stage 1 report recommended that a conceptual rainfall-runoff model basedon continuous
soil moisture accounting principles should be used to model the tributary catchmentsdraining
to the channel routing reaches. As one example of this type of model, the PDM was
suggested which had the further advantages of being specifically tailored forreal-time use and
capable of representing a considerable variety of catchment response behaviours. In practice
the catchment model used in the Severn-Trent Flow Forecasting System (ST-FFS) is of the
type recommended and this model is first reviewed in the next section. It is then compared
to the PDM model formulation in order to make a recommendation on the form of rainfall-
runoff model to adopt for forecasting the flood response of the Soar sub-catchments.
3.2.2 The Severn Trent Catchment Runoff Model
The rainfall-runoff catchment model used in the ST-FFS is based on classicalconceptual soil
moisture accounting principles. An outline of the model is provided by Bailey & Dobson
(1981) and a schematic of the model structure is shown in Figure 3.2.1. Themodel comprises
three main stores: an interception store, a soil moisture store and a groundwater store. Rapid
runoff is generated from the soil moisture store, the proportion of the input to the store
becoming runoff increasing exponentially with decreasing soil moisture deficit. "Percolation"
to the groundwater store occurs when the soil is supersaturated, increasing asa linear function
of the negative deficit. When supersaturation exceeds a critical value "rapiddrainage" also
occurs as a power function of the negative deficit in excess of the critical value(the so-called
excess water). This rapid drainage along with rapid runoff forms the soil store runoff.
Evaporation occurs preferentially from the interception store at a rate which is a fixed
proportion of the catchment potential evaporation. A proportion of any residualevaporation
demand is then met by water in the soil store, the proportion varying as a function of the soil
moisture deficit. Drainage of the groundwater store to baseflow varies as a power function
of water in storage, the exponent being fixed at 1.5. The total output, madeup of baseflow
and soil store runoff, is then lagged and spread evenly over a specified duration to represent
the effect of translation of water from the ground to the catchment outlet. Finally, the flow
is smoothed using two non-linear storage functions, one for routing in-bank flow and the
other out-of-bank flow, the two components being summed to give the catchment model
outflow.
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The more detailed operation of each component of the Severn Trent Catchment Runoff Model
will now be considered.
1. Interception store
The interception store operates as a simple bucket having a capacity, Sa,„,and with water in
storage, S, increasing through the addition of rainwater, P, until full when overflows, ch.,
enter the soil store as throughflow. A proportion, f, of the catchment atmospheric demand
for evaporation, k referred to here as the catchment evaporation, is met by water in the
interception store, or by a lesser amount if storage S is not sufficient. Thus we have the
following sequential water balance operations for the interception store (dropping time
suffixes for simplicity):
Interception Storage S = S+P


Throughflow
( IT -
{S -S ou,
senn
S> Sm.
otherwise
S>


S =
S otherwise
Potential interception evaporation Ep = fE,


(3.2.1)
(3.2.2)
(3.2.3)
Residual evaporation demand Ep > 5>0
E, = Ep S1:1
S()
(3.2.4)
Ep> 5>0
Ep 5;5> 0
S> 0
2. Soil store
The soil store has no defined capacity, calculations proceeding on the basis of the amount of
water in deficit, D. Input to the soil store, u,, is made up of throughflow, qr, from the
interception store plus any melt, P„ from the snowmelt component, so that u, = a4 + P,. A
proportion of the input, c, does not enter the store but forms rapid runoff. This proportion
increases as an exponential function of the negative deficit, up to a maximum value cd.„; thus
Rapid runoff proportion c = min(c, cd exp (- cd D)) (3.2.5)
Rapid runoff q, = c u, (3.2.6)
Soil moisture deficit D = D - (1 - c) u,. (3.2.7)
In practice the calculation is carried out incrementally, for each unit of input u„ and the q,
values summed to account more accurately for the nonlinear dependence of the runoff
proportion on the negative deficit.
Percolation to groundwater occurs only for negative deficits (D < 0) when it is governed by
• the equation.
D
-D stop
gra
qp
otherwise
(3.2.8)
where qr is the maximum percolation rate parameter and D is the soil store moisture
surplus parameter. The deficit is updated using
D = D +qp. (3.2.9)
Rapid drainage, qd, which like rapid runoff bypasses the groundwater store, is generated when
the negative deficit exceeds a critical value, D, and gives riseto "excesswater" conditions.
Excess water is given by
W = -(D ap + D) D < - Dzwp (3.2.10)
and rapid drainage is governed by the power function
VIP.
qe = kd (3.2.11)
where ryd is a soil function exponent and lcdis a soil function coefficient. The deficit is
updated using
D = D +qd . (3.2.12)
Soil store runoff, q„ is then
q, = (3.2.13)
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Finally, the soil store is further depleted by any residual evaporation demand, E„ according
to the soil water evaporation function which gives soil evaporation as
E, = f,E, (3.2.14)
where the transpiration factor, f„ is given by
D < ED
A=
D> ED (3.2.15)
(D -4.2)(T
	
T -

P ED -ED
otherwise
with T. f, T. Here TpandT. are the potential and maximum transpiration parameters
and EL and Eg. the correspondingdeficit values at which these limiting conditions first
apply.
Finally, the soil moisture deficit is updated using
D = D +E,. (3.2.16)
3. Groundwater store
The groundwater store behaves as a non-linear storage with an exponent value of 1.5. It
receives percolation, qp, from the soil moisture store as input and output isbaseflow, qb. The
groundwater storage is updated according to
Sp = Sl+qp qp> 0 (3.2.17)
and baseflow is given by the storage function
(3.2.18)
10001cp
Adjustment to the storage then follows as
Sp =
ISs-qb Sp> 0
otherwise.
(3.2.19)
0


4. Lag and spread of catchment runoff
The total runoff is the sum of baseflow and soil store runoff, qb + q,. This is lagged by a
fixed time interval, r,and spread evenly over a specified duration, T, in order to represent
the translation of water from the ground to the catchment outlet.
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5. Nonlinear smoothing of catchment runoff
The last operation in the Severn Trent Catchment Runoff Model is the application of a
nonlinear smoothing function to produce a smooth catchment outflow hydrograph. Nonlinear
storage functions are used for in-bank and out-of-bank flows, which are treated separately as
follows. The out-of-bank component of the input and in-channel storage are calculated as
Sic- Sit Sir> Stf
=
0otherwise
= Stf SW> Sb
•
The in-channel outflow is given by the nonlinear storage function
q..5 .75Se
qw °
.75S,otherwise
(3.2.20)
(3.2.21)
where ica.and 7, are the in-channel routing coefficient and exponent. A similar expression
is used to obtain the out-of-bank outflow, q„, from the out-of-bank storage, S. Updating of
the in-channel storage follows
	
S -etc (3.2.22)
and for the out-of-channel store
	
So, = Sx+ ux (3.2.23)
Finally, the total catchment outflowe is calculated as
q qic+q“ (3.2.24)
3.2.3 Comparison with the PDM model
The Probability Distributed Model or PDM is a fairly general conceptual rainfall-runoff
model which transforms rainfall and evaporation data to flow at the catchment outlet.
Figure 3.2.2 illustrates the general form of the model. Runoff production at a point in the
catchment is controlled by the absorption capacity of the soil to take up water: this can be
conceptualised as a simple store with a given storage capacity. By considering that different
points in a catchment have differing storage capacities and that the spatial variation of
capacity can be described by a probability distribution, it is possible to formulate a simple
runoff production model which integrates the point runoffs to yield the catchment runoff.
The probability-distributed store model is used to partition rainfall into direct runoff,
groundwater recharge and soil moisture storage. Direct runoff is routed through a "fast
response system", representing channel and other fast translation flow paths. Groundwater
recharge from soil water drainage is routed through a "slow response system" representing
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Figure 3.2.2 The PDMram/all-runoffmodel
groundwater and other slow flow paths. Both routing systems can be definedby a variety of
nonlinear storage reservoirs or by a cascade of two linear reservoirs (expressed as an
equivalent second order transfer function model constrained to preserve continuity). A variety
of spatial distributions of store depth are available to define the probability-distributed store
model. Alternatively the store model can be replaced by a simple proportional splitting rule
for partitioning rainfall to follow surface and subsurface translation paths. A constant
background flow can be included to represent compensation releases from reservoirs, or
constant abstractions if negative.
The model is specifically tailored for real-time application. Facilities exist to correct the
model forecasts in real-time, either by modifying the water contents of theconceptual stores
or by augmenting the forecasts with an error predictor: these techniques arediscussed later.
Further details of the model structure deployed are contained in Moore (1985, 1986) and
Institute of Hydrology (1992a).
It is always difficult to assess the pros and cons of a particular conceptual rainfall-runoff
without formal empirical evaluation, and even then the results are seldom clear-cut. The
comparison of the Severn-Trent Catchment Runoff Model, or ST-CRM, withthe PDM model
recommended in Stage 1 is no exception. An analysis of many brand-name conceptual models
reveals that they are largely alternative configurations of a smaller set of more basic
components which are common across a range of model types. Indeed this commonality of
model component has been exploited in the development of the PDM model. In common with
the ST-CRM it conceptualises the catchment into a soil moisture store, a groundwater store
and river channel stores. Rather than separate interception and soil moisture stores the PDM
adopts a parsimonious representation in which the absorption capacity conceptis used to unify
these conceptual elements. An important extension offered by the PDM is the representation
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of moisture storage in distributed form, using the probability distributed concept. Through
analytical integration simple algebraic expressions are obtainedfor the catchment response to
runoff for a range of plausible distributions of absorption capacityover the basin.
In both models nonlinear storage elements are used to represent groundwater storage and the
baseflow derived from it. In the case of the PDM a wide rangeof power functions of storage
are permitted and the solutions used have been derived in continuoustimeassuming a constant
input over the interval of integration. Simple analytical solutions to certain specific cases,
such as linear, quadratic and exponential functions of storage, are employed. In contrast, the
ST-CRM employs less rigorous discrete time updates without reference to the underlying
continuity equation expressed as a differential equation. Useof the differential equation form
for continuity ensures that proper account is taken of the differencebetween water volumes
discharged over a specified interval and discharge rates at a specified instant. Also changing
the time step of the model can be done in a rigorous way, allowing model parameters to
remain unchanged in certain cases. This has allowed the PDMmodel to be implemented at
5 minute, 15 minute, hourly and daily time-steps for different applications. The PDM
calibration code also allows 15-minute event data to be usedin conjunction with continuous
daily rainfall (and flow) data to allow a continuous water balance to be maintained between
events, ensuring antecedent conditions prior to each event areproperly initialised. Reference
to daily flows also allows a sub-calibration on the parameters important to the long-term water
balance of a catchment to be performed over several seasons. A second calibration step can
then focus on the parameters dominating the short-term stormdynamics.
For channel routing the ST-CRM again employs nonlinear reservoirs, in conjunction with a
lag and smooth function, equivalent to the classical time-areadiagram operation. The PDM
offers a range of functions including the nonlinear reservoirs described above together with
a cascade of two linear reservoirs, expressed as a discrete-time equivalent transfer function
formulation. The latter is most commonly used and is again formulated rigorously, starting
with the underlying differential equation of continuity, beforeobtaining a simple close-formed
solution which can be quickly computed at each time-step. The explicit modelling of in-bank
and out-of-bank flows in the ST-CRM may be seen as an advantage,but may not be justified
as a component in a catchment model due to the increased parameterisationand probable lack
of parameter identifiability. However, an empirical assessment is needed to assess its true
worth.
With the various thresholds operating in the ST-CRM interception and soil storages, and in
the channel/flood plain component, it is likely that parameter optimisation will be more
difficult than for the PDM. An advantage of the distributed moisture storage concept used in
the PDM is that it often involves functions which are continuous and differentiable and
therefore more amenable to parameter optimisation.
The PDM calibration facility employs a modified Simplex (polytope)procedure for parameter
estimation whilst the Rosenbrock method is used with the ST-CRM.Bothmethods are suitable
for parameter estimation of conceptual hydrological models and whilst the modified Simplex
has been preferred for use with the PDM, use of either methodis unlikely to be an important
factor. Perhaps more important is the PDM's calibration visualisation aid which allows a
selected parameter to be incremented and the resulting hydrographs displayed in rapid
succession. The facility provides a dynamic image of ihe optimisation process and an
important insight into the function of the chosen parameter. This can be particular important
when, as is usually the case for conceptual rainfall-runoff models, there is parameter
interdependence and lack of parameter identifiability confusing the optimisation process.
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3.2.4 Application to the Soar
The ST-CRM is used as a catchment model for seven sub-catchments of theSoar basin. The
model parameters employed are summarised in Table 3.2.1, which also includesthose of the
snowmelt component of the model which take on identical values across theSoar. Table 3.2.2
provides the catchment details used in combination with each catchment model, and includes
information on the gauging station and raingauges used. Note that only four of the catchments
relate to gauged stations. The other three relate to lateral inflows from ungaugedcatchments
draining Leicester, the lower Wreake and Loughborough. The latter two catchmentsare seen
as scaled versions of the Rothley Brook at Rothley flows, but forecasts are obtained from
catchment models and using raingauges for rainfall input appropriate to each. The model
parameters are appropriately modified: for example the runoff coefficient for Loughborough
laterals is set at 0.55 compared to Rothley's 0.38 reflecting the urban/rural contrast of the two
catchments.
3.3 HYDROLOGICAL CHANNEL FLOW ROUTING MODELS
3.3.1 Introduction
For river reaches not significantly affected by backwater, the Stage 1 report recommended
the use of a hydrological channel flow routing model based on the convection diffusion
equation, or an approximation to it. As one example of this type of model, the KW model
was suggested. It had the further advantage of being tailored for use in real-time. In practice
a hydrological channel flow routing is used to model all river reaches of theSoar, even where
backwater influences are dominant, such as near control gates. The use of a hydrodynamic
model in such situations is discussed later, in Section 3.4. Here, attention will focus on a
review of the Severn-Trent reach model followed by an informal assessment of the model,
along with the KW model proposed in Stage I, for use in reaches not significantlyaffected
by backwater.
3.3.2 The Severn Trent DODO model
The hydrological channel flow routing model used in the ST-FFS is called the DODO model
(Douglas and Dobson, 1987). This is based on the Muskingum storage function
S = K(xu +(1 - x)q) (3.3.1a)
which relates the volume of water stored in a river reach at time t, S a Si, to the reach
inflow, u, and reach outflow q e q,. Thus, channel storage is considered to be the sum of
two components: the prism storage. Kq, and the wedge storage K(u-q), as shown in Figure
3.3.1. The effect of wedge storage is to increase the total storage on the rising limb and
decrease it when falling, leading to a hysteresis loop in the relation between reach outflow
and storage. In the DODO model the reach input u is the delayed input, u a u, where T
is a pure time delay which is allowed to vary as a function of discharge. This extension to
the basic Muskingum model along with a way of representing static storage and flow on
floodplains are dealt with later. First, the relationship between the basic in-bank routing
model used in the DODO model and the classical Muskingum routing procedure will be
established along with its relation to transfer function models.
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Table3.2.1 Catchment model parameter values for the Soar basin (where two values are given, the
first indicates the value used before date in brackets)
Parameter Upper Soar
to
Littlethorpe
(28/6/93)
Sence to Sth.
Wigston
(2816193)
Lekester
lat.
Catchment
Upper
Wreake
to Frisby
(6/7193)
Lower
Wreake
lat.
(6/7/93)
Rothley Bk Loughborough
at Rothley
(28/6/93)
Max. temp. snowfall 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MM. dens. snowfall 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07
Mtn. temp. snowmelt 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Snowmelt coeff. 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Snowmelt exp. 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2
Snowpack ripe 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35
Int. store cap. 0.8 1.1 0.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Int. store evap. fac. 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.1
Pot. transp. fac. 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85
Max. SMD Pot. Evap. 80 90 110 110 110 110 90
SMD min. transp. 150 150 150 150 150 150 150
Min. transp. fac. 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Runoff coeff. (0.45) 0.64 (0.45) 0.65 0.4 (0.5) 0.55 (0.5) 0.55 0.38 (0.38) 0.55
Runoff exp. (0.023) 0.025 (0.015) 0.02 0.015 0.017 0.017 0.021 0.018
Max. runoff perc. (0.7) 0.73 (0.9) 0.85 0.5 (0.6) 0.65 (0.6) 0.65 0.5 (0.56) 0.65
SSM surplus 7.5 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 18.0 10.0
S func. coeff. 19.0 20.7 20.0 20.0 20.0 40.0 30.0
S func. exp. 1.89 1.9 1.8 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4
Max. percoln. rate 0.58 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Baseflow coeff. 8.9 9.0 1.4 6.7 6.7 0.9 2.3
Lag time (1.5)1.0 (3.0) 2.0 1.5 (1.5)1.0 (1.5) 1.0 1.5 1.5
Duration resp. (16.0) 19.0 (17.0) 18.0 20.2 (16.0) 19.0 (16.0) 19.0 16.0 20.0
Chan. rout. coeff. 0.017 0.02 0.022 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.029
Chan. rout. exp. 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9
FP rout. factor 0.023 0.03 0.025 0.026 0.026 0.03 0.02
FP rout. exp. 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2
Bankfull flow (10.0) 7.0 10.0 10.0 15.0 10.0 (7.5) 9.0 10.0
Return flow (10.0) 7.0 10.0 10.0 15.0 10.0 (7.5) 9.0 10.0
Stat. store cap. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Stat. evac. coeff. 0001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
Stat. evac. exp. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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Figure 3.3.1 The Muskingum storage relation
The storage function of equation (3.3.1a) is expressed in the DODO model in terms of reach
outflow as
q =flu+f2S (3.3.1b)
with fl = x/(x - 1) and f2 = IIK(1 - x). Note that the Muskingum storage function (3.3.1a)
can be parameterised in terms of f, and f2as
S = - fJu+_t q . (3.3.1c)
fl f2
Continuity for the reach gives
dS -•
di = u -47
(3.3.2)
which may be approximated, for a unit time interval, by the difference equation
- = u-q,. (3.3.3)
Eliminating q, from (3.3.3) using (3.3.1b) yields the update equation used in the DODO
model for the new reach storage at the end of the interval in terms of the reach input and
initial reach storage; this is
= (1-f1)it *(1 -f2)S, (3.3.4)
Finally equation (3.3.4) along with the storage equation (3.3.1c) can be used to obtain the
predictive equation
33
= (1 -f2)q, + ufr1_,+(f2 --A) u‘n. (3.3.5)
Note that this is a transfer function model with dependence onthe previous reach outflow and
two delayed reach inputs. The recession behaviour provided by the model is therefore
exponential.
Note that the conventional derivation of the Muskingum routingprocedure (here extended to
include an input delay) uses the following approximation to the continuity equation (3.3.2),
for a time interval At, instead of (3.3.3):
_qt.1+ (3.3.6)
At22
When combined with the Muskingum storage function this yields equation (3.3.5) but with
Kx-0.5At
K(1 -x)+ 0.5A1 (3.3.7)
f2 1 [ K(1 -x) - 0.5At
K(1 -x)+ 0.5At
The two approaches to the so ution therefore lead to an identicalresult, functionally speaking,
but with different relations to the underlying storage functionparameters.
Finally, solving (3.3.2) as before, using the approximation (3.3.3), but for a time step At
instead of unity, gives the generalised forms of (3.3.4) and (3.3.5):
S1,1= (1 -fdAtu +(1 -f2a0S, (3.3.8)
= (1 -f1At)q, (f2At (3.3.9)
Attention will now be turned to the two extensions of the Muskingummodel used in DODO,
the first to allow for a variable delayed reach input and the second to represent static storage
and flow on floodplains. For in-bank flows the reach input, u, is the reach inflow delayed by
a time period, 7, given by
r = — (3.3.10)
c
where L is the reach length and c is the wave speed. The wavespeed is assumed to increase
as a power function of the reach inflow so
c = aus (3.3.11)
up to a maximum value sit.. This maximum velocity occurs usually between 75% and 100%
of the banlcfull discharge. The reach input u is defined as thesum of the upstream input, cr,
and half the lateral inflow to the reach, et, so that
it = cr+ 0.5 (3.3.12)
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Instability can occur at low flows in certain reaches with SM311values of a or high values of
ff. Then small changes in discharge at low flows can produce large variations in the wave
speed. For this reason the wave speed is constrained to have a minimum valueof 0.5 m
If the units of 7, L and v are hr, km and m r' then a divisor of 3.6 is required on the right
hand side of equation. The lag time is constrained to not exceed a prescribed global maximum
lag time. It is planned to change the truncated power law function of equation (3.3.11) to one
based on a sine function which rises from a value 0.5c.„ at zero flow to a maximum value
at .67qs and falls to a value of .25c at 1.5 (bp After this it rises linearly with a slope of
0.5c up to a value of c„. at three times the bankfull discharge, staying at this value for
higher flows. The change has been coded but awaits calibration of cm., andtesting.
For out-of-bank flows the reach inflow is split into an in-bank component and an out-of-bank
component based on a bankfull discharge, qbf,representing the average channel conveyance
along the reach. This discharge is used as a threshold to define two upstream inputs, u' and
112,as follows
u qtt u' = u
u2 = 0
(3.3.12)
u> qty u' = qbf
=
Here, u' denotes the in-bank component and le the out-of-bank component. In-bank routing
is done as previously defined, but replacing u by u'.
Routing of the out-of-bank component can assume an initial loss to static floodplain storage,
representing the overbank storage capacity which typically exists behind embanked
floodplains. The vacant static floodplain storage is filled if le> 0 and S'< S' ,. Then the out-
of-bank inflow volume is calculated as
sa a u2A1 (3.3.13)
where the time step, At, is 3600 if inflow is m s and the time interval for calculation is 1
hour. The available static storage is
131 S' . (3.3.14)
If the available storage, D', equals or exceeds the inflow volume, Su, then partial filling
occurs and no floodplain flow is generated; thus
S' = S' +S' (3.3.15)
U2 = n
Otherwise, the storage is filled and flow on the floodplain occurs as follows:
S' = SL,
=
(3.3.16)
= S"Iat
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Once static floodplain storage has been filled, residual inflows in excess of the bankfull
discharge, it are routed through a similar Muskingum storageto the in-bank one but having
parameters appropriate to the floodplain. That is equations (3.3.3) and (3.3.4) are used along
with the time delay equations (3.3.10) and (3.3.11) but with different parameters (f3, f4,7,(5).
Specifically for in-bank flows
+f251
S' = (1 —fdu' +(1 —f2)S'
and for significant out-of-bank flows (112>0.05 m' s, S >0.05 nun)
f3 u25.2
52 = —f)0+(1—faS2 .
The total outflow is then given by the sum of in-bank and out-of-bankoutflows
q = qi 4.q2
This needs to be further updated under recession conditions.
(3.3.17)
(3.3.18)
(3.3.19)
During recession allowance is made for drainage from the staticfloodplain storage out of the
reach. Whilst the reach outflow exceeds the return bankfull discharge, qd (which can be set
lower than the bankfull discharge, gm)a limiting drainage function applies. Specifically the
static storage is reduced by a seepage factor, f„ so
	
Si = fS' ; (3.3.20)
a value of 0.998 is used for f,. If there is significant static storage remaining (S'> 100 mm)
then further evacuation is considered. An excess outflow isdefined as
	
= —ctf (3.3.21)
and a memory of the last peak in the excess outflow is held asqs. When qgexceeds this value
a renewed rise to a higher peak is registered and evacuation of the static storage stops. If the
outflow rises by more than 5% of the last flow (q,> 1.05q„,) then the proportional increase
is calculated as
aq = 91— 9,-1 (3.3.22)
qs-
If the rise is more than 5% (Aq > .05) and there is excess outflow (q1> 0) then evacuation of
the static storage is stopped. If evacuation has ceased but there is a significant fall
(ch< .95q1_I) then evacuation is started and qo reset to the previous peak in excess outflow.
The return flow from static storage is therefore calculated on a falling or insignificantly
rising, river.
Under evacuation conditions the potential return volume and flow from static storage are
given by
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5,* =
S' < (3.3.23)
S' otherwise
q; = S, .
If the reach outflow is below the reach return flow, qd (q, <0) then free drainage from the
static storage occurs at the potential rate. The return flow is only limited to 'gel if necessary
to prevent spurious outflow spikes occurring when return flows greatly exceedprior overbank
peaks. Thus
9, = (3.3.24)
14,1 otherwise
If the reach outflow is still above the reach return flow (q, 0) then the return flow is
constrained by a factor, defined as the ratio of the excess outflow to the lastindependent peak
in the excess outflow. Thus
4
.
q
and
qv -
{(1.
qs—
q,5q pt— q,
otherwise .
(3.3.25)
(3.3.26)
The static storage is reduced by the volume returned as return flow according to
S' = S' —q,A1 . (3.3.27)
When static storage becomes insignificant (S'< 100 mm) evacuation is stopped and S' set to
zero. Finally, the return flow is added to the reach outflow along with the downstream
inflow, it', and half the lateral inflow to the reach to give the final reach outflow
q q + is° +0.5r . (3.3.28)
In summary, the DODO model is based on a Muskingum storage function witha lagged reach
input where the lag decreases as a power function of the reach inflow, but limited to a
minimum lag value. The component of reach inflow above the bankfull discharge is routed
through a parallel, second Muskingum storage, after accounting for an initialcontribution to
static floodplain storage. On the recession water in static storage drains out of the reach,
initially slowly, but then freely below a critical return bankfull storage as a power function
of the volume of water in static floodplain storage. Lateral inflows to the reach are divided
equally between the reach inflow and the reach outflow; a downstream input can also be
added to the routed outflow to give the final reach outflow. The DODO model has a total of
twelve parameters, six representing in-bank routing (fl, 1.2,a, fl, emu,qb,)andsix representing
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out-of-bank routing (f3, Co7, 5, S,t3„,qa).
3.3.3 Comparison with the KW model
The Stage 1 report recommended the use of a simple hydrological flow routing model based
on the convection diffusion equation, or a simpler representation of it, for river reaches not
significantly affected by backwater. Specifically a formulation based on the kinematic wave
equation which, by virtue of its discrete formulation, accommodates both advection and
diffusion effects on the flood wave was recommended. This provides an approximation to the
convection diffusion equation, whilst being considerably faster to execute than the normal
solutions used. Trials on the River Dee under the full range of flow conditions experienced
suggests that the extended formulation, as well as being faster to run, can be at least as
accurate due in part to the efficient model calibration possible with this simplified form of
model. The formulation, called KW, is described in outline below.
The KW model is a generalised form of kinematic wave model which makes allowance for
wave speeds to vary with discharge magnitude. In addition, storage functions are provided
to represent flow into washlands to complement the modelling of in-bank flows. The basic
form of the model is presented in Moore and Jones (1978) and Jones and Moore (1980).
Water movement down a river channel is approximated by the kinematic wave equation with
lateral inflow
aQ aci (3.3.29)
at ax
where Q is channel flow, q is the lateral inflow per unit lengthof the reach and c is the wave
speed. This is expressed in finite difference form as
= (1-0) at+0 (atil4 (3.3.30)
where Qt is the flow at the k th node at time t and qt is the lateral inflow into the k th section
at time t-1. Node k is the downstream node of section k. The dimensionless wave speed
0 = cat/Ax, with at and Liz the time and space intervals of the discretisation. A time varying
wave speed is allowed, changing as a function of the observed flow at a particular node K.
The choice of functions available include a piecewise linear function over 3 or 4 segments as
well as cubic and exponential parametric functions. An auxiliary threshold storage function
can be applied, either at selected model nodes to represent overflow into the floodplain, or
to observed lateral inflows to compensate for errors in the rating relationship, especially for
out-of-bank flows. A number of forms of parameterised threshold function are available.
The use of a variety of parametric functions to define the model form is particularly useful
for real-time application to large, complex river basins where the use of survey data would
be expensive in time or survey data may not be available. However, a tabular form of wave
speed-discharge relationship can be used if survey data are available to infer the relation from
hydraulic principles (Institute of Hydrology, 1989) and if thismethod is preferred. Calibration
of the parametric model functions is accomplished using the Model Calibration Facilities
discussed later in Section 3.7. For a more extensive description of the KW model the reader
is referred to the RFFS Course Notes for the KW model (Institute of Hydrology, 1992b).
Whilst a full description of the KW model has not been given, as in the case of the DODO
model, it should be apparent that there are both similarities and differences between the two
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models. Firstly, it can be shown that the KW difference equation (3.3.20) can be derived as
a special case of the discrete form of Muskingum model used by the DODO model. This
special case was chosen deliberately to have a single parameter, 0, the kinematic wave speed
which, for a given time and space step, controls both the speed and attenuation of the flood
wave. This parsimonious form allows simple functions to be introduced relating wave speed
to discharge, without recourse to a large number of model parameters. The KW model also
avoids explicit representation of flood plain flows by a second channel, as is the case with the
DODO model, preferring instead to use simple empirical threshold functions at model node
points. These functions can be chosen to only allow a proportion of the inflow to a node,
above a critical level, to pass downstream, the residual being lost to the flood plain or stored
in it for subsequent return, depending on the option chosen. Again there are advantages in
the efficiency of parameterisation but at the cost of a less explicit conceptualisation of the
processes thought to operate. This is often justified in practice when there is limited
information on the points of overflow to the flood plain, and of the nature of the storage and
return processes. Inference of water transfers to a flood plain based solely on reach input and
output data can often not justify a more explicit conceptualisation of channel and flood plain
as separate entities. A more implicit approach, as used by the KW model, is often more
practical provided the model is still capable of supporting warnings to critical flood prone
sites. In general the KW model is likely to be easier to calibrate than the DODO model
because of its more parsimonious parameterisation. A feature of the KW model used for
model calibration is the ability to estimate the stage-discharge relation as an intrinsic part of
the reach model. This has proved very useful in practice where only a river level station
exists at the reach outlet, or reach inlet or lateral inflow location.
The above has provided an outline appraisal of the two models based on reasoning and
experience. A stronger judgment would require model evaluation using flood event data for
a variety of river reaches. Even then the outcome is unlikely to be clearcut with the
possibility of either model performing best under different situations. The operational
performance of the DODO model for forecasting on the river reaches of the Soar is assessed
using past flood events in Section 4. As a consequence a recommendation on the preferred
choice of reach model is deferred until then.
3.3.4 Application to the Soar
The DODO model is used to represent flows in 6 reaches of the Soar catchment. Table 3.3.1
summarises the model parameters used for each reach. Figure 3.3.2 provides a model
schematic for the Soar showing the reach models (marked as rectangles) between stations
(marked as hexagons) along with the rainfall-runoff models (marked as ovals) which provide
upstream and lateral inflow inputs to the reach models. Table 3.3.2 provides details of how
the reach models are configured with respect to the gauging stations and catchment and reach
inflows, along with warning thresholds. Note that a majority of these reaches are considered
to be under some form of backwater influence and for which a hydrodynamic modelling
approach might be preferred.
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Table 3.3.1 Reach model parameter values for the Soar basin (where two values are given,
the first indicates the value used before date in brackets)
Parameter Freemans
(Leics)
(6/11/93-4/10/93)
Belgrave
(6/8/93-4110/93)
Reath
SystonPilings
(301,93)(64/9)-4/10t93)
Zouch
(31/10,94)
Kegworth
(9/8/93)
Bankfull flow 30.0 80.0 (20.0) 30.0 44.0 (80.0) 140.0 (80.0) 140.0
Return flow 30.0 80.0 (20.0) 30.0 44.0 (80.0) 140.0 (80.0) 140.0
Reach length 8.0 5.5 12.0 18.0 (12.0) 8.5 (2.5) 4 0
Wave speed coeff. (0.6) 0.55 (0.6) 0.55 0.6 (0.6) 0.55 0.6 0.6
Wave speed exp. 0.48 0.48 0.5 0.48 0.4 0.4
Max. wave speed 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 3.0 3.0
Channel thro. flow (0.2) 0.5 (0.2) 0.5 (0.02) 0.15 (0.2) 0.5 (0.69) 0.9 (0.69) 0.9
Flood P thro. flow 0.01 0.01 (0.23) 0.02 0.01 0.1 0.1
Chan. store outflow 0.2 0.2 (0.16) 0.05 0.2 0.75 0.75
Flood P store outflow (0.04) 0.05 (0.04) 0.05 (0.2) 0.16 (0.04) 0.05 0.2 0.2
Stat. evac. coeff. (0.01) 0.008 (0.011) 0.008 0.009 0.008 0.004 0.008
Stat. evac. exp. 1.2 1.2 1.23 1 2 1.2 1.2
Stat. store cap. 44.0 1.0 550 50 3500 500.0
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3.4 HYDRODYNAMIC MODELS
No use of hydrodynamic river models for operational flood forecasting ismade at present in
the Soar, or the Severn-Trent Region. There has been some work in the past, using the HR
Ember model, to forecast the tidal Trent but this was only implemented for a brief period,
due particularly to inadequate calibration and computer constraints at the time: The review
and recommendations of Stage 1 are reinforced here, advocating that ISISbe adopted as the
basis of this development and modified to Model Algorithm form for use withthe RFFS-ICA.
As a result of the review of river gauging stations the proposed extent of the model
implementation has been revised to start in Leicester at Freemans Weir. Also its extent up
the Wreake, defined as near Melton Mowbray, can now be more precisely located at
Brentingby on the Eye. Both these amendments are subject to the two sites proving
satisfactory as flow gauging sites.
Under Stage 2 it has been possible to inspect the ONDA model of the Soar,currently being
constructed for design use by Halcrows. The model node maps provided by Halcrows may
not represent the final model configuration but are at least an indication of the likely extent
and form of the model configuration. Included in the model are the reaches of the River Soar
between Leicester and the Trent confluence, the River Wreake from its confluence with the
Soar to -upstreamof Brentingby, and the Rothley Brook from its confluences with the Soar
to Thornton Reservoir. At present the model is split into two parts which are run
independently. The first part is the River Soar and Rothley Brook model which comprises
some 180 nodes representing the River Soar and a further 290 nodes representing the Rothley
Brook. The second part represents the whole of the River Wreake using some 250 nodes.
Currently both models take approximately five minutes to complete a simulationof 24 hours
duration running on a PC 486 processor. The discrepancy between the numberof nodes and
run times for both parts of the model may be explained by the existence of a more
complicated network of flow paths in the River Wreake model. As a result the more
complicated matrix of model coefficients involved takes longer to solve at each time step of
the simulation. This highlights the difficulty in predicting the computational speed of a
hydrodynamic model where run times are a function of both the total numberof nodes and
the complexity of the flow paths.
It is apparent from the available node maps that the ONDA model will needto be extended
in four areas to fulfil the requirements of the forecasting system. The upstream limit of the
current ONDA model is near Birstall, some way downstream of Freemans Weir, and thus the
model will need to be extended to Freemans Weir. Channel data should be available from the
River Soar Flood Capacity Appraisal, but the out-of-bank representation may need to be
reconsidered due to the enhanced modelling functionality offered by ISIS. The three
remaining areas needing extension are the channels of the Kingston Brook, Black Brook and
Quorn Brook where they cross the River Soar floodplain. The Stage 1 Reportidentified there
was no need to extend the hydrodynamic model to tributaries for which thereare no forecast
requirements. However, the tributary channels crossing the floodplain needto be modelled
to allow the tributary inflow to be entered at the edge of the floodplain rather than directly
into the main channel. These tributary channels are not presented on the present ONDA
model node maps and will need to be included in the forecasting model configuration.
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3.5 REPRESENTATION OF CONTROL STRUCTURES AND OPERATING
RULES
There is no explicit representation of control structures in themodels currently employed to
forecast the Soar. Conceptual catchment and reach models are used where such structures
exist and the consequences of this are revealed later in Section4. Suffice it to say that the
recommendations made in Stage I are reinforced here. Specifically the major control
structures should be explicitly accommodated within the hydrodynamic extent of the Soar
forecasting model. The Stage 1 report reviewed the operating rules employed in the Soar and
how these can be represented already within the ISIS code.
3.6 REAL-TIME UPDATING TECHNIQUES
3.6.1 Introduction
The choice of updating technique to use with the rainfall-runoff,hydrological channel routing
and hydrodynamic river models will be considered in this section. The Stage 1 report
recommended that an empirical state updating technique be usedfor the rainfall-runoff model,
and an ARMA error predictor for the hydrological channel flow routing and hydrodynamic
river models, in the latter case in multivariate form. Use of state correction for the river
reach models might be considered in the future, but this wasan area of ongoing research and
proving trials. In the case of the Soar model, a single approachto updating has been adopted,
based on a novel form of error prediction. This approach is reviewed next and then assessed
along with the methods recommended under Stage 1.
3.6.2 The Severn-Trent approach
The Severn-Trent approach to forecast updating is referred toas the "Error Forecast Model".
This examines the difference between observed and simulatedoutflows over the last m (set
to 6) hours of the hindcast period. A judgement is made onhow predictable future errors are
and forecast outflows are adjusted accordingly. The approachis described in greater detail
below.
First the observed errors over the last m hours are isolatedto form the set {nno.,.,, no}
where no is the most recent observed error and
na Q, q1
	 (3.6.1)
where Q, and q, are the observed and simulated flows at instant i. The error differences are
then calculated as
5, n, 71,- 1 i = —m +2, — m+3, ..., - 1,0
(3.6.2)
and from this set (61) the maximum error difference is calculated as
am. = max { 6 ,
(3.6.3)
The mean observed discharge is calculated as
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in
Using Q and (5„„the duration in the forecast period over which "normal' updating will be
undertaken is defined as
r = (3.6.5)
Thus, the duration for normal updating is shortened with larger errors, when judged in
proportion to the mean observed discharge.
Consider now the forecast period of duration 7. An autoregressive model for the error
differences is used to provide estimates of the next error change, di. This takes the form
+..4,26,_, • . Ong—I 6a—m•I 1=1,2,...,7 (3.6.6)
which is computed recursively, substituting Sion the right-hand side when actual Avalues are
unavailable for future times. The autoregressive coefficients {cki,j=1,2..... rn-1} are
interpreted as a set of error reduction factors. In practice m = 6 and {cbj}= (.36, .21, .12,
.07, .04), which impliesckl=.36(.583).1- ',j=1,2,..,m-1. That is the factors decrease
exponentially into the past.
This allows the following error predictor to be formulated as the sum of the previous error
and the predicted error change
1=1,2, T (3.6.7)
which is again computed recursively with Ty.= Q —q„,and thereafter substituting for
ni_, on the right hand side.
The updated flow forecast is then simply given by the sum of the simulation forecast and the
prediced error:
4, = i=1, 2, .., r . (3.6.8)
In practice if the updated forecast is negative, the forecast is reset to the forecast at the
previous time step.
This updating scheme is therefore based on forecasting the error differences, using an
exponentially-fading weighted average of m-1 (here, equal to 5) past observed and/or
forecast error differences. The forecast error is then the old error plus the forecast error
difference. Adding this to the simulation model forecast gives the required updated forecast.
The updating procedure for the period 7+1 to 27, asymptotes the updated forecasts back to
the raw forecast at a lead time of 27. A "final error divider" is defined as t = /lit This is
used in the following recursions for i=7+ 1, 7+2, ..., 27 to obtain the funrreforecast errors
and updated flow forecasts:
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(3.6.9)
= qi (3.6.10)
Again if the updated forecast is negative the forecast reverts to that at the previous time-step.
In the event that missing data occur in the hindcast period no updating is attempted and the
simulated flows are used over the whole forecast period.
3.6.3 Comparison with the proposed methods
Since the Error Forecast Model, EFM, is a form of error predictor it will be first assessed
along with more conventional ARMA error predictor approach recommended for river reach
modelling in Stage 1. The basic approach is to predict error differences from one time step
to the next using an exponentially weighted average of five past error differences. This is
equivalent to an autoregressive model structure, of order five, operating on the error
differences, and using predefined autoregressive coefficients equal to .36, .21, .12, .07 and
.04. Whilst the error model is stationary in the error differences it is nonstationary in the
errors themselves. The model is referred to as a nonstationary autoregressive model within
the so-called ARIMA class of models (Box and Jenkins, 1970).Its use in the present context
stems from its ability to project forward a trend. Forecasts with increasing lead time
asymptote to a level determined by the autoregressive coefficients and the 5 previous error
differences. Therefore the nonstationary autoregressive modelproduces forecasts which are
stable, asymptoting to a level. (Only when used for simulation does the integration, or
summation process, characteristic of this model become unstable.) Figure 3.6.1 illustrates the
behaviour of the predictor for a unit pulse model error at time zero, for a linear increasing
set of 10 past errors and a constant past error. The asymptoticapproach to a level, of variable
magnitude, is clearly seen.
The recommended ARMA error prediction approach operatesdirectly on the simulation model
errors and not their differences from one step to another; theoption is also provided to work
with the proportional errors, log(Qich). The more general formoffered by the ARMA model
structure and the off-line estimation of the model coefficients, by optimisation using the model
simulation errors for several flood events, are seen as clear advantages. The off-line
estimation procedure ensures that a model is identified suchthat the updated forecasts are
assured of asymptoting to the simulation model forecast withincreasing lead time. This is not
generally the case for the integrated form of AR model, whichasymptotes to a variable level
rather than to zero. Return to the simulation forecast is imposed in the EFM by switching to
a second updating scheme after a duration r, which assures a linear approach to the simulation
model forecast, meeting it a time 2r. This is likely to create a discontinuity in the updating
scheme leading to unrealistic forecast hydrographs.
A straightforward application of ARMA models can sometimeslead to error predictors which
exhibit unsatisfactory behaviour, for example having a unit response function that rises
abruptly followed by a long tail. This might arise particularly when there are abrupt changes
in the observations themselves, due to observation error. Theeffect of the sharp rise can lead
to unrealistic forecasts. IFIhave developed a method based on using an autoregressive model
with equal roots which incorporates allowance for errors in the observations. The resulting
model unit response function has a lower peak whilst retaining a long-tailed decay to zero.
Parameterisation of the model includes the autoregressive parameter and the ratio of the
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Figure 3.6.1 Forecasting differentforms of past errors using the nonstationarylag-5
autoregressivemodel
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variances of the observation error and the model error, the variance ratio controlling the
deflation of the peak. It is possible that the motivation for developingthe EFM method, rather
than adopting a more standard ARMA model approach, may have arisen from similar
problems to those discussed above. The equal root AR modelwith observation error may
provide an attractive alternative error predictor form in suchsituations.
The performance of the EFM is investigated under operationalconditions for ten flood events
in Section 4 and a final judgement on the scheme will be deferred until then. In closing this
commentary on error prediction schemes it should be highlighted that their success depends
on the persistence in the model errors, which is usually weakestin the vicinity of the rising
limb and peak of the flood hydrograph where good forecastsare most needed. Nonetheless,
assessments indicate that the use of error prediction is of benefitoverall in such situations and
the scheme is easy to apply.
The empirical state updating scheme is not currently a featureof the Soar model although it
is understood that Severn-Trent hydrologists have been considering the use of this approach.
Currently it is used in conjunction with the PDM for rainfall-runoff modelling in the RFFS.
The approach was reviewed in the Stage 1 report and furtherdetails will not be given here.
Suffice it to say that the approach requires to be tailored to a particular model and this would
imply a scheme being specifically developed for the Severn-Trent Catchment Runoff Model.
In contrast, application of the ARMA error predictor is model independent and would not
require further development for model error prediction in theSoar catchment. Further details
of the ARMA error predictor approach are provided in the RFFS Developers' Training
Course Notes (Institute of Hydrology, 1992c).
3.7 MODEL CALIBRATION
Calibration of the catchment and reach models is done usingthe CALIB and CALDIS suite
of programs (NRA-ST, 1993). The CALIB programs are usedto carry out model optimisation
on the MicroVAX 3100. Results are decanted to a PC, using the Reflections 2 software,
where the CALDIS software is used to display the results graphically. The software design
is therefore similar to the FFS and REMUS programs usedfor operational forecasting, the
former generating forecasts on a VAX and the latter displaying them on client PCs (see
Section 5). State variable sets required to initialise model calibration runs are those
automatically extracted from the 7 am routine daily run of the FFS. CALIB is comprised of
three suites of programs, the first "SVA" dealing with the StateVariable Archive, the second
"ESD" dealing with Extraction of Sensor Data used for calibration and the third "CSM", or
Calibration System Manager, being responsible for the actualmodel calibration.
The Rosenbrock technique is used for parameter optimisationand up to 10 model parameters
can be estimated at any one time; optimising 6 or less is morepractical since CALDIS only
displays the first 6 parameters. A choice of 5 objective functions are given: absolute
difference, sum of squares, sum of cubes, percentage efficiency and least squares.
Optimisation is carried out on a maximum of 15 days worthof data so that essentially single
events are optimised at a time. A compromise "average set of parameters are obtained
infornully having first obtained optimal sets for each "calibration event". The software can
be configured to submit batches of optimisation runs for several events, catchments and
reaches and the results decanted to the PC for interpretation using the CALDIS display
software. This can be quite efficient but has the disadvantage of not allowing visually
interactive calibration.
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An important feature of the reach model calibration is that it allows catchment models of
ungauged lateral inflows to be incorporated. However, it does not allow themodel parameters
of these "nested" catchment models to be optimised as part of the reach model calibration
procedure. Rather, informal manual adjustments of the lateral inflow catchment models are
performed in response to observed deficiencies in the reach model optimisation. Several
connected reaches can be treated as a single entity, referred to here as a "group reach",
allowing reach models for reaches with ungauged outlets to be optimised with respect to
gauged flows for a reach further downstream. It is often advantageous withMuskingum-type
models to have cascades of identical reaches in order to achieve an efficient parameterisation
of the speed and attenuation of the flood wave through a stretch of river. This can be
achieved for the reach parameters in the group reach selected for optimisation. Initial
parameter values for use in the optimisation are taken from the reach detail file for the
downstream gauged reach and used for all reaches in the group. Those parameters not
selected for optimisation take on the values in the reach detail file and therefore can differ
from one reach to the next in the group of reaches.
There is no optimisation of a parameterised updating technique routinely employed in CALIB
at present, although a prototype empirical state updating technique can be invoked on request.
It is understood that this does not support the fixed origin, variable lead time and fixed lead
time, variable time origin modes of operation that are usually provided to test an updating
technique at the calibration stage.
Having outlined the key functions of the calibration facilities attention willnow be turned to
more detailed aspects. Since 1990 the RECS/FFS sensor data have been saved on monthly
backup tapes for use in model calibration. Also, since early 1992, the model state sets used
to provide initial conditions have been stored. A program within the SVA suite automatically
extracts the states at 7 am from the FFS Dynamic Hydrological data files for the Severn and
Trent basins, produced by the two routine daily model runs following the 7am telemetry poll.
More informal setting of the state variable set is possible within the SVA facilities, for
example for use with storms prior to 1992. Then, Morecs SMD values and the baseflow
before the event can help in specifying the initial state set for a given event. Provision is
made within the SVA programs to enter states through a blank pro-forma or to correct an
existing state set. The set created is converted to binary form for actual use in calibration.
Transition states ("flows in transit") cannot be seen or edited. Each state set file is named
according to basin, date and hour. Extension would be needed for a 15 minute time-step and
a decision to use GMT/BST and not GMT as standard could introduce further complications
in providing greater generalisation. Monthly archiving of these files to tape occurs, with
facilities provided for archiving and retrieval.
A sensor data archive file comprises 35 days worth of telemetry data at an hourly interval for
the entire Severn-Trent Region. The ESD program extracts from a sensor data archive file
a period of data, not exceeding 15 days, for use in calibration.
Running of the CSM, or Calibration System Manager, involves three control parameter files
and nine FFS parameter files (in addition to the sensor data and state files previously
discussed). The control files contain run description text and general calibration parameters,
definition of the catchment calibration and definition of the reach calibration. Copies of the
FFS parameter files used operationally are used to provide further details, andcan be changed
if required but generally are not. These contain the catchment and reach details and
parameters for each basin along with the hydrological names for both basins. Running of
CSM reports progress on the screen and produces a log file and a text output file which are
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used primarily to report whether the calibration has been setup and run correctly. The main
output is the binary output produced for inspection on the PC using the CALDIS program.
Display of the calibration results using CALDIS follows thestyle of display of operational
forecasts through REMUS. The calibration output files available for display are presented
and, for the one currently highlighted (selected), the reach and catchment calibration results
available for selection are given. This leads to a Catchment Selection or Reach and Support
Catchment Selection screen providing a further level of site selection. The latter is split into
reaches with calibrated output to the left and supporting reaches and catchments to the right.
Selecting a catchment yields a graphical display, including a table of parameter values, and
a plot of rainfall, observed and simulated flow hydrographs, at different iterations of the
optimisation if invoked, and of the simulated soil moisture index (SMI). The plot for a reach
is similar, but omitting rainfall and SMI. Selecting a supporting catchment leads to the
Supporting Catchment Display which displays the inflows to the model, either observed or
model simulated (but not optimised) as appropriate.
The practical steps involved in model calibration will now be outlined, commenting when
appropriate on the difference with the II-IModel Calibration approach recommended in Stage
1. The calibration software can optimise up to 10 parameters at a time, although a more step-
wise approach, choosing different sub-sets to optimise is used in practise. The calibration is
restricted to calibration for single events, up to a maximum of 15 days duration. Typically
about 6 events are used for calibration, and a further 2 for independent evaluation, events
being chosen which are at or above the yellow warning level. Because of the single event
calibration, a different set of parameters are obtained for each event and from these a single
compromise set are derived which gives reasonable predictions across all events. In contrast,
the IH Calibration Facility employs an approach based on analysing the events as a single
optimisation process, with a switch from a 15 minute to a daily time step between events in
order to maintain a water balance between events to provide initial water storage states for
each event. A single objective function incorporating errors pooled over the entire set of
events is used to achieve a single optimisation and one set ofmodel parameters. The approach
reduces the importance of the initial state set and readily allows for a "warm-up" of the state
variables. The state set is clearly parameter dependent and thus the CALIB approach of using
past sets associated with different model parameter values is somewhat inconsistent.
In the sequential procedure for optimising the Catchment Runoff Model parameters first
priority is given to improving the runoff coefficient to get the flood peaks about right. Only
later are lag time and duration parameters explored. A similarprocedure is used for the reach
model. In the sequential optimisation, priority is first given to the wave speed parameters
(channel, outflow, throughflow), floodplain storage, and sometimes the static evacuation
coefficient depending on whether events are out-of-bank. Prior to calibration a baseline
schematic is established defining the reach length and bankfull discharge. This task is
supported by RIMS (River Information Management System), a Flood Defence database
which includes reach lengths and left/right bank bankfull discharges. Typically about 6 RIMS
reaches would make up a single FFS reach and the reach model bankfull discharges are
obtained so as to represent an average for the reach.
The relative merits of the Model Calibration Facility proposed in Stage 1 and that used in the
Severn-Trent Region has already been considered to some extent at the end of Section 3.2.3.
The use of the Rosenbrock optimisation procedure for modelparameter estimation within the
Severn-Trent model calibration software, rather than modifiedSimplex as used in IH's Model
Calibration Facility, is not seen as a source of concern. However, use of calibration
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visualisation aids to support calibration of conceptual hydrological models have been found
by IH to be of significant benefit. The provision of facilities to calibrate embedded models,
such as a hybrid model comprising a channel flow routing model and rainfall-runoff models
for the lateral inflows, is seen as a further desirable requirement. Such a system has been
specified at IH and is currently being coded as a development of the existing RFFS Model
Calibration Facility.
3.8 RAINFALL FORECASTS
Currently only rather informal weather forecasts are received by Severn-Trent in support of
flood warning. They are received at 4 pm from the Weather Department, Birmingham via
telex straight into the VAX. These can be viewed in the RECS/FFS systembut are not made
automatically available to be used in the model forecast runs. No use is yet made of Frontiers
forecasts or Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) Model forecasts for longer lead times to
support flow forecasting. The recommendation to employ HYRAD for forecasts within two
hours and Frontiers out to 6 hours ahead is reinforced here, as is the suggestion to explore
with the Met. Office the availability and value of NWP model precipitationand temperature
forecasts for longer lead times. The latter may prove the best source of longerterm forecasts,
available in numerical form, and be preferred to upgrading the Weather Forecastproducts to
a form suitable for entry as values into the modelling system. Special consideration will need
to be taken of their coarse spatial resolution (circa 16 km squares) prior to entry into
forecasting models. Such considerations are in a research phase at present.
3.9 FORECAST ACCURACY AND FLOOD WARMNG
No estimates of forecast accuracy are provided within the forecasting system used on the
Soar. The recommendations made in Stage 1 are merely reinforced here. Provision of
Decision Support System functionality to explore a range of possible outcomes to alternative
future scenarios, for example of rainfall, would form the cornerstone of a recommended
approach to assisting with when to issue warnings, given forecast uncertainty. A formalisation
of this approach based on ensemble forecasting is to be investigated in a research context at
1H.
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Analysis of flood forecasts
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The aim of this section is to analyse a set of past flood events in the Soar catchment in order
to assess the operational performance of the Severn-Trent Flood Forecasting System for this
area. This will be undertaken against the background understanding of the forecasting
techniques employed, gained through the review reported inthepreceding section. In this way
it is hoped to identify any shortcomings in the existing forecasting techniques and use this
information to support any recommendations for change.
A set of 10 flood events were selected by the NRA for analysisand these are listed in Table
4.1.1. The majority of events were supplied in the form of REMUS data files on disc, which
allowed their visualisation via the REMUS package on a PC.These files contained the actual
operational telemetry data and forecasts output from the RECS/FFS system for a given
forecast run time. This allowed an exact evaluation of the performanceof past forecast runs.
For most events, files for more than one model run were providedso it was possible to assess
the performance of forecasts made at different times within the same event. In particular, for
event 9 covering the five day period 24-28 February 1994 forecastsmade at nine time origins
were available. For two of the events only hard copy plots of the forecast results were
supplied. The large number of forecast hydrograph plots analysed are included as Appendix
These will need to be referred to in order to fully appreciatethe assessment of the forecasts
for each event presented in Section 4.3
Complicating factors in the analysis of the ten events are the changes made to the model
parameters and to the methods of gauge measurement at various times since the first event
in November 1992. It is important to understand these changesas background in analysing
the events. The next section aims to provide this background prior to proceeding with the
analysis of events in Section 4.3,
4.2 CHANGES TO MODEL PARAMETERS AND DISCHARGE
MEASUREMENTS
A review of the Soar model configuration calibration was undertaken over the period June
to October 1993. This first revealed basic configuration errors such as reach length and
catchment/reach areas which required revision of the lateral inflow proportions indicated in
Figure 3.3.2. Specifically the reach lengths of Zouch - Kegworthand Pillings - Zouch were
changed to 4 and 8.5 km from 2.5 and 12 km. The areas draining to Pillings, Belgrave and
Leicester were changed to 1105, 450 and 387 km2 from 1036, 460 and 390 km2. This led
to the lateral inflow proportions for Loughborough Laterals into the Belgrave to Kegworth
reaches changing to 20, 20, 27, 27, 3 and 3% from 9, 9, 38, 38, 3 and 3 %. The Leicester
lateral inflow proportion to the reaches between the Upper Soar to Pillings were changed to
22, 22, 19, 18, 10 and 9% from 23, 23, 21, 20, 7 and 6%. Configuration and calibration
changes to Rothley, Littlethorpe and South Wigston catchmentmodels were made on 28 June
1993 and those to the'Freemans, Belgrave and Pillings reachmodels on 6 August 1993, and
revised on 4 October 1993. The catchment models for theLower and Upper Wreake laterals
were changed on 6 July 1993 and the reach models for Systonand Kegworth on 30 July 1993
and 9 August 1993. The changed model parameter values have been summarised previously
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Table 4.1.1 Floodforecast eventsavailablefor analysis
Event/forecast Date Forecast run
run thne
1 12 Nov 1992 07.00
2 24 Nov 1992 07.00
3 04 Dec 1992 16.00
4-1 11 Jan 1993 16.00
4-2 13 Jan 1993 18.00
4-3 14 Jan 1993 15.00
4-4 15 Jan 1993 07.00
4-5 09.00
5-1 II Jun 1993 15.00
5-2 '12 Jun 1993 19.00
$-3 13 Jun 1993 07.00
6-1 7 Oct 1993 1500*
6-2 8 Oct 1993 11.00•
7 15 Nov 1993
8-1 8 Dec 1993
8-2
8-3 9 Dec 1993
8-4
9-1 24 Feb 1994
9-2 25 Fcb 1994
9-3
9-4 26 Feb 1994
9-5
9-6
9-7 27 Feb 1994
9-8
9-9 28 Feb 1994
09.00
13.00*
21.00*
03.00'
09.00*
16.00
15.00
2100
00.00
11.00
19.00
07.00
19.00
1300
	
10-1 18 N4ar 1994 23.00
	
10-2 19 Mar 1994 03.00
	
10-3 10.00
• not on disc hard copy phns only
in Tables 3.2.1 and 3.3.1. The overall impact of these configuration and model parameter
changes on the analysis of forecast performance is that events 1 to 5 essentially relate to old
conditions and events 6 to 10 relate to the new ones. We would therefore hope to see some
improvement over the second half of the events arising from these changes.
Two river gauging station ratings are given in the catchment and reach detailfiles of the FFS
(previously summarised as Tables 3.2.2 and 3.3.2) for so-called "New technology sites"
providing first "rated flow" and secondly "direct flow". The rated flows are stage-discharge
relations whilst the direct flow is the electromagnetic or ultrasonic flow measurement. Quality
flags on the overall rating and individual components of it are used to define which rating
takes priority, and if both are high quality then the first takes priority. The low quality is
indicated for individual components by a minus in front of the coefficient value. The effect
of this priority means that for some stations, particularly in the past, there have been switches
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between ratings, for example first using an em gauge estimate,then a stage-discharge estimate
and then revoking to the em gauge estimate again causing abnipt changes to the profile of the
inferred hydrograph. More recently there has been a change towards maintaining a given
estimate, rather than switching between estimation methods, but it is possible this has been
overdone in some cases. An example, is Littlethorpe where the em gauge estimate takes
priority over the full flow range even when there is known to be bypassing above flows of
15 ths.
A summary of the changes made to these so-called "switch flows" over the period of the 10
events for the three electromagnetic stations is given below to aid interpretation of the flood
forecast performance.
Syston: Before 10 December 1993 the em gauge estimate was replaced by a rating curve
estimate above a flow of 35 m' s' (or possibly less). The "switch flow" was raised to
38 m' s-1 on 10 December 1993 and to 40 rn3s' on 11 January 1994. On 24 January 1994
a higher level switch was introduced back to the em gauge estimate.
South Wigston: The original method switched to the ratingcurve estimate above 15 ths,
until this became low quality, when the low quality em gaugeestimate was used again. After
15 November 1993 the quality flag on the rating curve wasremoved, allowing the curve to
be used always above 15 m3/s. After 24 January 1994 the em gauge estimate has been used
over the whole range.
Littlethorpe: Probably from before. 4 June 1993 the em gauge estimate was used up to
15 m' then the rating curve, and above 21.5 m' s' theem gauge estimate again. On 24
January 1994 the upper switch at 21.5 m' s' was removed, using the rating curve estimate
at all flows above 15 m' s-1. Probably during the winter of 1994 a change was made to use
the em gauge estimate over the whole flow range.
The main impact of these changes to the switch flows on forecast performance should
therefore be primarily evident in the last two events, events9 and 10.
The following summarises changes made to the gate flow measurements over the period.
Frisby: A rating curve for the Wreake at Frisby, downstreamof the gate, was added to the
FFS in 1993 but was only used in the routing model from 17January 1994.
Zouch: A rating curve for the section downstream of the Zouch radial gate was added in
August 1994 but has only just been Incorporated in the model(October 1994).
The potential of these rating curve estimates of flow to calibrate the catchment reach models
has not yet been exploited.
4.3 ANALYSISOF EVENTS
The 10 events are discussed in turn. By way of background thesynoptic conditions prevailing
at the time of each storm are summarised first. Information has been gleaned from the
weather log published monthly in Weather and the British weather summary for each month
given in the Journal of Meteorology. This background is followedby a general summary of
the forecast runs available for the event, indicating particularly which run is used to assess
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the simulation model performance and which set of runs are used to assess the updating
technique. For a few events supplementary information on the quality of gauged flows is
given. The performance of the catchment models is first analysed followed by that of the
reach models.
Event I: 12 November 1992
A vigorous westerly outflow across the North Atlantic brought rain for most of November
1992, giving nearly twice the normal monthly rainfall in parts of Britain. On the 11th a
vigorous wave depression gave a lot of rain to the south as it moved east across southern
Britain. The rain was associated with hail and thunder in places.
Only one forecast run is available for this event, made at 07.00 12 November 19 hours after
the peak for Rothley Brook at Rothley (also used in scaled form to estimate Loughborough
lateral inflows). This run therefore provides a good indication of the simulation forecasts
obtained from the model, but cannot be used to assess the performance of the updating
technique.
Lateral inflows: The Loughborough lateral inflow model simulation is poor compared to the
"observed" hydrograph with significant underestimation of flood volumes and peaks. A late
peak of —12 is predicted at 00.00 2 November, compared to the "observed value" of —21
some 12 hours before. However, the "observed flow" in this case is simply a scaling of the
Rothley observed flows by a factor of about 3 (actually 1/.31 = 312/96 the ratio of the two
catchment areas in km') whilst the forecast flow is obtained from a catchment model. The'
model gives a very similar forecast profile to that for Rothley Brook, but scaled by a factor
of 3/2. Scaling of the Rothley forecast by 3 to get an estimate of the lateral inflows would
give a peak estimate of 24, much better than the model-derived forecast of only 12, given the
scaled "observed" peak is 21. This merely serves to highlight the futility of using the scaled
observed flows at Rothley to assess model forecast performance, which naturally favours a
scaling approach over a catchment model approach to estimating flows for ungauged
catchments. It is of interest to note that the low model forecast may at first appear to be at
odds with the main difference in the two catchment models, with a higher runoff coefficient
of 0.55 being used for Loughborough laterals compared to .38 for the rural Rothley Brook
(Table 3.2.1). The lower forecasts in fact appear to result from somewhat lower catchment
average rainfall estimated for the Loughborough lateral inflow catchment, than for Rothley
Brook, and probably more importantly from the lower initial flow predicted by the lateral
inflow catchment model. It is also worth noting that the Leicester lateral inflows are not
available on disks downloaded at the Trent area office. This has revealed use of an old
version of the REMUS program and the need to update it. In the case of the Lower Wreake
lateral inflows a scaling of 145/96 = 1/.66 = 1.5 is used. These scaled lateral inflows will
not be considered further in subsequent events.
Rothley Brook at Rothley: The simulated flow overpredicts with a peak of 8 compared to
the observed value of —6.5, and as with Loughborough lateral inflows is shifted by 24 hours.
Sence at South Wigston: The simulation forecast is quite good, particularly in forecasting
the peak at —10, although somewhat late and with volume underestimation on the rising
I imb.
Upper Soar at Littlethorpe: Again the simulation forecast is reasonable with a good
hydrograph shape but with some overestimation of the peak: —11 compared to —9.
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Wreake at Syston: The simulationis poor in shape, predictinga falseearly peakon the 10
November and then predicting a second peakof the wrong shapetoo late. However the peak
magnitude is well predicted (29 ratherthan30) but 6 hourslate.
Piflings: The reach model forecast for Pillings lags the observed hydrographby some 6
hours and underestimatesthe flat peak level of —48, predicting-.45.
Kegworth: The reach model simulation predicts the rising limb very well indeed, but
overshoots the observed peak at —48, predicting —58. Theupdatedforecastbeyondthe run
time origin looks reasonable in form, but the observed hydrographis not availableto make
an absolute assessment.
Event 2: 24 November 1992 •
The last 10 days of November broughtthe most disturbedweatherin what was a very wet
month (see Event 1). On the 21st and22nd NantmornearSnowdonexperienced75 mm in
48 hours and on the 24, 25, 28-30 Novembermuch of south-westEnglandandSouthWales
experienced more than 25 mm each day. The rainwas associatedwitha very mild airflow
with temperaturesof 15°C.
Only one run is available for this event, made at 07.00 24 November after the peak has
passed, so only the simulation forecastwill be commentedupon.
Rothley Brook at Rothley: The catchmentmodel simulationforecastbadly overestimates
the volume of the flood hydrograph.It predictsan early peakfollowed by a lower laterpeak
whilst in practiceit appearsrainis absorbedinitiallyandthena later higherpeakformed.The
peak forecast is —5 compared to —3.5 observed, with a timedifference of —18hours.
Sence at South Wigston: The catchment model simulation forecast underestimatesthe
volume of the flood hydrographbadly and is too damped. The forecast peak at —3.5
compares with an observed value of —6.5.
Upper Soar at Littlethorpe: The catchmentmodel simulatesthe initialrise quite well but
underestimates the peak (—5 compared to 6 observed) and the volume of water on the
recession, falling too quickly.
Pillings: Although the initial rise of the hydrographis underestimatedthe forecast in the
vicinity of the peak is excellent (exact peak prediction of —36), as is the decay from the
peak.
Kegworth: The volume of the risingfloodhydrographis overestimateda little. The observed
peak has a broad flat top at —41 whilstthe predictedpeakismore roundedandreaches —45.
This may be control gate and/or floodplainstorage induced.
Event 3: 4 December 1992
Vigorous troughs gave copious rainfallon 1-2 December, especially in the west and northof
Britain. It was also very mild. Around250 mm of rain fell in the 10 days to the 3rd in the
hills of South Wales. There was severe flooding in the firstweek of Decemberover South
Wales, the West Country, the West Midlandsand the ThamesValley .
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Only one run is available for this event, made at 16.00 4 December 1992 after the peak has
past so only the model simulation performance will be investigated.
Rothley Brook at Rothley: The flood peak volume is badly underestimated and the recession
volume overestimated. The peak prediction of nearly 8 compares with an observed value of
nearly 10, a 20% underestimation.
Sence at South Wigston: The catchment model badly underestimates the flood volume and
a forecast peak of —8 compares with an observed peak of —12.5. flattening of the observed
peak at this discharge seems to occur.
Upper Soar at Littlethorpe: The catchment model badly underestimates the flood volume.
A forecast peak of —11 compares with an observed value of —15, about 25%
underestimating.
Wreake at Syston: The reach model forecast follows the general trend of the observed
hydrograph, both underestimating and overestimating. The peak forecast is 25 compared to
an observed value of —28, with no timing error.
Palings: Whilst the forecast follows the general trend of the observed hydrograph it
consistently underestimates it by —5. The peak forecast at —60 compares with an observed
value of —65 some 6 hours earlier.
Kegworth: The reach model forecast hydrograph, whilst having the right trend,.
overestimates the flow consistently. The peak forecast of —76 compares with a flattery.
observed peak of —71.
Event 4: 11-15 January 1993
Milder weather reached all pans by the 5th, remaining mild but unsettled for the rest of the.
month with very disturbed west to south-westerlies prevailing. Gales and storms were
common. On the 10th a new Atlantic depression centred over north-west Scotland set a new
record of 916 mbar for Northern Hemisphere temperate latitudes. A cold, unstable westerly
flow followed in the wake of this depression giving heavy wet snow and high winds and
causing widespread disruption to transport and power over the next few days. The south was
badly hit by damaging gales on the 13th as a front, centred over the Midlands swept across
the country. Another frontal system crossed the country on the 15th.
The following rainfalls were recorded for 13 January: Narborough - 25 mm in 6 hrs, 3 year
return; Mt.St. Bernards - 20.5 mm in 6 hrs, 0.5 year return; Hinckley - 23.5 mm in 6 hrs,
1 to 2 year return.
At Littlethorpe a peak of 19.8 m1/41from the electromagnetic gauge disagreed with a flow of
28 m3s4 calculated from the rating curve at 02.00 14 January. An estimated return period of
5 to 10 years was calculated for this event, given the poor quality of records at Narborough
and Littlethorpe. Bypassing around the electromagnetic gauge was known to have occurred.
At Rothley Brook on the 14th 12.6 m's-' was recorded, with an estimated return of 2.3 years
(the mean annual flood). At Pillings the flood return period was estimated at 5 years.
An analysis of the flood peak at South Wigston (the Sence) by the NRA suggested a return
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period of 5 to 10 years. The electromagnetic gauge recorded a value of 39.6 es', but a
lower figure of 20 to 25 estimated from a stage-discharge curve was considered more
realistic. If this is true then the implication is that the electromagneticgauge may overestimate
flows by as much as a factor of 2! The peak level of 2.703 m was similar to that in
September 1992 when a flow of 26.3 m1/41was recorded; however, the flow for this January
event is likely to be greater on account of weed growth increasingthe September level. The
highest current meter measurement at 2.411 m , made on 15 December 1989, gave a flow
of 20.9 m3s1, suggesting a best estimate of 28 na3s4for the 13 January 1993 event peak. In
general the South Wigston station is not ideal for high flow gauging and there is likely to be
appreciable uncertainty associated with the rating relation.
It is of concern that a 3 year old culvert in the Sence catchment designed to a 100 year
standard surcharged and flooded a number of properties withserious consequences during this
flood. The design used an impenneability factor of 15% whichmay be too low for this clay
catchment, especially with saturated antecedent conditions. Model studies carried out by
NRA-ST suggest impermeability factors of 0.25 to 0.5 for rural catchrnents when antecedent
soil moisture deficits are 0 to 20 mm; responses equivalent to a 50% urban catchment can be
obtained from rural catchments. The previous practice of using0.2 to 0.3 for impermeability
factors in rural catchments is likely to underestimate runoff significantly, leading to
underdesign of culverts in the past.
The following peak flows have been estimated for the 13 January event: Croft- 11.6,
Sharnford- 3.6, Littlethorpe- 28.4, Great Glen (Sence/Burton Brook)- 9.8, South Wigston
(Sence)- 28.
Rothley Brook at Rothley: The simulation forecast (Run 5) is not too bad for a catchment
model and yields a peak forecast of I I compared to the observed value of —12.5.
The updated forecast for Run 2 is poor, only projecting the past observed flows upwards for
a short time and then dipping quickly back to the lower simulated forecast, producing a
sawtooth forecast. Subsequent rims start after the peak has past and are of little interest.
Sence at South Wigston: The simulation forecast from thiscatchment model is very poor
(see Run 5), badly underestimating the peak flow as —13compared to —40 from the
electromagnetic gauge. Even the preferred rating curve estimate of 20 to 25 implies
significant model underestimation. The lower recession is wellpredicted at the start and end
of the event. The underestimation again results in a short-livedsawtooth adjustment, dropping
quickly back to the simulation forecast.
Upper Soar at Littlethorpe: The simulation prediction (seeRun 5) isvery good with a more
or less exact forecast of the peak. Note, however, that the observed peak according to these
telemetry data is —17.5, whilst the electromagnetic (em) gaugevalue was 19.8 and the "best
estimate" from the rating curve was 28. The discrepancy of2 from the same em gauge should
be investigated. The suggestion is that bypassing of the gaugeis the causeof the rounded, flat
topped observed hydrograph and that the model is underestimating the true flow by as much
as 10 m3s4. If the model is calibrated to the em gauge, withoutcorrection for bypassing at
high flows, then the model may not be the source of the problem. Given the "good"
simulation forecast the updated forecast is also good with Run2 showing a slight, but short-
lived, improvement.
Wreake at Syston: The simulation forecast (Run 5) of the peak, although 12 hours late and
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the wrong shape, is about right in magnitude (about 34). The very flat top to the observed
hydrograph presumably reflects the operation of the Frisby and Eye Kettlebygates upstream.
The updated forecast for Run 2 made before the peak again shows a sawtooth, short-lived
adjustment. Use of a persistence forecast based on an ARMA model is likely to be better in
such a situation of consistent past underestimation.
Piflings: The simulation forecast ((Run 5) for this routing reach is poor, badly
underestimating most of the flood hydrograph and predicting a peak of —60compared to the
observed value of —110. Since inflows come from Belgrave (Soar), Syston (Wreake) and
Rothley (Rothley Brook) upstream, and from Leicester and Loughborough lateral inflows, the
sources of error are difficult to identify. The forecast adjustment for Run 2, before the peak,
is short-lived, sawtoothed and not very effective.
Kegworth: The simulation forecast (Run 5) badly underestimates the observed flat-topped
peak of —105, flattening out at —80. Possible sources of error include thoseassociated with
model inflows from Zouch upstream (which propagates errors from Fillings), and use of 6%
of the Loughborough lateral inflow. The updated forecast for Run 2 made near the bottom
of the rise is too short-lived to be useful, and sawtooths again to the simulation forecast,
forecasting a peak of —70 and not 100.
Lateral inflows: The Loughborough lateral inflows are badly underestimated in simulation
mode (see Run 5), and the peak forecast is —20 compared to —40 observed. Updating on
Run 2 is ineffective and quickly sawtooths to the simulation forecast.
In contrast the Lower Wreake lateral inflows are reasonably well estimated. For Run 2 the
initial underestimation on the rising limb causes an ineffective, short-lived sawtooth
adjustment.
Event 5: 11-13 June 1993
June 1993 was a mostly quiet and thy month except from 9-16 it became very cyclonic and
disturbed with some remarkable rainfalls. Thundery low pressure drifted from France on the
9th, the low deepening steadily over England over the next couple of days. Thundery
outbreaks were widespread from 9-1 l with heavy falls of rain: 92 mm in 2 hrs and 123 mm
in 12 hrs on the 9th at Culdrose in Cornwall: 121 mm in 2 hrs at North Weald in Essex and
140 mm in 4 hrs at Llandudno on the 10th. Very cool air came around thesouth-west flank
of the depression giving south-west Britain 48 hrs of prolonged heavy rain, centred on the
1lth, along with strong winds and very low temperatures. At Aberporth 151 mm fell in 48
hours, with higher falls over the Cornish moors, and flooding was severe over Cornwall and
parts of Wales. On the 13th the area of low pressure eased away eastwards, giving a dryer
day, but more depressions and rain followed from 14-16June, after which the rain stopped,
for 24 days in the south.
Rothley Brook at Rothley: The catchment model simulation (Run 3) significantly
underestimates the flood volume. A simulated peak of —8 compares with the observed value
of —17, underestimating by more than a factor of 2. Run 1 made at 15.00 11June five hours
before the observed peak at 20.00 is useful for assessing the updated forecastperformance.
The adjustment is reasonable for up to 2 hours ahead, reaching a peak of —12, but then
sawtooths back down to the low simulation forecast.
Sence at South Wigston: The catchment model simulation (Run 3) again significantly
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underestimates the flood volume, and peaks at —14 rather than the observed value of —37.
Updating (Run 1) is of little use and quickly approaches the low simulation forecast in a
sawtooth manner.
Upper Soar at Littlethorpe: The catchment model simulationin this case is better with both
overestimation and underestimation. The observed peak of —12.5at —18.00 is well forecast
but the simulated hydrograph continues rising for 9 hours to attain a peak of —16. The
updated forecast (Run I) in this case modifies the shape of therise to the observed peak very
well, but like the simulation forecast continues to rise to overpredict the peak by —25%.
Wreake at Syston: The overall volume of the simulated flood at Syston is correct but the
double peak that is observed is forecast as a single higher peak(29 compared to 22 observed).
The updating (Run 1) is quite effective over the first two hours after which it shares the
problems of the simulation forecast.
Piflings: The reach model simulation (Run 3) consistently underestimates the observed
hydrograph, and at the peak attains a value of 60 compared to —78 observed, an
underestimate of nearly 25%. However, the forecast crossingof the amber warning level is
very good indeed. The updated forecast (Run 1) is not successful and quickly reverts in a
sawtooth manner to the simulated forecast.
Kegworth: The reach model simulation (Run 3) provides a reasonable forecast of the peak,
giving —62 rather than the observed —64. It fails to predict the humped nature of the
hydrograph, rather giving a smooth rise and fall. The updated forecast (Run 1) is not very
useful, increasing the prediction on the underpredicted rising limb but quickly sawtoothing
back to the low simulated hydrograph.
Event 6: 7-8 October 1993
This event caused property flooding at Croft and at Rothley. For the 96 hour period ending
at 15.00 7 October there were three main pulses of rain centred on 00.00 4 October, 15.00
5 October and 16.00 6 October. The rainfall at Narborough reached 30.5 mm in 43 hours and
20.5 mm in 13 hours, with an estimated return period of onlybetween 1and .5 years; similar
low return period rainfalls were estimated for Hinkley (24.5 rnm in 10 hrs, .5 year return)
and Mt. St. Bernards (37.5 mm in 11 hrs, 1 year return).
The rain falling on an already saturated catchment producednear record levels of flooding
at Littlethorpe with a rating-curve derived flow peak of 31.9 rn's-' at 09.00 7 October,
checked by current meter at the peak as 35 m1/41.An estimateof its return period, based on
a 12 year record, gave 10 to 15 years. The electromagnetic gauge recorded only 20 due
at least in part to observed bypassing.
At Rothley Brook flow peaked at 15.3 m's"' at 1200. 7 October, with an estimated return of
—5 years.
An earlier high level at Littlethorpe of 2.559 m was recorded at 22.00 on 11 June 1993,
whilst the gauged flow was only 12 m's-' and no property flooding occurred. Weed growth
affecting this summer event would only enhance the levelsby up to 60 cm so backing up
effects downstream of the gauge is a more likely factor.
Rothley Brook at Rothley: Only plot for 15:00 7 October. Poorly underestimates peak of
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— 15 at 12.00 7 October, predicting only —7 a little earlier. Adjustment recedes at same rate
as past observed for —6 hours, and then ramps down linearly over —6 hours to simulation
forecast. No observed to assess the quality of this adjustment but the two segment forecast
looks unrealistic.
Sence at South Wigston: The simulation forecast badly overpredicts the true peak of —4
at 12.00 7 October, forecasting —7. The updated forecast for the first run is initially good
when it is based on persistence but unrealistically climbs to meet the simulation forecast over
the period 6 to 12 hours ahead.
Upper Soar at Littlethorpe: Discontinuities in the observed hydrograph are evident at — 10,
14 and 20. Two of these relate to the em "switch" flows at 15 and 21.5 ni s". The simulation
forecast grossly underestimates the peak: —8 compared with —32. The persistence updating
for the first run predicts a concave recession and not the actual convex, steeper recession. The
correction on the second run is more satisfactory in appearance.
Wreake at Syston: Odd blip on the observed hydrograph at —15.00 6 October. Forecast
peak is well defined at — 18 (12.00 7 October), just above standby level, whilst actual peak
remains quite flat at — 11 from 15.00 7 to 00.00 8 October. Adjustment for later run again
is a sensible persistence error forecast on the recession. The earlier update starts from the last
observed value as a persistence correction for — 12 hours, followed by a taper for — 12 hours
to meet the simulation forecast. It is reasonably successful.
Fillings: The simulation forecast is reasonable, underestimating up to 0600 7 October and
then overestimating to 06.00 8 October. Updating on the first run is satisfactory, and the
persistence followed by tapering scheme seems intuitively reasonable for the second run.
Kegworth: Underestimation of peak at —58 (01.00 7 October), with —42 forecast. Sensible
persistence adjustment for run at 11.00 8 October. For the run made at 15.00 7 October a
persistence forecast continues the trend of the observed hydrograph well (in recession) but is
unrealistically tapered upwards to meet the simulation forecast, which is too broad and flat,
over the lead time period 12 to 24 hours.
Event 7: 15 November 1993
A sluggish airflow across the Atlantic towards Britain persisted for most of November,
allowing a strong anticyclone to develop over the former Soviet Union. Between the 9th and
14th a much more unsettled westerly regime took over, bringing alternating rain and
sunshine. On 9-10 a large area of rain moved slowly east, followed by two sunny days, and
then a deep, vigorous depression crossed southern and central districts on 13-14 bringing
widespread heavy rain. A 24 hr fall of 70 mm was recorded at Fylingdales, North Yorkshire.
Gales followed in the wake of the depression. Conditions from the 15th were dominated by
a strong anticyclone to the east, with cold dry weather.
There is only on run available for this event, after the main peak has passed and so attention
will focus on the simulation forecast performance, and not updating.
Rothley Brook at Rothley: The catchrnent simulation model underestimates the flood
volume somewhat but is not too bad for a rainfall-runoff model. At the peak the model
predicts —12 compared to — 14 observed and the timing is also quite good.
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Upper Wreake at Frisby: The catchment model simulationproduces a reasonable forecast,
unlike the observed hydrograph which is serrated, and artificial looking. This presumably
reflects control of the gate at Frisby. The simulated peak of —32compares with an observed
value of —41.
Sence at South Wigston: Again the catchment model simulation looks reasonable whilst the
observed hydrograph has a vertical rise at a flow of —15, corresponding to the switch from
the em to the rating curve estimate, and spikes at —18. The forecast peak is —18whilst the
observed value is —22.
Upper Soar at Littlethorpe: The catchment model again looks reasonable whilst the
observed flow exhibits changes in shape. At a flow of —13the hydrograph rises vertically
and at —20 it rounds off to a peak of —25. These correspond to switch flows at 15 and
21.5 in' The forecast peak attains a value of 22.
Wreake at Syston: Although the forecast rise is poorly underestimated by the reach model
simulation the peak forecast is almost exact at —37. However, the observed peak reaches this
level one day earlier and stays there for —2days!
Pillings: The reach model simulation is excellent. Flows peak at —90.
Kegworth: The reach model simulates the initial hydrograph rise very well but continues
rising to peak at —100 whilst the observed flows rise slowlyfrom 80 to 90.
Event 8: 8-9 December 1993
December 1993 was a very unsettled month with a steady stream of easterly moving
depressions. Most places were very wet with twice the normalrainfall in parts of the west and
south. A mild start to the month, and much rain in the northand west, gave way to a cold
front and clearer air on the 4th. Heavy rain in the north and west occurred on the 6th,
followed by showers on the 7th, and wet and very windy weather spreading to all districts
on the 8th. Damaging winds occurred at night. More rain occurred on the 10th, winds
veering northerly and bringing snow showers to the north. Snow preceded the next rain area
on the 12th, especially in hilly central regions. Cold air and frosts followed.
A continued period of heavy rain occurred from 05.00 8 December to 04.00 9 December,
being particularly intense around 07.00 8 December. Rainfallfor the 96 hours ending 09.00
9 December was typically 20 mm over the Soar.
Four forecast runs were available in hard copy form for this event: Run 1 - 13.00 8
December, Run 2 - 21.00 8 December, Run 3 - 03.00 9 December, Run 4 - 09.00 9
December. The last run, Run 4, is used to assess the simulation performance of the model.
Rothley Brook at Rothley: The catchment model predicts the rising hydrograph very well
but turns over too soon at —8 at 00.00 9 December, whilst the observed hydrograph
continues up to —9.5 over a further 9 hours.
The updated forecasts of the observed peak at 9.5 are —6.5, —9.5and —9.5 for runs 1,
2 and 3 which are 16, 8 and 2 hrs before the peak. The updating is satisfactory, even the
saw-tooth form of the peak forecast tapering to the simulation forecast for Run 2.
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Sence at South Wigston: The observed hydrograph looks suspect with a saw-tooth profile
instead of the more realistic smooth forecast peak. The rise of the hydrograph is very well
forecast.
In updating mode the (suspect) observed peak at 8 is forecast as followsfor runs 1 to 3:
—8, —10, —10. Only the adjustment on Run 3 is unnatural with a saw-tooth produced by
the persistence forecast being followedby a an upward taper to the simulation forecast. Given
the odd shape of the observed hydrograph the performance of updating could be said to be
very satisfactory.
Upper Soar at Littlethorpe: The rainfall-runoff model for Littlethorpe predicts the flood
hydrograph shape and peak quite well, with a forecast peak of —9.5 overestimating the
observed peak of —8.5 and with no timing error. The overall forecast volumeis worse with
the forecast hydrograph being both fatter and higher.
In updating mode the forecast peaks are excellent for Run 1 (-8), poorer for Run 2 ( —9)
but again excellent for Run 3 (-8 again). The performance overall is verygood.
Wreake at Syston: The routing model performance is poor in simulation mode, badly
underestimating the peak (21 compared to —30)and failing to forecast theactual yellow alert.
The effect of the update is to initially adjust for the underestimation for Run2 but quickly to
taper downwards to the low simulation forecast after about 5 hours, failingto improve the
prediction of the peak. For Run 3, made at the peak, the effect of updating is very bad
predicting a continued rise to —38 and then a fast taper back down to the low simulation
hydrograph. This is a difficult situation for any updating procedure to work well in, and
highlights the need for an improved model structure (if hydrometric data are not the cause).
Palings: The shape of the rise is well predicted although consistently underestimated until
the observed hydrograph flattens out at —48 at 02.00 9 December. However, the observed
flow hydrograph doesn't continue for long enough to comment on the peak forecast and
whether the amber level was actually exceeded as forecast.
The effect of updating correctly compensates for the consistent underestimation on the rising
limb, although no comment on the adjusted peak forecast can be made dueto unavailability
of the peak observation. Of concern is the form of adjustment for Run 1where the two-stage
adjustment creates a saw-tooth forecast, Continuing with a persistence forecast but with
diminishing effect would be better than use of a taper to the simulation forecast. Certainly an
ARMA error predictor is likely to have performed better in this situation, tapering smoothly
to the simulation forecast with increasing lead time.
Kegworth: The simulation forecasts badly overestimate the observed flows (60 compared
to —42).
The adjustment for runs 2 and 3 are sensible but not sufficient to correct for the simulation
model's overestimation. Run 1 produces a saw-tooth forecast, reverting to abetter simulation
forecast ( —55 compared to —42)than is the case for Run 4. The simulation forecast is even
worse for Run 3 ( 73). This presumably reflects higher inputs (Zouch and/or Loughborough
lateral inflows) coming into this routing model for these runs, particularly Run 3.
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Event 9: 24-28 February 1994
From the 11th south-westerlies brought a drop in temperature and light snow on the 13th,
followed by very cold 'weather and further widespread snow. Heavier snow spread northwards
on the 15th (4-10 cm depth) followed by a thaw in the southand further snow in the north
on the 16th. Milder weather returned to the south from 16-19,but very cold east European
air returned by the 20th giving widespread moderate snowfalls. Milder air on the 22nd
brought prolonged rain and fog in southern counties, but therewas further snow over the next
few days from the Midlands northwards. Renewed warm southerlies on the 25th brought a
thaw over England and mild showery weather.
A total of 9 forecast runs are available for this event. Run 8, made after the flood peak has
passed, is the most useful for assessing the simulation modelperformance. The earlier runs
3 to 7 provide a valuable indication of how the updating technique performs on the rising
limb of the flood hydrographs.
Rothley Brook at Rothley: The catchment model simulationpredicts the initial rise well but
fails badly to predict the later volume of flood runoff, whichincludes the observed peak at
—12. The simulation flattens off at around 9 and starts to recede about 6 hours before the
observed peak occurs. The updated forecasts are reasonable in not having a sawtooth form
but fail to predict the broader observed peak, not surprisingly. Run 6 is the critical failure in
not continuing the still rising observed hydrograph, instead falling almost linearly to the
simulation forecast over an —36 hour period.
Upper Wreake at Frisby: The catchment simulation modelbadly underestimates the volume
of flood runoff after a reasonable early start. The observed hydrograph is rather jagged,
presumably indicating the effects of gate control. The predictedpeak of —23 compares badly
with the observed peak of 36, although the timing is good. The updated forecasts also
underestimate the peak badly. The peak forecasts increase slowly within the event and only
at Run 6 does it exceed 30, but the forward extrapolation upwards is short-lived ( —2 hours),
quickly sawtoothing down to the simulation forecast.
Sence at South Wigston: The catchment model simulation is excellent, both in terms of
volume and peak prediction (both about 14). The updated forecasts are well behaved and in
general provide a marginal improvement.
Upper Soar at Littlethorpe: The catchment model simulation is reasonable but generally
consistently overestimates by —2, with a resulting higher volume and peak ( —17 compared
to 14). The earlier updated forecasts are very good indeed (Run 3) but progressively start to
overestimate. The adjustment is well behaved until Run 5, 13 hours before the peak, when
the simulation starts to overpredict. This results in the adjustedforecast being turned down
over a period of 12 hours, instead of continuing to rise, and thenflattening for 12 hours when
it meets the simulated forecast and falls again. The result is a too low, unrealistic looking
forecast.
Wreake at Syston: The reach model simulation underpredicts the volume of the flood and
underestimates the peak, giving 32 instead of 40. The observedhydrograph has a very jagged
top indicating the effect of control gates. Because of the underestimation of the simulation
model on the rising limb, updating gives the characteristic sawtooth adjustment which is both
unrealistic and not very effective at improving forecast accuracy. Updating after the first
observed peak has the effect of suppressing a further rise in the forecast, failing to predict
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later peaks. Updating during gate control is clearly problematic without an explicit model of
the gate operation.
Piflings: The reach model forecast at Pillings is excellent over the entire hydrograph. A peak
approaching 80 is attained and correctly simulated. Runs 3 to 7 on the rising limb
underestimate the peak but get progressively better over the 32 hour period: 59, 63, 66, 79
and 79 respectively. The excellent forecast from Run 6 is made 17 hours before the observed
peak. Underestimation by the simulated flows causes the usual sawtooth forecast, rising more
steeply but then falling back abruptly to the simulated hydrograph.
Kegworth: Initially the reach model predicted rise is good but the observed hydrograph
starts to flatten at —70, whilst the simulation continues to rise to peak at 96 (compared to
a later observed peak of 80). The forecast is a yellow alert which does not occur in practice.
Overestimation on the rising limb causes a zizag adjustment which does not look realistic. The
updated peak forecast is initially too low but begins to overestimate between runs 4 and 5.
At Run 6, after the observed hydrograph has flattened off, the updated adjustment is excellent
predicting the continuing flat peak at just below 80, although not quite rising high enough.
Event 10: 18-19 March 1994
The month was dominated by vigorous westerly airflows bringing frequent bands of rain
interspersed with sunshine, showers and windy conditions. An active cold front progressed
slowly and erratically southwards across the country on the 14th and 15th, all areas
experiencing heavy rain and a sharp drop in temperature. Cold weather continued to the 21st
when mainly north-westerly winds brought squally wintry showers and sunny intervals.
Secondary depressions crossed southern Britain on 18,20 and 21 March bringing prolonged
rain.
Three runs are available for analysis for this event, and Run 3 is used to assessthe simulation
performance of the model.
Rothley Brook at Rothley: The simulated peak forecast for this event is very good,
predicting the observed value a little above 8 almost exactly. However, the overall shape is
shifted forward, underestimating on the rising limb; the observed recession is not available
to judge the recession performance. The updated forecasts show the usual sawtooth adjustment
when underpredicting on the rising limb, and are of little benefit. The so-called expected peak
forecast is difficult to improve upon, and for Run 1 gives an excellent 13 hour ahead forecast
of the peak.
Upper Wreake at Frisby: The observed hydrograph is very jagged reflecting control of the
gates. The rise of the catchment model simulation is excellent but clearly does not predict the
erratic changes of flow due to the gates. More by good fortune, the updated forecast at Run
2 predicts the rise following the initial drop in flows but thereafter fails to predict further rises
and falls.
Sence at South Wigston: The rise of the hydrograph is well simulated by the catchment
model but Run 3 is not late enough to record the observed peak, and comment on the model's
ability to forecast it. However, it is likely to be good. Updating does little to improve this
already good forecast.
Upper Soar at Littlethorpe: The catchment model simulation of the rising hydrograph is
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very good, but above 4 starts to overpredict. The observed hydrograph flattens out at about
6 whilst the forecast continues rising to above 8. Because the simulation is so good on the
rising limb updating is not too important. However, as the simulation overshoots updating
effectively stops this but since the later part of the observed hydrograph is unavailable it is
difficult to assess the later performance.
Wreake at Syston: The reach model simulation rises initiallyquite well but at —15 flattens
off markedly to produce a late forecast peak of only —22. In contrast the observed peak
reaches —35 about 14 hours earlier. Updating on the rising limb for runs 1 and 2, is
ineffective, producing the usual unrealistic sawtooth adjustment, dropping abruptly down to
the simulation prediction after a short initial rise.
Pilings: The reach model simulation is very good, althoughthe observed peak is not quite
available at the time Run 3 is made. There is consistent underestimation of only a few &A.
The use of the first phase updating, based on a weighted average of past errors, is not applied
for long enough given the very persistent underestimation. Instead it reverts quickly down to
the somewhat lower simulated hydrograph after a period of about 4 hours for Run 1. This
makes the updating of little value.
Kegworth: The observed peak is not yet available at the time Run 3 is made making an
assessment of the reach model simulation difficult. The recession and early rise of the
simulation is excellent but above —30 overestimation begins. At the time of the forecast run
3 a simulated value of —67 compares poorly with an observation of only —50. Updating for
runs 1 and 2 is largely ineffective, with the usual jagged adjustment having no effect on the
forecast peak estimate. However, for Run 3 updating does pull the peak down but in the
absence of the observed peak it is difficult to comment on the overall success.
4.4 CONCLUSIONS
The following general conclusions can be drawn from the analysis of the forecasts made for
the ten flood events-
(1) Lateral inflow models:
It is difficult to assess the success of the lateral inflow simulations on account of the lack of
observations. Clearly using a scaling of the observed flows at Rothley provides an inadequate
basis for assessment. If this was indeed adequate then a forecast approach based on scaling
would be preferred to one based on a rainfall-runoff model. The advantage of using a rainfall-
runoff model is that actual rainfall for the catchment can be used. However, the success of
this approach may depend strongly on how the model parameters have been estimated. This
would ideally be done by embedding the latetal inflow catchment model within the reach
model it forms an inflow to, and estimating the parameters of bothmodels as a single entity.
A scheme for updating could also be developed for this combined configuration of models.
The relative merits of a model-based approach, versus scaling flows from a neighbouring
catchment, for estimating ungauged lateral inflows needs to be investigated through empirical
studies, along with the use of embedded model calibration as discussed above. Peculiarities
noted in the Loughborough lateral inflow model simulations and 'observations" deserve
further investigation.
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Catchment model simulation performance:
Rothley Brook at Rothley: Four of the 10 events are simulated acceptably, the first two are
overestimated and the remaining 4 underestimated. There is an overall tendency to
underestimate (7 of the 10 events).
Wreake at Frisby: Performancehas only been assessed for three eventsand these exhibit
underestimationof thegate-influencedobservations.Improvementsin forecastingare unlikely
to derive from a hydrologicalreach model approach,a hydrodynarnicmodelrepresentation
being recommended.
Sence at South Wigston: The modelhas performedwell over thelast threeevents, but there
was a tendency to underpredicton five earlier events. Performanceoverallmay be judged
satisfactory.
Upper Soar at Littlethorpe. Fourof the 10 events weresatisfactorilyforecast(events 1, 4,
5, 8) and the remaindergave both overestimationand underestimation.There is nothing
consistently wrong with the model in terms of its ability to predictthe gaugedflows (see (4)
below).:
Reach model simulation performance:
Wreake at Syston: Three events could be said to be forecastadequately(events 3, 4, 7),
whilst there is an overall tendency towards underestimation.Given the influence of gate:
control for this reacha hydrodynamicmodel approachis recommendedtogainimprovement.
. 6
Pillings: The reach model performedmuch better for this site with 4 good forecasts and 2
excellent ones, whilst the remaining four tended to underestimate(events 1, 3, 4, 5).
Performanceis good given observedinflows andthereforesimulationforecastsafter the peak
has past look good. However, at the initiationof the flood, forecastsof thePillings peak are
uncertain due to the uncertaintyof the forecasted inflows. Thus, the reachmodel appears.
good whilst the blame for poor forecastsearly on stem from forecastingproblemsupstream.
The truth of this depends on the adequacyof gauged flows at Pillings whichis satisfactory
until flows are generatedon the floodplain. Then the interpretationbecomes complex. Some
of the uncertainty in forecasting the inflows may be helped by establishinga gauging station
at Freemans Weir, as proposed in Stage 1 and reinforced here.
Kegworth: The performanceat Kegworthwas not good overall with a strong tendency to
overpredict, except on two occasions when underestimation occurred.
Updating:
The updating techniquewas generally ineffective and its two-phase formtends to produce
unrealistic looking forecasthydrographs.
Gauging problems:
Upper Soar at Littlethorpe: Thereis some evidence thatthe gaugemay beunderestimating
flows by as much as 10 when the true flow approaches 30 due to bypassing.
The observed hydrograph has a rounded, flat-topped form. Thus whilst the model may
provide apparently acceptable results, having been calibrated to gauged flows, it may
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significantly underestimate the true flow. This will have water balance implications for the
reach models downstream.
It is important to note that between events 8 and 9 a change in the method of calculating
flows at Littlethorpe was invoked. Prior to 24 January 1994there was a switch from the em
gauge estimate to a rating curve estimate above a flow of 15in' s-1, at which bypassing was
judged to first occur. At around 21.5 rn' above which the rating curve is classed as low
quality, reversion back to the em gauge estimate occured. Theeffect of this switch is clearly
apparent with the observed hydrograph rising steeply. Since 24January 1994the upper switch
back to the em gauge estimate has been removed and the model recalibrated. Most recently
(probably winter 1994) the em gauge estimate has been used for all flows, despite bypassing
at higher flows. The main advantage is a more realistic lookingobserved hydrograph whilst
the drawback is that model updating at higher flows may notproperly take into account the
bypassed flow component. This will be a source of volume errors for reach models
downstream.
Sence at South Wigston: This electromagnetic gauge may overestimate a true flood flow
of 20 m's" by as much as a factor of 1.5 to 2. Thus whilst the model fitted to em-derived
flows may perform satisfactorily, it may overestimate the true flood flow considerably with
water balance implications to reach models downstream.
Overall the changes made to model configuration, model parameters and electromagnetic
gauge switch flows have not led to any consistent improvement in model performance across
the Soar. One exception is possibly at Pillings where the performance has been generally
more satisfactory for the last 5 events, following model reconfiguration and calibration.
However, the general conclusion is that there is clearly scope for improvements in both
gauging flows and in modelling and calibration.
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5. System Environment
5.1 INTRODUCTION
It is often too easy to focus on the choice of models to be used within a Forecasting System
and not to give proper attention to the system environment within which the models are to
operate. The system environment is particularly important for real-time applications in order
to properly manage the incoming data from telemetry and other sources, to efficiently
construct the forecasts needed, to display the forecasts to users of the Systemand to produce
and disseminate the flood warning messages so that effective action can be taken. In addition,
decision support facilities are required to support "what if?" questions concerning, for
example, alternative gate control operations and alternative input forecasts of rainfall.
Figure 5.1.1 illustrates a design which is typically required of a system environmentfor flow
forecasting. It comprises a shell and kernel. The kernel is responsible for managing forecast
construction in real-time, and supporting model calibration off-line. The shell supports a
database managing both observed and forecast data, and has external interfaces to the
telemetry, weather radars and weather forecasts (possibly from a numerical weatherprediction
model). The shell also provides a graphical user interface and reporting/warning dissemination
facilities to users of the system. Consideration of the system environment alsoextends to the
choice of computer platform to use. These system environment issues are dealt with in this
Section. Section 5.2 reviews how the ST-FFS performs the task of forecast construction
within the shell and how this compares with the approach used in IH's RFFS Information
Control Algorithm. Section 5.3 reviews the shell and the external interfaces used to support
flood warning in the Soar Catchment. Finally, Section 5.4 reviews the computerconfiguration
used to run the Flow Forecasting System. In reviewing each issue the existing system is
compared with that recommended under Stage 1 and recommendations for improvement
made.
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Figure 5.1.1 System environmentof a Flow Forecasting System
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5.2 INFORMATION CONTROL AND FORECAST CONSTRUCTION IN REAL-
TIME
The NRA Severn-Trent Flow Forecasting System, ST-FFS, comprises two main parts: RECS
REgional Communication System) which operates on a VAX at Solihull and supports
telemetry and forecasting functions, and REMUS (REMote USer interface) which it serves
as a GUI on client PCs and functions primarily to displayobserved and forecast results
decanted from the VAX. The two systems communicate using the Reflections 2 software
(Version 4.3). The flow forecasting system within RECS is FFS II (Version 4.0). RECS and
FFS II really form a single system with RECS largely an enhancement of ODH, the
Outstation Data Handling interface. Other components are RDH(Radar Data Handling), USS
(User SubSystem), FCS (ForeCasting Subsystem), GNM (Globalelements), and RTI (Remote
Terminal Interface). As a fall-back to the FFS there is a level-to-level correlation based
forecasting system called ELFS, which runs independentlyof FFS, and is invoked through
a menu option in a new version of REMUS. This is discussedfurther in Section 5.3.4.
In the Severn-Trent forecasting system the control of incoming telemetry data along with
forecast construction is the task of the RECS System and theFFS (Flow Forecasting System).
The "System data design specification" for the FFS describesthe high level data design for
the FFS (Software Sciences, 1993). This document providesa useful point of reference to
understand the internal structure of the FFS, including its access of telemetry data and
running of models. For this reason it will be reviewed here andused to identify any problems
and shortcomings which might affect forecasting on the Soar. Its suitability, relative to the
RFFS-ICA system for information control and forecast constructionrecommended in Stage 1,
will be considered at the end of the section.
The specification document defines the Data Structures accessedby the FFS. Data are either
stored in the shared memory global sections (virtual memorysections), accessed by include
files and linker options, or as disk files. The virtual memory sections incorporate the
following: dynamic sensor data, sensor binary details, raw weather radar data, sensor polling
table, current alarms, new alarms, status data, hydrologicalnames and dynamic hydrological
data.
The Dynamic Sensor Data (DSD) section contains dynamicdata collected from the fixed-
period and event-logged outstations. Specifically, for example, 15 minute level data and time-
of-tip raingauge data are collected but are stored as hourly instantaneous and total values
respectively in the DSD section. A rolling memory of 35days worth of hourly values are
held. Sensor details include such information as the identifier, name and telephone number
of an outstation. The Raw weather radar section accommodatesonly the two radars accessed
by NRA-ST: data are only held temporarily in support of the radar processing modules
concerned with radar subcatchment and image data. Pollingand alarm sections support the
normal telemetry functions such as the number of poll attemptsmade so far, sensors currently
in alarm and new stations in alarm which are still to be acknowledgedby the RECS operator.
The latest recorded value or status of a sensor is held in the status data section. The
Hydrological Names (HNM) section holds basin, subbasin andcatchment/reach names. There
are two basin records, one for the Trent and the other forSevern, each comprising records
for 6 sub-basins which in turn can accommodate its name andup to 15catchment names and
15 reach names. The Dynamic Hydrological Data (DIM) is separated into two global
sections, one for the Severn and one for the Trent (DHS and MIT). These contain the
hindcast flow data (up to 240 hrs worth) and forecast flowdata (up to 120 hrs worth) and
model state variable set. Also contained are up to 240 hrs hindcast climate input data and 30
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hrs forecast weather input data. Information on alarm exceedences is alsoheld.
The disk files contain the following: dynamic sensor data, radar subcatchmentand image data,
sensor details, alarm telephone numbers, bulletin boards, activity logs, systemcommon data,
alarms log, current and new alarms, status data, hydrological names, dynamic and offline
hydrological data, catchment and reach details and parameters, and quantitative precipitation
forecast data. The Dynamic Sensor Data (DSD) file contains a copy of the DSD section, as
last stored on disk, and is used to restart the system without incurring lossof data. There are
two radar subcatchment files, for Clee Hill and Lincoln, containing the last35 days of hourly
radar subcatchment data. Up to 300 radar images are held for each radar, each file containing
one image. The sensor binary details are disk copies of those held in virtual memory whilst
the sensor details file contains static information such as outstation telephone numbers.
Bulletin Boards exist separately for the Severn and Trent, and include exceedence memos and
alarm messages. The System Common contains dynamic information used to control data
collection and modelling functions, such as the polling frequency and the time of the next
model run for each of the 12 sub-basins. The Hydrological Names file is a user-editable file
used to construct a binary equivalent. The Dynamic Hydrological Data file is a copy of that
held in virtual memory. There are two sets, for the Trent and Severn, and 5 versions of each
can be held on disk concurrently to support model comparisons and re-runs. These files are
used for the display of forecasts and of state variables. Only one version of the off-line form
of this file is held. The Catchment details contains parameters used to pre-process sensor data
to form catchment hindcast data, such as the catchment name and area andweighting factors
applied to raingauges to derive catchment rainfall. Part of the contents of this file for the Soar
catchment is displayed in Table 3.2.2. The Reach Details file contains parameters used to pre-
process sensor data to form observed reach hindcast data, such as the reach name and length
and river rating equations. Table 3.3.2 summarises part of the contents of this file for the
Soar. The Catchment parameters file contains the catchment modelparameters, which through
the catchment model allow observed catchment hindcast input data to be transformed to
produce simulated hindcast and forecast flows. The Reach parameters file is the equivalent
for the reach model. The information contained in these files for the Soar have been
summarised in Tables 3.2.1 and 3.3.1. Lastly, the Quantitative Precipitation Forecast file is
not yet available within the FFS. Its planned use is to store default rainfall forecasts for each
sub-basin sub-area, probably derived from Met. Office forecasts, with unavailable data filled
with zeros. With 6 sub-basins each containing 3 sub-areas there will be 18 rainfall forecast
sequences in each of the two user basins, making 36 sequences in all.
This review of FFS's high level data design allows the following observations to be made:
(I) Whilst telemetry data are initially accessed as 15 minute values they are only stored
within FFS at an hourly interval. This has serious implications if the forecasting
models are to be run at a shorter time-step, such as the 15 minute period
recommended in Stage 1.
In other respects the telemetry functionality provided, such as polling and alarm
handling, appears to be sound.
Radar access is limited to Type 1 data (5 km, 15 minute, 7 plus zero intensity level)
from two radars, Clee Hill and Lincoln. Support of Type 2 data (2 km, 5 minute, 208
intensity level together with 5 km data) and Frontiers forecast data, recommended in
Stage 1 for input to forecasting models, is not provided.
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The basic geographical sub-division into basin, subbasin and catchment/reach seems
useful but, as implemented in the data structure design, may restrict the definition of
future subnetworks. A user-configured subnetwork concept used by the RFFS-ICA
allows freer definition of sub-units of a forecasting system. Indeed new subnetworks
can be created in real-time by users if desired. Creation of a hierarchical structure
might be implemented at a higher level as part of a GUI. The restricted number at
each level of sub-division (2 basins, 6 sub-basins, 15catchments and 15 reaches) is,
however, soft-coded in the FFS providing for some flexibility.
The split between two networks, for the Severn and the Trent, along with associated
bulletin boards for each could be configured more generically providing for more
generality and avoiding duplicity. The Main Network concept within the RFFS-ICA
allows for any number of named networks. Alternatively they might be configured
as separate RFFS-ICA implementations. Both options allow for concurrent runs on
the same computer.
The FFS's use of state variable initialisation to create seamless forecasts from one run
to the next and of storing dynamic and state variable data to allow re-runs is good.
The RFFS-ICA also works in this way.
The data structures holding the catchment and reach model parameters are specific
to the two models currently used in the Sevem-Trent region. This inhibits
experimentation with different models and new modelscannot be readily configured
into the existing design. The RFFS-ICA design employs a generic model algorithm
interface. This provides the capability of adding or substituting models of any type
without having to re-code the ICA itself or formulating a new data structure to hold
model parameters.
The pre-processing of sensor data, for example to derive subcatchment rainfall, may
be better structured as a model algorithm supporting the merging of data according
to priority and availability. Such a design becomes more important when both radar
and raingauge measurements and rainfall forecasts, from one or more sources, are
available to derive catchment average rainfalls.
5.3 THE SYSTEM SHELL AND EXTERNAL INTERFACES
5.3.1 Introduction
This section deals with the three main functions of the shell environment, namely support of
external interfaces (principally telemetry, radar and weather forecasts), the graphical user
interface (GUI) and reporting and dissemination facilities. Apreliminary review of how some
of these functions are met in the Sevem-Trent Region, by RECSand REMUS, were included
in the Stage 1 Report at the request of the NRA. Further details are provided here in order
to provide a basis for recommending how these functions should be met in the proposed
system shell.
5.3.2 Telemetry and other data interfaces
The present telemetry system operates to support 80 to 100 telemetry raingauges in the
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Severn-Trent region. These are event-recording and use a 0.5 mm tip. Many are heated
sufficiently to melt any snow falling in their funnels. There are some 200 river level and flow
stations on telemetry in the Severn-Trent region.
The telemetry system is telephone based and employs TG1150 outstations with a 35 day
rolling memory and incorporating a dial-out facility. A data interval of 15minutes is used but
data are 'aggregated" to hourly values for input to the FFS. The basic 15minute data are not
stored by the telemetry system and only hourly data can be recovered from the FFS/RECS
system.
A routine poll of all outstations is done at 7 am each morning and takes about 20 minutes.
Once completed the system automatically invokes model runs for the Severnand Trent basins.
Polling is based on a 4 try maximum and 98-99% data capture is usual during flood events.
Data from a 10 am poll on selected raingauges are given to the Met. Office in exchange for
Morecs data for squares covering the Severn-Trent region. These are sometimesused to reset
the catchment model state variables relating to soil moisture when these get out of line,
possibly due to rogue raingauge data being used as model input.
The master menu of RECS on the VAX has the following options: Polling and Model
Control, Data and utilities suite, Bulletin board display, Weather forecasts, FFS newsletter,
Alarm telephone numbers, Menus on/off toggle. Show menu structure, Log off FFS II
system. The menus provided by RECS are simple Fortran read/write created menus with
responses made at the command line prompt. The weather forecasts are received at 4 pm
from the Weather Department, Birmingham via telex straight into the VAX.
The Severn and the Trent basins are each broken up within the FFS into 6 sub-basins, with
the sixth being tidal. The Bulletin board display provides notification of exceedences, both
in the hindcast period (before time now) and in the forecast period. It also provides
information on outstation alarms. Forecast information provided by RECS/FFS is only
available in tabulated form: there are no graphical displays. These are provided by the
REMUS PC GUI. All the informationon both observed and forecast data are restricted to an
hourly interval; there is no access to the event logged or 15 minute data. Thesystem supports
a 35 day (MO hr) memory of hourly sensor data. Access to the model statevariable values
is gained through the Data and utilities suite, where values can be modified. Four state sets
plus the latest set are stored along with their time.
Within RECS radar support is limited to 5 km and subcatchment Type 1singlesite data from
Clee Hill and Lincoln and depends on REMUS for display. MicroRadar, developed by the
Computer Department, Malvern, is the main software for supporting the display of radar
data. This is used to support the display of Type 1 single site data (5 km, 15 minute, 7 plus
zero intensity levels) from Clee Hill and Ingham (Lincoln) together with network and sferics
data. No use is made of Type 2 data which includes 2 km, 5 minute data at 208 intensity
levels more suitable for input to forecasting models.
The Data Archiving System is totally separate from RECS, and indeed duplicates it even to
the extent of polling independently. Scanning of the outstations is done on a daily midnight
dial-around using the Hydrolog system on a PC. Data are transferred to a file server on the
Local Area Network for general access. Only one telephone line is used (compared with 13
for RECS operational polling) and the daily scan gathering 15 minute data takes 6 hours.
Polling includes gate settings at Zouch.
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This review of how RECS currently supports the telemetry andother data interface functions
serves to primarily reinforce the observations reported at the end of Section 5.2. The
following additional observations can be made:
(I) The use of a telemetry-based Data Archiving System which operates totally
independently of the real-time RECS system implies asignificant level of duplication.
It is recommended that this approach be re-appraised, particularly following on from
the recommendation that RECS be modified to handle the 15 minute values it
currently receives, but processes to an hourly intervalbefore storing.
The master menu of RECS, based on simple Fortran read/write created menus
activated at the command line prompt, is a candidatefor upgrading. This should be
done using a Windows environment, as an integral part of the GUI, supported by a
client-server link to the RECS telemetry interface onthe VAX. This might be viewed
as a second-stage upgrade, with the existing RECS system supporting the telemetry
functions, and other non-forecast model functions, in its present form initially. The
feasibility of this may depend on the detailed solutionof extending RECS to handle
15 minute data.
The radar functionality within RECS should be replaced by HYRAD, bringing
significant additional functionality as previously discussed.
5.3.3 User interface
The master menu for REMUS gives the following options: Connect to FFS, Radar display
suite, Hydrograph display suite, Sensor data suite, Retrieve TG1150 data (ROMULUS), Mail
boxes and session logs, Remus utilities, Display the help tree, Exit REMUS. Figure 5.3.1
presents a table of REMUS functions by way of summary. Connect to FFS is used to collect
data from the VAX using VT340 emulation. Line speeds are9600 baud for a direct line and
14,400 baud maximum for a home phone connected via a digital exchange (2,400 baud
otherwise). A total of 96 hours past flow and raingauge datacan be decanted and 120 hours
of radar data. There are plans to upgrade REMUS to be window-based. The main practical
feature of REMUS is the ability to select forecasts for plottingfrom a table of sites. There
is a basic sub-division between catchment and reach sites, depending on whether forecasts
derive from rainfall-runoff or reach models. Also level forecasts for groups of up to four
stations can be displayed. Plotting is fast and user friendly once data have been decanted to
the PC from the VAX. The groupings used are hard codedand therefore not sufficiently
generic.
The following observations can be made as a result of this review of REMUS:
REMUS is simple and easy-to-use and forecast resultscan be displayed rapidly and
with a minimum of fuss.
The functionality of REMUS is quite restrictive in theway forecasts can be viewed.
As one, important, example it is not possible to displayseveral previous runs on the
same graph, providing an indication of the manner in which past forecasts have
performed in order to anticipate how the current forecast will perform.
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Figure 5.3.1 Table of REMUS functions
The lack of Windows 3.1 functionality is a restriction, and it is understood NRA are
considering upgrading to support this. It should be noted that IH is currently
undertaking an RFFS shell development under Windows 3.1 which is scheduled for
a first release at the end of 1995. This will meet many of the existing ftmctions of
REMUS, and more.
The radar display functionality in REMUS is limited and should be replaced by
HYRAD operating under Windows 3.1.
5.3.4 A back-up forecasting system: ELFS
A new version of REMUS, still under development, provides a back-up forecasting system
in the event that the FFS is unavailable, for example because the VAX computer fails. At the
heart of ELFS is a database of peak-to-peak levels which is used to establish a relationship
between upstream and downstream water levels for a selected pair of sites, one being the
forecast site of interest and the other the supporting site (usually an upstream station).
Inclusion of the time and date of each peak level in the database allows peaks from two
stations to be "matched", using a specified "cut-off-time" and an estimate of the travel time
made. The relationship between peak levels at two stations, can follow either a straight line
or a quadratic curve, and is recomputed as a least squares fit to data in the database whenever
a level-level plot is requested. The system is totally independent of the VAX used by the
RFFS, depending solely on the REMUS software on the local PC and the connection to the.
AND THRESHOLDS
.2
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TG1150 telemetry outstations it supports.
Operation of ELFS in real-time involves first using REMUS todial-out to sites of interest and
then selecting the ELFS option to invoke the peak-to-peak level relationship of interest. It
automatically registers the dial-out value of the support site andgives the value at the forecast
point, along with an estimate of the travel time. User interaction is necessary to choose, or
estimate, the peak value (with the aid of present and past dial-out values) at the support site
in order to better estimate the peak at the forecast point, and its time of occurrence. An
extension is envisaged to allow more than one support site to be used to extimate the peak at
the forecast site, through a multiple regression relation. The system seems to provide a
sensible and simple fall-back forecasting system in the event that the FFS fails, or is
unavailable, for some reason.
5.3.5 Dissemination of warnings
Section 2.2 of the Stage 1 report reviewed the locations thatare warned. The main means of
communication is by fax to the Police, confirmed by telephone. Telephone is also used to
notify key individuals, some acting as flood wardens with the responsibility to warn others.
No computer-assisted warning dissemination system is in place, as recommended in the Stage
1 report. It is considered that warning messages, whose creation is computer-supported would
be of value in some cases. Communication would be via telex/fax using standard warning
templates and clusters of fax/telephone numbers held on the computer. The technology now
exists, also, to send a telephone message simultaneously to many individuals, offering an
improvement on the flood warden system in some cases. The two systems should be seen as
complementary, one being more appropriate than another incertain situations and both being
needed in others.
5.4 COMPUTING PROVISION
The hardware supporting the FFS/RECS system includes a Dynamic Logic Alarm Out
Transmission Unit plus 20 modems, 13 for polling and 7 supporting the input/output for
modem users and others. A Microvax II, running VMS V5.3 and supporting Fortran V5.5
and CMS (Code Management System) V3.4, is used as the main computer. There are two
disks: an RD53 of 75 Mbyte and an RD54 of 150 Mbyte. This computer is becoming
unsupportable and is due for replacement this year. The replacement is likely to be a VAX
3100/Model 95. DEC provide a 4 hour call out on this operational machine. A newer VAX
3100/Model 20 is used as an off-line machine, supporting model calibration work and water
resource planning tasks. This is not used for operational work because it doesn't support a
hot start. It supports two 104 Mbyte disks. There are 3 terminal servers: two Dec server
200/MC and one DEC server 300. The system also supports TK50 tape drives. Disks on both
computers are more than two-thirds full most of the time. Daily, weekly and monthly backups
are made.
This study supports the proposed purchase of a VAX31W/Model 95, along with additional
disk capacity. It is seen as providing a suitable platform to support the RECS telemetry
functions, the HYRAD radar reception and processing kernel and the RFFS forecasting
kernel. As clients to this server computer, the NRA already widely employ 486 PCs, in line
with the Stage 1 recommendations.
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6. Summary, recommendations and implementation
plan
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The previous sections have assessed the existing hydrometric network to support flood
forecasting, the models used and the nature of the system environment employed to construct
forecasts and to make and disseminate flood warnings. This assessment has been undertaken
against the background of the idealised design proposed under the Stage I study. As a
consequence it is now possible to present the final conclusions regarding an appropriate flood
forecasting and warning system for implementation to the Soar catchment. These conclusions
are presented first as a summary of the findings of the study and then as a set of
recommendations for action. The section ends with an outline plan for implementing the
recommendations.
6.2 'SUMMARY
6.2.1 HydrometricNetwork
Raingaugenetwork:A recommendation of the Stage I report wasthat the raingauge
network should comprise between 8 and 10 tipping bucket raingauges (0.2 or 0.1 mm
buckets) recording the time of tip. These should be configured on a regular lattice as •• 
a guiding principle, although issues of representativeness, ease of access and land
ownership should influence the detailed local siting. The configuration should aim to
ensure that at least one gauge is located within each of the major tributary
catchments. In practice, the actual network in the immediate vicinity of the Soar
comprises 7 gauges configured approximately on two east-west lines through the
middle and southern part of the catchment. The gauges record time-of-tip, but employ
a .5 mm bucket size.
It is recommended that two further gauges be installed, one located in the
' middle/upper Rothley Brook catchment at circa SK 480 070 for use in the Rothley
catchment model and the other to the east of the Middle Soar, for estimating the
ungauged lateral inflows entering along the right bank, located at circa SK 660 070.
The buckets of the existing gauges should either be counterbalancedand recalibrated
to record a tip for every 0.2 mm of rain, or new 0.1 mm buckets installed (the more
expensive option).
Any further model calibration should investigate the value of records from the 5
raingauges along the eastern edge of the catchment, located in the NRA Anglian
Region. If these prove useful then a telemetry connection to the Severn-Trent Region
will be needed in order to make use of these stations in real-time. These gauges are
likely to be useful for a local radar recalibration system for the Soar based on
HYRAD.
Radarnetwork:The Soar is poorly served by the UK radar network, with over half
the catchment lying beyond a range of 76 krn from the Clee Hill and Ingham radars.
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Nonetheless, radar will prove invaluable in a qualitative way in portraying moving
storms as they approach the Soar. Results reported ina draft copy of the Long Range
Calibration Study Final Report for the Leicester Laterals subcatchment suggest that
radar estimates are of acceptable quantitative accuracyover the Soar. Through local
calibration using HYRAD there is some prospect for improved rainfall estimation,
although the height of the radar beam above the Soar means that low, shallow rain-
bearing cloud will not be detected. It is recommended that the processing and display
features of IH's HYRAD Windows 3.1 system be adopted for use with the Flood
Forecasting System. This provides both calibrated and forecast rainfall fields and
catchment avenges with an interface to the Flood Forecasting System, as well as
animated images of real-time radar data displays. TheMet. Office Frontiers forecasts
should be utilised to provide longer term rainfall forecasts, say from 2 to 6 hours
ahead.
The Stage 1 report highlighted the benefit of the Type 2 radar data for use in
modelling, providing data quantised at 208 intensity levels, and at 2 km resolution
within a range of 76 km of the radar. In practice onlyType 1data from the Clee and
Ingham radars are received, along with the Network product providing the broader
national picture. Both provide intensities at only 7 levels plus zero and are at 5 km
resolution. They are not suitable for regional processing, including local calibration,
rainfall forecasting and calculation of catchment average rainfall. Whilst the
advantages of Type 2 data are arguably not so strong for locations beyond 76 km, it
is recommended that Type 1 data be replaced by Type2 data for quantitative use as
a strategy for the Severn-Trent Region. Existing investmentin the MicroRadar system
can be protected, through its use for qualitative displaypurposes in the many offices
of the NRA Severn-Trent Region. However, in the longer term, migration to
standardise on Type 2 data and higher quality displays should be borne in mind.
(iii) River gauging network: The nine stations proposed under the Stage 1 study are
largely already supported by the existing network and the recommendations relate
primarily to how existing sites can be improved. One exception is the
recommendation for a gauging site in Leicester at Freemans Weir, to be equipped
with an accurate level sensor and with the weir maintained rigorously in summer
against weed growth. Such measures should achieve more sensitive flow measurement
over this long weir. The other eight recommended sites are met by the following
existing stations: the lower Soar at Kegworth, the middle Soar at Pillings Lock, the
upper Soar at Littlethorpe, the Sence at South Wigston, the lower Wreake at Syston,
the middle Wreake at Frisby, the Eye at Brentingby (meeting the upper Wreake near
Melton Mowbray requirement) and the Rothley Brookat Rothley.
Since much of the Soar downstream of Leicester is under backwater influence it was
considered likely that the multi-path ultrasonic gauging method would be an
appropriate choice for the main Soar. The site recommendedfor the middle Soar near
Loughborough corresponds well to the Pillings Lockgauging site, being located in
a section of the river which is also the navigation canal. Gauging is by the multi-path
cross-path ultrasonic method and therefore conforms with the recommendation. Silting
of the lower sensors has occurred. It is recommended that the sensors be relocated
and the cross-section re-surveyed. The implementation of sensors to measure flood
plain flows, which otherwise bypass the station, has not proved successful. It is
recommended that all aspects of the flood plain sensor installation be subject to
review. Whether or not the sensors have ever been submerged is uncertain because
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of the use of a barrel memory, infrequently downloaded, and lack of telemetry
access. Planned improvements to logging and remote access of the sensor values
should help, and are supported. Diversion of the ditch adjacent to the towpath on the
left bank is also planned and supported here. The review should expose the need, or
not, of lowering the sensors, although this seems a likely prospect. Regular grass
cutting, to a level below the sensor path, may be needed if this provesto be the case.
The Stage I report also recommended more use of the control structures, along with
their associated level and gate position measurements, as another means of gauging.
Inclusion of all gates (including Zouch and Eye Kettleby) in the hydrodynamic
modelling of the Soar will achieve this objective, although a current metering
programme would provide valuable support and validation to the modelling work. In
practice the NRA have recently established provisional rating curves for Frisby and
Zouch, based on levels downstream of their respective gates and flowsfrom a current
meter programme. Further work, supported by current metering and modelling, is
recommended to estimate flows over the full flow range through these gates.
Some further investigation of the suitability of the station on the Eye at Brentingby
is required. If found suitable the station should be upgraded, a current meter
programme initiated to establish a rating and telemetry installed.
The following needs, or plans, for improvement to existing gauging stations have
been identified in consultation with the NRA:
Soar at Kegworth: Replacement of old ultrasonic cable in order to improve
accuracy, especially at low flows.
Soar at Zouch Sluice Gate: There is a requirement to interpret the gate angle
sensor records in terms of angle in degrees, as intended in the original design.
Soar at Littlethorpe: Extension of electromagnetic gauge insulatingmembrane up
the right flood bank and raising of bank level by 0.5-1.0 m over a length of 50-70
m in order to extend the range of flow estimation by the gauge. Establish a rating
curve above this based on a continuationof the existing current meteringprogramme,
with main channel metering from the bridge and floodplain metering across the
bypass culverts. These measures will improve the station's performance at high flows,
when underestimation occurs due to bypassing.
Wreake at Syston: Silting up of the right side of the channel suggests that the
present constructed section has been designed with too large a width. A physical
model study of the section used by this electromagnetic gauge should be
commissioned. It is probable that a two-stage channel form will prove appropriate.
The gauging section should be engineered to the new design and theelectromagnetic
gauge recalibrated.
Wreake at Frisby-on-Wrealce: Recalibration and installation of timers controlling
gate movements, which are possibly stuck on the maximum 30 minutedelay (this is
in hand).
(0 Wreake at Eye Kettleby: The gate position should be put on telemetry.
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(g) Eye at Brentingby: Review suitability of station forupgrading, and if satisfactory
install telemetry and initiate current meter programme.
(h) Scalford Brook at Melton Mowbray: Service upstream pressure transducer
installation, which has been offline for some time.
Weather station: The Stage 1 report recommended thata single AWS installed in the
Soar catchment monitoring the standard set of variablesrequired to calculate Penman
evaporation (wet and dry bulb air temperature, windspeed, net radiation) along with
rainfall. Inclusion of wind direction and incoming solarradiation, whilst not essential
for this application, would conform to standard practice. Data should be recorded at
15 minute intervals and telemetered to the forecastingcomputer, where they can be
automatically processed to estimate daily PE values forinput to rainfall-runoff models
and used to support snowmelt forecasting at a finer time resolution. Whilst the Stage
1 study assumed no existing climate stations, it pointedout that in the event that a
station exists, use should be made of it to capitalise on existing equipment and
historical records where practical. This might implyaddition of sensors rather than
installation of a complete AWS.
In practice two climate stations exist in the catchment at two of the telemetry
raingauge sites: Narborough and Brooksby (see Figure2.2.1). The climate station at
Brooksby, due for closure, would make an ideal sitefor enhancement to a full AWS.
It currently records air temperature, wind run and rainfall on telemetry. It is
recommended that this station be upgraded to include wet bulb temperature, net
radiation, wind direction and incoming solar radiation on telemetry. The existing
telemetry outstation has the capacity to support theseadditional sensors.
Soil moisturestation: A decision on the installationof a soil moisture station in the
Soar catchment should be deferred pending the outcomeof ongoing research at II-I.
6.2.2 Flood Forecastingand WarningSystem
(i) Hydrodynamicrivermodel: The Stage 1 report recommendedthat a hydrodynamic
model, such as ISIS, should be used for the main Soarfrom the confluence with the
River Trent to upstream of Aylestone Causeway (onthesouth west edge of Leicester)
and for the River Wreake to Melton Mowbray, with the possible omission of the
stretch from Ratcliffe to Frisby. Since the existing FloodForecasting System does not
employ a hydrodynamic model, making exclusive use of a conceptual hydrological
channel flow routing model, the Stage 1 recommendation is reinforced here. One
exception is that consideration be given to shorteningthe extent of the hydrodynarnic
model through Leicester, with Freemans Weir beingused as the upstream boundary.
The acceptability of this change depends particularly on the success in gauging
Freemans Weir. The upstream boundary on the Wreake, in the vicinity of Melton
Mowbray, should be taken as the station on the Eye at Brentingby, provided this
proves a satisfactory flow gauging site.
It was anticipated in the Stage 1 report that the ONDA model configuration for the
Soar, currently being undertaken by Halcrow, couldbe used to support an initial
configuration of ISIS for real-time use. However, access to node maps of the model
during Stage 2 has served to identify four areas where the model configuration will
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require extension. These are: from Birstall (the ONDA model upstream boundary)
to Freemans Weir and the channels of the Kingston Brook, BlackBrook and Quorn
Brook where they cross the Soar floodplain. The three brooks needto be entered into
the model on the edge of the floodplain and not directly into the main channel of the
Soar.
Hydrological channel flow routing model: Stage I recommended that the
convection diffusion equation, or an approximation to it, should be used for channel
flow routing on reaches not significantly affected by backwater. Ile KW model was
suggested as one choice in providing an appropriate approximation tailored for use
in real-time. The NRA-ST's own DODO model is currently used as the reach model
in the forecasting system for the Soar. This model falls into the class of model
recommended. It is based on the Muskingum storage concept, whichhas been shown
by Cunge to provide an approximation to the convection-diffusionequation. The way
it handles floodplain flows has a stronger conceptual basis than the IH KW model,
but the latter arguably has greater flexibility to accommodate a range of behaviours.
This is achieved through the use of a variety of speed-discharge functions and
threshold storage functions able to represent the transfer of channel flows to the
floodplain. A detailed empirical intercomparison, using flood events for several
'reaches, would be needed to support any recommendation for change. Therefore,
given the widespread use of the DODO model in both the Soar andelsewhere in the
Severn-Trent Region, it is recommended that this model be supportedby the proposed
Flood Forecasting System. The implication of incorporating the DODO model into
the RFFS is to recommend that it be coded as an RFFS Model Algorithm, capitalising
on the RFFS's generic model algorithm interface to ease this task. Use of the RFFS
has the added advantage of giving immediate access to the KW modelto support any
evaluation study. Indeed the two models may be configured alongside each other for
operational trials if required.
Rainfall-runoff catchment model: Stage 1 recommendedthat a conceptual rainfall-
runoff model based on continuous soil moisture accounting principles should be used
to model the tributary catchments draining to the channel routing reaches. An
appropriate choice was suggested to be the PDM model specifically tailored for real-
time use and having considerable variety in the behaviours it is ableto represent. For
snowmen conditions again a conceptual water equivalent accounting model was
'recommended. The PACK model was suggested as an appropriate choice at present
pending the outcome of ongoing research sponsored by the NRA and MAFF.
In practice the catchment model used for modelling the Soar tributaries employs a
conceptual model of the type recommended, both for rainfall-runoff and snowmelt.
In this case the PDM has certain advantages in the way it represents soil moisture
variability over the catchment, the use of a mathematical formulationwhich originates
in continuous time, and the incorporation of inbuilt empirical state correction
procedures for real-time updating. However, because of the widespread application
of the Severn-Trent catchment model in the Soar and elsewhere across the region,
there would be a need to perform a model intercomparison before recommending a
change to existing practice. The recommendation is to develop a Model Algorithm
form of the catchment model for use in the RFFS. Again the option to trial or use the
PDM model, or other models, is provided in this integrated approach.
Forecast updating: In the Stage 1 report it was recommended that empirical state
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updating be used as the updating technique for the rainfall-runoffmodel and ARMA
error prediction for the hydrological and hydrodynarnicchannel flow routing models.
Some investigation of a newly developed state updating method for hydrological
channel flow routing models was needed before thisapproach could be commented
upon. In practice the method of updating used in theSoar model, for both reach and
catchment components, is a form of error prediction. A careful analysis of the
performance of the approach used suggests that it's two-phaseform can lead to rather
odd behaviours and is often not very helpful. A simpler approach is recommended
based on ARMA error prediction, in which a constantparameter ARMA model fitted
off-line can be guaranteed to produce a stable adjustment which asymptotes to the
simulation forecast with increasing lead-time. If necessary, a special form of ARMA
model based on an AR model with equal roots and allowing for errors in the
observations could be used. In the absence of a state updating scheme for the
catchment model the most straightforward implementation would make use of the
ARMA error predictor for catchment, reach and hydrodynamicmodels.
Model Calibration Facility: Stage 1 recommended that model calibration facilities
should be incorporated in the supplied system and these should support both
automatic optimisation procedures and visually interactive calibration aids. Facilities
are available in the system in use to calibrate the reach and catchment models using
the Rosenbrock automatic optimisation procedure. The recommended RFFS
calibration facilities employ a Simplex method, but there is little to choose between
this and the Rosenbrock method. More important isthevisually interactive calibration
aids now supported by the RFFS, which ease the task of estimating parameters of
conceptual catchment models which invariably lack uniqueness and independence.
This is seen as the major shortcoming in the calibration facilities in current use by
NRA-ST. Other features that are lacking include: (a) pooled calibration across a set
of events; (b) continuous soil moisture accounting between events for catchment
models, through a switch to daily rainfall data, removing the need for event state
initialisation sets; (c) long-term (many-season) optimisation of water balance
parameters using a switch to a daily time interval and using daily observed flow
values; (d) embedded optirnisationof stage-discharge curves, useful for extending the
range of existing relations or for establishing new ones; (d) embedded optimisation
of ARMA error predictor parameters; and (e) assessment of updated model forecasts
using fixed-origin variable lead-time plots, fixed lead-timevariable time-origin plots
and associated performance statistics. These are features available in the RFFS
Calibration Facility. A further feature of value is the calibration of nested models.
The most useful example of this is where rainfall-runoff catchment models of
ungauged lateral inflows are nested within a reach model, with the parameters
optimised with reference to the observed outflow from the modelled reach. A
specification for the optimisation of general configurations of models has been
prepared at IH, and coding is ongoing.
Forecast construction: Stage I recommended that the kernel to the forecasting
system should be generic and configurable to new forecast requirements and new
model algorithms. It should also employ state variables as a means of efficiently
constructing seamless forecasts when forecasts are madeat infrequent intervals during
non-storm periods. It should also support the concept of subnetworks which allows
only parts of the modelling system to be run in response to real needs. Such
functionality is provided by the ICA within IH's RFFS system. The ST-FFS in use
in the Soar catchment, and elsewhere in the Sevem-Trent region, has some of these
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features but not all. The system is configurable to new forecast requirements but
cannot readily accommodate new model algorithms through a generic model
algorithm interface. This is particularly important with regard to theease with which
a hydrodynamic model might be accommodated within the existing system, which is
judged to be quite difficult. The FFS is well designed in its use ofstate variables but
does not support the subnetwork run concept, other than supporting a Trent model
and a Severn model. The recommendation is therefore to adopt the RFFS ICA
system, whilst capitalising on the telemetry functionality provided by RECS.
System environment: Stage 1 recommended that the forecast system environment
should have a generic design configurable to new requirements. It should have
interfaces to external systems, such as telemetry, weather radars and weather
forecasts as well as a graphical user interface and reporting and dissemination
facilities. Definitive recommendations on the shell environment and associated
interfaces were deferred pending a review of RECS and REMUS under Stage 2. This
has now been undertaken and the following recommendations can now be made. The
RECS/FFS system should be retained to provide the telemetry interfaceto the RFFS
system but the FFS component should be replaced by the RFFS ICA for forecast
construction. RECS should be modified to accommodate 15 minute telemetry data.
REMUS is due to be revamped as a Windows 3.1 system in the NRA's work
programme. The radar functionality of REMUS should be provided by HYRAD, a
Windows 3.1 implementation. IH is also developing a Windows 3.1 (and Chicago)
shell for RFFS, with an interface to HYRAD, and this is likely to meet most of
NRA-ST's requirements for a shell environment. A useable system is scheduled for
completion towards the end of 1995.
Computing provision: The type of flow forecasting system envisaged in the Stage
1 reconimendations typically would run on a workstation, such as a Sun Sparc 2,
VAX station 3100 or similar, although the system kernel proposed islargely machine
independent. The workstation would function as a server to client PC's running on
486 processors or better. In practice the ST-FFS runs on a MicroVax II, although an
upgrade to a VAX 3100/Model 95 is planned, which acts as a server to client PCs
running REMUS. There is a clear advantage to NRA-ST in staying with Digital,
through the support of existing VMS applications needed to meet operational
responsibilities, particularly flood warning. The recommendations ofStage 2 support
the upgrade to the processor and the need for more disk capacity, whichis often more
than two-thirds full.
6.3 RECOMMENDATIONS
6.3.1 Hydrometric Network
(i) Raingauge network:
(a) It is recommended that two further gauges be installed, one located in the
middle/upper Rothley Brook catchment at circa SK 480 070 for use in the Rothley
catchment model and the other to the east of the Middle Soar, for estimating the
ungauged lateral inflows entering along the right bank, located at circa SK 660 070.
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The buckets of the existing gauges should either be counterbalanced and
recalibrated to record a tip for every 0.2 mm of rain, or new 0.1 mm buckets
installed (the more expensive option).
Any further model calibration should investigatethe value of records from the
5 raingauges along the eastern edge of the catchment, located in the NRA Anglian
Region. If these prove useful then a telemetry connectionto the Severn-Trent Region
will be needed in order to make use of these stationsin real-time. These gauges are
likely to be useful for a local radar recalibration system for the Soar based on
HYRAD.
(ii) Radar network:
It is recommended that the processing and display features of Ill's HYRAD
Windows 3.1 system be adopted for use with the Flood Forecasting System. This
provides both calibrated and forecast rainfall fields and catchrnent avenges with an
interface to the Flood Forecasting System, as well as animated images of real-time
radar data displays.
The Met. Office Frontiers forecasts should be utilised to provide longer term
rainfall forecasts, say from 2 to 6 hours ahead, as a complement to the HYRAD
forecasts.
It is recommended that Type 1 weather radar databe replaced by Type 2 data for
quantitative use as a strategy for the Severn-Trent Region. Existing investment in the
MicroRadar system can be protected, through its usefor qualitative display purposes
in the many offices of the NRA Severn-Trent Region.However, in the longer term,
migration to standardise on Type 2 data and higher quality displays should be borne
in mind.
(iii) River gauging network:
Soar at Freemans weir: It is recommended that a new gauging station be
established in Leicester at Freemans Weir. The stationshould be equipped with an
accurate level sensor and with the weir maintained rigorously in summer against weed
growth so as to achieve more sensitive flow measurement over this long weir. The
other eight recommended sites are met by the followingexisting stations: the lower
Soar at Kegworth, the middle Soar at Pillings Lock, the upper Soar at Littlethorpe,
the Sence at South Wigston, the lower Wreake at Syston, the middle Wreake at
Frisby, the Eye at Brentingby (meeting the upper Wreake near Melton Mowbray
requirement) and the Rothley Brook at Rothley.
Soar at Fillings Lock:
- It is recommended that the silted-up sensors on the left bank of the main
channel be relocated and the cross-section re-surveyed.
- It is recommended that all aspects of the flood plain sensor installation be
subject to review. Planned improvements tologging and remote access of the
sensor values are supported. Diversion of the ditch adjacent to the towpath
on the left bank is also planned and supported here. The review should
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expose the need, or not, for lowering the sensors, although this seems a
likely prospect. Regular grass cutting, to a level below the sensor path, may
be needed if this proves to be the case.
Frisby and Zouch gates: Further work, supported by current metering and
modelling, is recommended to estimate flows over the full flow range through these
gates.
Soar at Kegworth: Replacement of old ultrasonic cable in order to improve
accuracy, especially at low flows.
Soar at Zouch Sluice Gate: There is a requirement to interpret the gate angle
sensor records in terms of angle in degrees, as intended in the original design.
Soar at Littlethorpe: Extension of electromagnetic gauge insulating membrane
up the right flood bank and raising of bank level by 0.5-1.0 m over a length of 50-
70 rn in order to extend the range of flow estimation by the gauge. Establish a rating
curve above this based on a continuation of the existing current meteringprogramme,
with main channel metering from the bridge and floodplain metering across the
bypass culverts. These measures will improve the station's performance at high flows,
when underestimation occurs due to bypassing.
Wreake at Syston: Commission a physical model study of the section used by
this electromagnetic gauge, to include consideration of a two-stage channel form.
Engineer the section to have the new design and recalibrate the em gauge.
Wreake at Frisby-on-Wreake: Recalibration and installation of timers
controlling gate movements, which are possibly stuck on the maximum 30 minute
delay (this is in hand).
Wreake at Eye Kettleby: The gate position should be put on telemetry.
Eye at Brentingby: Reviewsuitabilityof stationfor upgrading, and if satisfactory
install telemetry and initiate current meter programme.
-(k) Scalford Brook at Melton Mowbray: Service upstreampressure transducer
installation, which has been offline for some time.
Weather station: The climate station at Brooksby currently records air temperature,
wind run and rainfall on telemetry. It is recommended that this station be upgraded
to include wet bulb temperature, net radiation, wind direction and incoming solar
radiation on telemetry. The existing telemetry outstation has the capacity to support
these additional sensors. Data should be recorded at 15 minute intervals and
telemetered to the forecasting computer, where they can be automatically processed
to estimate daily PE values for input to rainfall-runoff models and used to support
snowmelt forecasting at a finer time resolution.
Soil moisture station: A decision on the installation of a soil moisture station in the
Soar catchment should be deferred pending the outcome of ongoing research at IH.
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6.3.2 Flood Forecasting and Warning System
Hydrodynamic river model: It is recommended thatthe ISIS hydrodynamic model,
a new integrated version of the Salmon and Onda models, should be used for the
main Soar from the confluence with the River Trent upstream to Leicester, probably
at Freemans Weir, and for the River Wreake to Melton Mowbray, probably as far
as the Eye at Brentingby, with the possible omission of the stretch from Ratcliffe to
Frisby.
The ONDA model configuration for the Soar, currently being undertaken by
Ha!crow, should be used to support an initial configuration of ISIS for real-time use.
Four areas where the model configuration will require extension are: from Birstall
(the ONDA model upstream boundary) to Freernans Weir and the channels of the
Kingston Brook, Black Brookand Quorn Brook wherethey cross the Soar floodplain.
The three brooks need to be entered into the model on the edge of the floodplain and
not directly into the main channel of the Soar.
(ii) Hydrological channel flow routing model:
It is recommended that the existing DODO reach model be supported by the
proposed Flood Forecasting System.
The implication of incorporating the DODO modelinto the RFFS-ICA kernel is
to recommend that it be coded as an RFFS Model Algorithm, capitalising on the
RFFS's generic model algorithm interface to ease this task.
It is recommended that a formal off-line evaluation of the performance of the
DODO and RFFS-KW reach models be carried out, possibly as a joint investigation
with the NRA.
(iii) Rainfall-runoff catchment model:
It is recommended that a Model Algorithm formof the CRM (Catchrnent Runoff
Model) is developed for use with the RFFS-ICA kemel software.
It is recommended that a fonnal off-line evaluation of the performance of the
CRM and RFFS-PDM rainfall-runoff models be carried out, possibly as a joint
investigation with the NRA.
(iv) Updating procedures:
It is recommended that the ERM method of error prediction be replaced by the
ARMA error prediction approach. A constant parameter ARMA model fitted off-line
can be guaranteed to produce a stable adjustment which asymptotes to the simulation
forecast with increasing lead-time.
If necessary, a special form of ARMA model based on an AR model with equal
roots and allowing for errors in the observations could be used.
It is recommended that, at least initially, a straightforward implementation is
made where ARMA error predictors are used for catchment, reach and hydrodynamic
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models.
(d) An approach based on state updating may be considered at a later stage, initially
through an off-line evaluation study.
(v) Model Calibration Facilities:
(a) The NRA-ST's Calibration Facilities lack the following importantfeatures which
are present in the RFFS Calibration Facilities:
- visually interactive calibration aids which ease the task of estimating
parameters of conceptual catchment models which invariably lack uniqueness
and independence
- pooled calibration across a set of events
- continuous soil moisture accounting between events for catchment models,
through a switch to daily rainfall data, removing the need for event state
initialisation sets
- long-term (many-season) optimisation of water balance parameters using
a switch to a daily time interval and using daily observed flow values
embedded optimisation of stage-discharge curves, useful for extending the
range of existing relations or for establishing new ones
- embedded optimisation of ARMA error predictor parameters
assessment of updated model forecasts using fixed-origin variable lead-time
plots, fixed lead-time variable time-origin plots and associated performance
statistics.
It is recommended that a strategy be developed to provide some, or all, of this
functionality. This might be achieved by either extending the present NRA facilities
or adopting the RFFS Calibration Facilities and incorporating the DODO and CRM
models within the RFFS calibration shell environment. An enhanced form of the
latter, specified and undergoing coding at present, will provide for nesting of
models. This is seen as particularly important for calibrating reach models with
significant ungauged lateral inflows, allowing the parameters of rainfall-runoffmodels
of the ungauged tributaries to be estimated along with those of the reach model.
(vi) System environment:
Forecast construction: It is recommended that the RFFS Information Control
Algorithm, or ICA, be used as the environment to construct forecasts in real-time,
with an interface to the telemetry data provided by RECS.
Telemetry interface: The RECS/FFS system should be retained to provide the
telemetry interface to the RFFS system but the FFS component should be replaced
by the RFFS ICA for forecast construction. RECS should be modified to
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accommodate 15 minute telemetry data.
Graphical User Interface:
- The radar functionality of REMUS shouldbe provided by HYRAD.
- IH is developing a Windows 3.1 (and Chicago) shell for RFFS, with an
interface to HYRAD, and this is likely to meet most of NRA-ST's
requirements for a shell environment. A useable system is scheduled for
completion towards the end of 1995. It is recommended that the NRA
consider adoption of this shell as a replacement for REMUS. This might be
scheduled as a second phase system enhancement.
Computing provision: The planned upgrade of the modelling computer to a
VAX 31CO/Model95, together with an increase indisk capacity, is supported.
6.4 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
The following is a broad outline of the implementation plan:
Stage I: Hydrometric improvements and software development
Improvements to the hydrometric network
Development and testing of ISIS Model Algorithm
Development and testing of reach and catchment Model Algorithms
Interface development from RECS to ICA and REMUS
Stage II: Soar implementation
Data take-on for model calibration
Calibration of rainfall-runoff, hydrological channel flow routing and error predictor
models to operate at a 15 minute time step.
Configuration of the ISIS hydrodynamic model to the Soar
Calibration and proving trials of the ISIS model
Configuration of the RFFS ICA to the Soar catchment
Configuration of HYRAD to the Soar catchment
Development and implementation of RFFS shell to replace REMUS
Factory acceptance tests
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Site acceptance tests
Training
Maintenance and support
Stage III: Region-wide Implementation
Systems Analysis Study
Implementation
Stage I is expected to run over a 9 month period, Stage II a further 9 months and Stage III
a further 12 months.
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7. Benefits of the proposedsolution
7.1 INTRODUCTION
The forecasting of flows and river levels in natural river networks is a complex task
associated with many sources of uncertainty. This uncertainty arises from the natural
variability in the forcing inputs to the system, primarily in dieform of rainfall, and to a lesser
extent climate forcing variables which affect evaporation loss to the catchment system. In
addition to the natural variability of rainfall in space and time there is the uncertainty
associated with the measurement of rainfall fields, either by raingauges or radar or a
combination of both. In order to extend the lead time of flow and level forecasts the need
arises to forecast rainfall fields: this is associated with even greater uncertainty, particularly
as the lead time increases.
Within the river network, errors associated with the measurement of river level and flow
provide another source of uncertainty, which is likely to be greatest during overbank flood
conditions. Lastly, there is the uncertainty associated with modelling the complexity of the
propagation of water through natural river systems. Such systems are characterised by
complex networks of flow paths and storages, both underground and at the surface, including
the concentrated flow paths we recognise as river channels. Paradoxically, when complexity
is greatest, such as in the land phase of runoff production, an appropriate model
representation is often relatively simple. For the case of catchment rainfall-runoff models,
simple conceptual formulations which employ configurations of storage elements are the
norm. However, whilst such models are appropriate for representing the complexity of runoff
production at the catchment scale they can be an important source of uncertainty in flow
forecasts. Where the pathway is better defined, principally in the river channel, a more
detailed modelling of the process can often reduce uncertainty. This is particularly true when
additional information is available in the form of land surveys and bed roughness estimates
derived from field data. However, in simpler river channel situations the more complex
hydrodynamic model formulation naturally reduces to simpler forms, such as those based on
kinematic flow routing which can be represented by quite simple hydrological storage
formulations. In such situations, and with accurate measurements of inflows to the river
channel reach, uncertainty in flow forecasts can be least. Where the flow dynamics are more
complex, such as where backwater from flood gate and navigation level controls exert an
influence, then the greater complexity of a full hydrodynamic model becomes justified. In
such situations the uncertainty in flow and level forecasts may not be great, provided the
system is well defined in terms of survey data and measurements of lateral inflows and of
river levels and settings at the controls.
Accuracy becomes a more complex issue still when the abilityto update model forecasts with
reference to observed flows and levels is considered. In general updating techniques can
greatly reduce the uncertainty of forecasts for short lead times, but will be largely ineffective
at longer lead times when the adequacy of the deterministic model formulation becomes
paramount, along with the uncertainty of the possibly forecast input variables.
The above review of uncertainty in flood forecasting systems serves to highlight the
considerable variability in uncertainty due to
the natural variability in rainfall and other climatic forcing inputs
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the forecasting of model inputs, especially rainfall
the sampling and measurement errors associated with rainfall alongwith river level
and flow
the modelling approximations employed, and
the forecast updating schemes used.
Any proposal for improvement should address each of these sources of uncertainty, and this
proposal has followed this route. However, it must be clear from the above review that
forecast uncertainty is complex and highly variable in time, in space and in context. For this
reason the benefits of proposed improvements to an existing forecasting system cannot
generally be forwarded in a quantitative manner, such as proposal X will lead to a Y%
reduction in forecast uncertainty at site Z, leading to C% reduction in flooddamage costs at
the set of sites R at risk.
The aim of the recommendations is to tighten up the existing system whereuncertainty and
error exist: in the hydrometric network and in the modelling system. However, the benefits
go beyond reducing uncertainty of flood forecasts to providing a modelling environment that
allows more to be done, notably in decision-support for flood warning andcontrol, and which
can evolve over time as new developments in modelling and measurements arise and as new
requireinents for forecasts emerge. Some of these benefits are identified in the following
sections with reference to specific recommendations.
7.2 HYDROMETRICNETWORK
Rivergaugingstations
The main shortcoming in the existing hydrometric measurement network is the failure of
some river gauging stations to measure flood flows, particularly when incursionon the flood
plain occurs. This leads to volume errors in models downstream of the gauging station. A
complicating factor is that models fitted using data which fail to accommodate flood plain
flows can take on model parameter values which implicitly compensate for this fact. This JC
leads to essentially equivalent models, which in some cases can provide adequate forecasts,
but sometimes for the wrong reason. The source of uncertainty becomes progressively
obscure as one progresses down the river system, as measurement errors mix with model
errors, including those associated with model calibration to error-prone flow measurements
as well as those associated with inadequacies in model formulation. As aconsequence, the
flood duty officer loses confidence in the forecasting system as it fails to provide a reliable
tool to support flood warning. The proposed improvements to the river gauging stations aim
to address the problem at source, which will mean that subsequent model calibration will be
more robust and not a source of error propagation down the model river network. Forecast
updating in real-time will be more assured of improving the accuracy of forecastsdownstream
if the measurements of flow used for updating are reliable.
Whilst the extent of the river gauging station network is broadly adequate the study has
identified the need for one new station at Freemans Weir on the main Soar at Leicester. This
is needed to provide the upper boundary condition to the proposed hydrodynamic model for
the main Soar. A second station at Eye Brentingby on the River Eye, in the upper Wreake
catchment, needs to be upgraded to provide an upstream boundary condition for the proposed
hydrodynamic model encompassing the Eye Kettleby flood gate control. Other hydrometric
improvements required, that relate to the hydrodynamic river models, concern the logging of
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gate movements which are essential if the effect of gate controlsare to be properly forecast.
Rainfall measurementnetwork
The proposals for enhancing the raingauge network are not radical, with only two additional
gauges proposed to provide a more even coverage which willbe of benefit for rainfall-runoff
modelling. Of course little benefit will accrue from this enhancementduring uniform rainfall
over the Soar, but in other situations the benefits may be moresignificant. Greater resilience
of forecasts from the rainfall-runoff model for Rothley Brook,and for the ungauged lateral
inflows draining from the east into the middle Soar, will be the main benefit. These gauges
when used for local radar rainfall calibration will also lead to improved accuracy in spatial
rainfall estimates, at least on average, as indicated by IH's research over the Thames basin.
The proposal to increase the resolution of the raingauges, from 0.5 mm to 0.2 or 0.1 mm,
is justified in terms of improved radar calibration and of improvedupdated forecast accuracy
from the use of a 15 minute model time step, and the consequentialneed for greater rainfall
resolution when moving from the current one hour interval model time step. Improvement
in forecast accuracy when a 15 minute time interval is employed for forecast updating of
rainfall-runoff models has been demonstrated in IH's researchover the Thames basin.
The use of both Frontiers and HYRAD systems for radar rainfall forecasting will bring
benefits in terms of extending the lead time of forecasts. Thiswill also make more feasible
the forecasting -for flood risk sites higher up the Soar and on its tributaries. A notable
example is Rothley where flood warnings are not presently given on account of the short lag
in catchment response to rainfall. It is important to exercise caution on the benefits of rainfall
forecasts, on account of their relatively low accuracy. The justification for using both
HYRAD and Frontiers forecasts is the demonstrated improvedaccuracy of the former for lead
times up to two hours.
Weatherstation
The proposed upgrade to the Brooksby climate station to incorporate the full set of sensors
of a standard automatic weather station has two main benefits. Penman evaporation (PE)
estimates will be of benefit when used in the soil-moisture accounting component of the
catchment runoff model. Whilst a simple sine curve approximationover the year is sometimes
used, near-real time estimates are obviously a better reflectionof evaporation demand. With
telemetry and the ability to automate the PE calculation on themodelling computer, these data
become immediately available for use in the forecasting system. The second benefit is to
snowmelt modelling, where temperature and possibly wind speed and humidity are used.
7.3 FLOOD FORECASTING AND WARNING SYSTEM
Hydrodynamicriver model
The major failing in the forecasting models currently used forthe Soar is that the reach model
cannot accommodate conditions of backwater and variable gate controls. As a consequence,
the main benefit from improved modelling will be expected to arise in such conditions
through the use of the ISIS hydrodynamic river model. This will include the main Soar
downstream of Leicester and the Wreake where it is affectedby backwater from the main
Soar and from gate controls. It is also expected that improvedmodelling of flood plain flows
will be a benefit of the hydrodynamic model approach.
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The benefits of ISIS as an RFFS model algorithm will extend beyond its immediate use in the
Soar catchment. In particular, extension of the forecasting system to other parts of the Severn-
Trent region will demand adoption of a hydrodynamic modelling approach in the tidal reaches
of both the Severn and the Trent. The RFFS in Yorkshire has demonstrated the viability of
using a real-time hydrodynamic model for flow and level forecasting, through its application
to the tidal Ouse and Derwent tidal barrier.
Incorporation of gate control algorithms as part of the hydrodynamic modelwill provide for
the first time in the Soar an explicit representation of the effect of gate movements on river
levels and flows. This will have the added benefit of allowing the model to be used as part
of a decision support system for gate operation. The gate operator will be able to ask "What
if?" questions on possible gate movement strategies and see the likely consequences before
implementing a strategy for real. Greater confidence of gate operation and a reduction in
flood risk are the expected benefits.
Hydrological reach and catchment models
A conservative recommendation to continue with the use of the DODO reachmodel and CRM
rainfall-runoff model has clear benefits in protecting existing investment in the application of
these models and in the understanding of them by NRA staff. Introducing new models to
replace them can only be justified through a demonstration that there are benefits to be gained
through improved accuracy. For this reason the recommendations include an off-line trial of
these models with the KW and PDM models proposed in the Stage I Report.
A more important advantage of the RFFS-ICA forecasting environment proposed is that as
advances in modelling are made, or preferences change, new models can be readily
accommodated through the generic model algorithm interface. Indeed the RFFS allows for
more than one type of model to be configured into the real-time system to make forecasts for
the same point, if this flexibility is required.
A consequence of the generic model interface design is that model selection becomes a less
critical issue, with the opportunity to periodically review the choice of models against the
present state-of-the-art. The benefit is an extended life for the forecasting system.
Forecast updating
The form of error predictor used to incorporate current measurements of flow to form
improved, updated forecasts is unsatisfactory. It's two phase form can lead to rather odd
looking forecasts and in general is neither helpful nor easy to interpret. A simpler approach
based on an ARMA error predictor is recommended. This can be guaranteed to provide a
stable adjustment which asymptotes to the simulation forecast with increasing lead-time. A
multivariate form of this predictor is available for use with the ISIS hydrodynamic model.
The benefits are a simpler, easier to interpret scheme. Use of off-line optimisation to fit the
ARMA error predictor parameters for each gauged reach or catchment should also ensure
greater accuracy than that obtained with the present scheme, which employs fixed parameters
at all sites. A special fitting scheme is available, if needed, to accommodate for situations
where there are significant errors in the observations used for updating.
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Model calibrationfacility
A number of useful features of the RFFS Calibration Facility have been identified previously.
Perhaps the most important is the pooled calibration across several events. This avoids many
individual calibrations for each event and a later, ad hoc inferenceof a compromise parameter
set. The benefit is saving in staff time for model calibration and a better optimum parameter
set. Interactive visualisation facilities for manual parameter estimation bring further benefits
in this area. The ARMA error predictor models, referred to above, can be calibrated as an
integral part of the hydrological model from which the errors derive. Facilities to display
different types of forecast graphically - fixed-lead-time and fixed-origin - help to understand
the model performance expected in real-time as well as supporting the model calibration
process.
Forecastconstruction
The following summarise the main benefits of adopting the RFFS-ICA for managing forecast
construction:
A generic model algorithm interface which can accommodate an infinite variety of
model types. This means that new models can replaceold ones, without changes to
the "inner code", as modelling advances are made or model preferences change. Use
of a generic model algorithm interface means that quite radical extensions, for
example to incorporate water quality algorithms, canbe made with ease. In the case
of the Soar forecasting requirement this feature is particularly important in easing the
task of integrating the ISIS hydrodynamic model into the real-time forecasting
environment.
Full resilience to missing data, allowing the model to function, albeit less accurately,
even with the total absence of telemetry data.
The ability to run a network model for the whole network or selected parts of the
network. Sub-networks can be dynamically definable during a run of the model if
required, or can be pre-configured. The sub-network functionality is particularly
appropriate where repeated runs on a particular part of the network are required to
support "what if?" decision-support runs, such as in scheduling future flood control
gate movements. With extension of the system to thetidal reaches of the Sevem and
Trent, a typical use of sub-network configuration wouldallow the non-tidal model to
be run faster and more frequently to support flash flood forecasting on the fluvial
river.
The ability to readily incorporate weather radar data into the system for use with
catchment models, with a mn-time switch to revert to raingauge data when radar data
are judged to be more reliable (and vice versa). Theswitch might also be used as a
"what if?" to judge the uncertainty of the flow forecast associated with the rainfall
input.
A re-run option which allows a model run previously enacted to be repeated with new
options. This is used particularly for decision-support where the exact data used for
one run must be used for the next, except that involvedin the "what if?" option being
considered. If this is not done, in real-time there is no guarantee that new data are
not affecting the outcome rather than the option being investigated.
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Other functions which are partly supported by the present FFS include:
The ability to reconfigure the system to incorporate new forecast points or telemetry
sites for an existing system, or to a completely new river network, without expensive
recoding. Network structure is data defined, allowing low cost modifications as well
as using the same software to be used for subsequent implementations. Not needing
to modify the program code, as well as having cost advantages, also makes new
implementations less error prone.
The use of a state formulation to allow models to be initialised froma past set of state
values, avoiding a long warm up for model initialisation. This meansthat the model
can be run intermittently but yield a "seamless" result as if the model had been run
continuously.
Systemenvironment
Existing investment in the RECS system for telemetry management is protected through the
recommendation that this is retained to provide a telemetry interface to the RFFS. Whilst
RECS durrently receives 15 minute and event data these are consolidated toan hourly interval
for database access. This needs to be modified so that database access to the 15 minute data
is provided in order to meet the modelling requirement for data at this interval.
As a staged enhancement of the existing system it is proposed that initially an interface from
the RFFS to the existing REMUS forecast display system be established. REMUS needs to
be replaced by a system running under Windows 3.1, or better. The recommendation for
Phase II is that it be replaced by the new RFFS shell GUI under development at IH and due
for completion in 1996. This will be supported under Windows 3.1, or better. The benefits
are a phased implementation and investment, and a state-of-the-art GUI.
Computingprovision
The NRA's plan to purchase a VAX 3100/Model 95 (plus additional disk storage) provides
an appropriate computer platform to support the new forecasting system. Stayingwith Digital
has clear benefits given the importance of maintaining an operational floodforecasting and
warning system throughout the development project time period.
Severn-Trentwide implementation
The recommendations envisage a Phase III project which will be a Systems Analysis Study
to extend the new forecasting system to the entire Severn-Trent region, including the tidal
reaches of the Trent and Severn. Thus the benefits of implementation on the Soar will be
greatly extended, with the Soar really serving as a pilot development and implementation
study for the region as a whole. The Systems Analysis study will review therequirements for
flow forecasts in the region and propose a strategy for implementation including costs and
time schedules. A subsequent implementation of this strategy will allow the full benefits of
the developments made in the Soar to be realised throughout the Severn-Trent Region.
7.4 OVERVIEW OF BENEFITS
The requirements for flood warning identified in the Stage 1 report highlighted that the key
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areas needing warning were on the Lower Soar, downstream of the confluence with the
Wreake, and on the middle and lower Wreake These are the areas that have been designated
as river reaches requiring a hydrodynamic approach to modelling on account of variable
backwater induced by navigation level and flood gate control. It represents a quite radical
departure from the current use of a simple conceptual hydrological channel flow routing
model in which the effect of backwater is not accommodated. The failure of such models,
particularly in the vicinity of flood gates such as at Frisby on the Wreake, are evident from
the assessment of forecasts for past events in Section 4. The reliability of forecasts have been
so uncertain that flood duty officers have lost confidence inthe use of the Flow Forecasting
System and have tended to switch to monitoring the flood and its trend rather than rely on
the forecasts. In this regard it is suggested that the benefits of a replacement system for the
Soar be viewed as the full benefit of a forecasting system, implying that the benefit accrued
from the existing forecasting system has zero value.
Clearly the potential benefits of flood warning for the Soar will not be fully realised with the
proposed system as it too will not give perfect forecasts. Sincethe key forecast points relate
to reaches which are represented by the ISIS hydrodynamic model it is of interest to look
more closely at the accuracy of forecasts one might expect to obtain from this model. An
error analysis is carried out in Appendix 6 which suggests that for conditions pertaining to
the main channel of the River Soar an upper band on the error of forecasting the 100 year
flood may be 0.3 m at any site. This doesn't take into accountany errors in forecasting lateral
inflows or the improvement in forecast accuracy due to updating, which whilst ineffective at
large lead times will be considerable at short lead times. Scopefor improving this upper band
on accuracy exists through the use of improved calibration data for more sites and larger
flood events and through access to more accurate survey dataof the flood plain topography.
An examination of the sources of unreliability in the present flood warning system suggest
that the following benefits will derive from the recommendations of this study:
Improved measurement of catchment average rainfall by installing two new
raingauges, utilising data from five further gauges within NRA Anglian Region,
obtaining better resolution by using smaller buckets, replacing the low resolution
Type I radar data with much higher resolution Type2 and employing the improved
radar calibration and forecasting facilities available through HYRAD, including access
to Frontiers forecasts.
Improved and extended measurement of river stage and flow by installing new
gauging stations at Freemans Weir and the Eye at Brentingby, enhancing the
performance of existing stations at Kegworth, PillingsLock, Littlethorpe, Syston and
Eye Kettleby and utilising the control gates for flowestimationvia extended telemetry
and a current metering programme.
Better resolution of all monitored data by employinga 15 minute data storage time
step giving more accurate flood forecasts.
Improved soil moisture accounting by upgrading theBrooksby climate station, leading
to better rainfall-runoff modelling.
Greater flexibility for rainfall-runoff modelling by gaining access to additional
algorithms such as the PDM model which offers real-time state updating.
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Greater flexibility for channel flow routing by gaining access to the KW model.
More scientific representation of flow phenomena such as backwater influences,
inundation of floodplains and the operation of control structures by implementing the
ISIS hydrodynamic model.
More efficient and effective calibration of the hydrological and hydraulic model
parameters via user friendly, visual calibration and optimisation tools.
Improved updating scheme by employing a simpler, more stable error predictor.
Greater flexibility in forecast construction, with the system providing for extension
to new catchments, models and forecast variables, such as water quality.
The Consultants believe that these recommendations will lead to a significant improvement
in the reliability of the flood warning service for the River Soar Catchment and restore the
confidence of the Flood Duty Officers in the system.
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A Radar rainfall preprocessing, calibration, forecasting,
catchment averaging and display system for hydrological use
IH has recently integrated its radar rainfall preprocessing, calibration, forecasting and
catchment averaging procedures into a single software package. HYRAD employs theseprocedures as the Radar Hydrology Kernel of a Windows 3.1 based radar data reception,processing and display system.
The system supports the following functions:
Radar preprocessing to correct for static anomalies and transient clutter.
Radar calibration by raingauges.
Radar rainfall forecasting, using either calibrated or uncalibrated fields.
Calculation of rainfall fields from raingauge network data alone.
Calculation of catchment average rainfalls from uncalibrated, calibrated or
forecast radar rainfall or raingauge network data.
Static and rapid replay of radar images (uncalibrated, calibrated or forecast)
along with overlay information on raingauge location, river networks, catch-
ment boundaries, coastlines and other feature data
Real-time reception of 2 km, 5 km network and other radar data types.
A radar data archiving facility.
CI An interface to the RFTS (River Flow Forecasting System).
For VAX (or UNIX) applications a client-server architecture is used in which the RadarHydrology Kernel and data reception and archiving software run on the VAX (or UNIX)
computer. A PC (desktop or portable, colour or monochrome) running under Wmdows 3.1provides a menu-driven management and visualisation interface.
Forfurther informationplease contact:
Bob Moore, Institute of Hydrology,
Maclean Building, Wallingford, Oxon, OXIO BBB,United Kingdom
Telehone: 0491 38800, Facsimile:0491 32256, Telex:849365 HYDROLG
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PAPER: LOCAL CALIBRATION OF WEATHER RADAR OVERLONDON
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ra
da
rp
ro
vi
de
s
a
u
n
iq
ue
so
u
rc
e
o
f
in
fo
rm
at
io
n
o
n
ra
in
fa
ll
v
a
ri
at
io
ns
o
v
er
Lo
nd
on
a
n
d
its
su
rr
o
u
n
di
ng
a
re
a
.
Th
e
m
a
in
a
im
o
f
th
e
St
ud
y
w
a
s
to
u
se
th
e
30
te
la
nn
er
in
g
ra
in
ga
ug
es
a
v
a
ila
bl
e
fo
r
th
e
Lo
nd
on
a
n
d
Le
e
V
al
le
y
a
re
a
(F
igu
re
1)
a
s
th
e
ba
sis
o
fa
re
gi
on
al
ca
lib
ra
tio
n
pr
oc
ed
ur
e.
A
n
ex
ist
in
g
ca
lib
ra
tio
n
pe
rf
or
m
ed
a
t
th
e
ra
da
rs
ite
u
se
d
o
n
ly
5
ra
in
ga
ug
esa
s
pa
rt
o
fa
do
m
ai
n-
ba
se
dca
lib
ra
tio
n
pr
oc
ed
ur
e
(C
oll
ier
et
a
l,
19
83
):
th
is
in
tr
od
uc
ed
di
sc
on
tin
ui
tie
si
n
th
e
ra
da
rf
ie
ld
a
tt
he
do
m
ai
nb
ou
nd
ar
ie
s.T
he
a
im
w
a
s
to
pr
od
uc
ea
sm
o
o
th
a
dju
stm
en
t
pr
oc
ed
ur
ee
m
pl
oy
in
g
th
e
fu
ll
ra
in
ga
ug
en
et
w
or
k,
pr
ov
id
in
g
m
o
re
a
cc
u
ra
te
a
n
d
re
lia
bl
e
es
tim
at
es
o
f
sp
at
ia
lr
a
in
fa
ll
v
a
ri
at
io
ns
,
in
pa
rt
ic
ul
ar
to
su
pp
or
t
flo
od
w
a
rn
in
g
o
pe
ra
tio
ns
.T
he
m
a
in
fo
cu
so
f
th
e
St
ud
yw
a
s
th
e
de
ve
lo
pm
en
tof
pr
oc
ed
ur
es
fo
r
th
e
ca
lib
ra
tio
n
o
f
w
ea
th
er
ra
da
rb
as
ed
o
n
fit
tin
g
su
rf
ac
es
to
th
e
ca
lib
ra
tio
n
fa
ct
or
v
a
lu
es
,c
o
n
v
en
tio
na
lly
	
.
?(
a
1-
?
g
L.
_
n
l 
•
	
.
.
.
	
Fi
gu
re
I
Lo
ca
tio
ns
o
f
th
e
ra
da
r
an
d
ra
in
ga
ug
es
w
ith
in
th
e
Th
am
es
ba
si
n
an
d
an
n
u
al
av
er
ag
e
ra
in
fa
ll
in
m
m
(A
Lo
nd
on
ra
in
ga
ug
es
;
•
Le
e
Va
lle
y
ra
in
ga
ug
es
;
•
M
et
eo
ro
lo
gi
ca
l
O
ffi
ce
"
at
-s
ite
ca
lib
ra
tio
n"
ga
ug
es
)
I
N
ow
a
tN
R
A
Th
am
es
R
eg
io
n,
W
al
th
am
Cr
os
s.
UK
•
IM
•
•
18
7
•
de
fin
ed
a
s
th
e
ra
tio
o
f
ra
in
ga
ug
e
to
co
in
ci
de
nt
w
e
a
th
er
ra
da
r
gr
id
-s
qu
ar
e
e
st
im
at
es
o
f
ra
in
fa
ll.
Co
ns
id
er
at
io
n
w
a
s
gi
ve
n
to
a
w
id
e
ra
n
ge
o
f
ca
lib
ra
tio
n
pr
oc
ed
ur
es
.
A
co
m
pr
eh
en
siv
e
pr
og
ra
m
fo
r
th
e
a
ss
e
ss
m
e
n
to
f
th
e
di
ffe
re
nt
ca
lib
ra
tio
n
m
e
th
od
s
w
a
s
de
ve
lo
pe
d
a
s
th
e
m
a
jor
da
ta
-a
na
lyt
ic
to
ol
fo
r
th
e
St
ud
y.
So
m
e
im
po
rta
nt
a
sp
ec
ts
o
f
th
e
St
ud
y
a
re
hi
gh
lig
ht
ed
in
th
is
pa
pe
r
to
ge
th
er
w
ith
a
n
o
u
tli
ne
o
f
th
e
pr
oc
ed
ur
e
fin
al
ly
a
do
pt
ed
fo
r
o
pe
ra
tio
na
l
im
pl
em
en
ta
tio
n.
Fu
rth
er
de
ta
ils
a
re
pr
ov
id
ed
in
(M
oo
re
e
t
a
l,
I9
89
a,
I9
89
b
a
n
d
19
91
).
Th
e
su
rfa
ce
fit
tin
g
m
e
th
od
A
ra
n
ge
o
f
o
pt
io
ns
fo
r
co
m
bi
ni
ng
ra
da
r
a
n
d
ra
in
ga
ug
e
da
ta
a
re
co
n
si
de
re
d
in
M
oo
re
(19
90
).
Th
es
e
ra
n
ge
fro
m
sp
ac
e-
tim
e
m
o
de
ls
o
f
th
e
ra
in
fa
ll
fie
ld
,
w
hi
ch
in
co
rp
or
at
e
th
e
co
va
ria
nc
e
st
ru
ct
ur
e
o
f
th
e
ra
in
fa
ll
fie
ld
a
n
d
m
e
a
su
re
m
e
n
t
e
rr
o
rs
,
to
si
m
pl
er
fo
rm
ul
at
io
ns
ba
se
d
o
n
o
pt
im
al
lin
ea
r
in
te
rp
ol
at
io
n
(G
an
din
,
19
65
:
Jo
ne
s
e
r
a
l..
19
79
),
Kr
ig
in
g
(M
ath
ero
n,
19
71
;
Cr
eu
tin
a
n
d
O
bl
ed
,
19
82
)o
r
su
rfa
ce
fit
tin
g.
It
is
th
e
la
st
te
ch
ni
qu
e
th
at
ha
s
be
en
a
do
pt
ed
,
fo
r
re
a
so
n
s
o
f
co
m
pu
ta
tio
na
l
e
ffi
cie
nc
y,
di
re
ct
ne
ss
o
f
a
pp
ro
ac
h
a
n
d
si
m
pl
ici
ty
.
In
fa
ct
st
ro
ng
lin
ks
be
tw
ee
n
su
rfa
ce
fit
tin
g,
o
pt
im
al
in
te
rp
ol
at
io
n
a
n
d
Kr
ig
in
g
e
a
n
be
es
ta
bl
is
he
d(L
an
ca
ste
r&
Sa
lka
us
ka
s,
19
86
).
W
hi
ls
t
th
e
la
tte
r
tw
o
te
ch
ni
qu
es
de
co
m
po
se
th
e
pr
ob
le
m
in
to
co
n
st
itu
en
ts
w
hi
ch
re
qu
ire
sp
ec
ific
at
io
n
o
f
th
e
sp
at
ia
l
o
o
rr
e
lo
gr
am
o
r
va
rio
gr
im
,
th
e
su
rfa
ce
fit
tin
g
pr
ov
id
es
a
si
m
pl
e
a
n
d
di
re
ct
m
e
th
od
o
f
m
e
rg
in
g
ra
da
r
a
n
d
ra
da
r
da
ta
in
w
hi
ch
u
n
ce
rta
in
tie
s
a
re
a
e
a
dm
od
at
ed
im
pl
ici
tly
th
ro
ug
h
th
e
m
e
th
od
u
se
d
to
fit
th
e
Ca
lib
ra
tio
n
fa
ct
or
su
rfa
ce
.
Th
e
ba
sis
o
f
th
e
m
e
th
od
is
to
fit
a
m
a
th
em
at
ic
al
su
rfa
ce
to
ca
lib
ra
tio
n
fa
ct
or
va
lu
es
ca
lc
ul
at
ed
a
t
n
ra
in
ga
ug
e
lo
ca
tio
ns
a
n
d
to
sc
a
le
th
e
ra
da
r
ra
in
fa
ll
fie
ld
by
th
e
co
in
ci
de
nt
fa
ct
or
va
lu
es
to
de
riv
e
a
m
o
re
a
cc
u
ra
te
ca
lib
ra
te
d
ra
da
r
fie
ld
.
As
a
re
su
lt
o
f
tri
al
s,
th
e
sp
ec
ific
de
fin
itio
n
o
f
ca
lib
ra
tio
n
fa
ct
or
a
do
pt
ed
w
a
s
c
7
+
e
„)1
0,
t
c).
H
er
e
Ft
i,
a
n
d
Ili
,
a
re
th
e
i'th
ra
in
ga
ug
e
m
e
a
su
re
m
e
n
t
a
n
d
th
e
co
in
ci
de
nt
ra
da
r
gr
id
-s
qu
ar
e
va
lu
e
fo
r
a
15
m
in
ut
e
in
te
rv
al
.
Th
e
pa
ra
m
et
er
s
e
,
a
n
d
c,
a
re
sm
a
ll
co
n
st
an
t
va
lu
es
w
hi
ch
e
n
su
re
th
at
th
e
ca
lib
ra
tio
n
fa
ct
or
is
de
fin
ed
fo
r
ra
da
r
va
lu
es
e
qu
al
to
ze
ro
.
• E
a
g(s
-x/
)
•
ic
io
w
he
re
(ar
j=0
,1,
2
n
)a
re
pa
ra
m
et
er
s
o
f
th
e
su
rfa
ce
.
Th
e
di
su
nc
e
fu
nc
tio
n
a
do
pt
ed
a
s
a
re
su
lt
o
f
tri
al
s
w
a
s
th
e
si
m
pl
e
Eu
cl
id
ea
n
di
st
an
ce
O
sI=
67
2.2
)
(2)
w
hi
ch
co
rr
e
sp
on
ds
to
bu
ild
in
g
u
p
th
e
su
rfa
ce
fro
m
a
se
to
f
n
rig
ht
-s
id
ed
co
n
e
s,
e
a
ch
ce
n
tre
d
o
n
o
n
e
o
f
th
e
n
ra
in
ga
ug
e
lo
ca
tio
ns
.
Fo
rm
al
ly,
e
st
im
at
io
n
o
f
th
e
a
,
w
e
ig
ht
s
is
a
ch
ie
ve
d
a
s
fo
llo
ws
.
Eq
ua
tio
n
(I)
fo
r
-
E
a
,e
a
ra
)
•
G
o-
(i
I,2
,..
.,n
)
(3)
m
a
y
be
e
xp
re
ss
ed
in
m
a
tri
x
fo
rm
a
s
G
a•
ao
I
z
(4)
w
he
re
Q
is
a
n
a
by
a
m
a
tri
x
w
ith
th
e
(iji
th
cl
em
en
t
gi
ve
n
by
C
-
g(A
,-
is
a
u
n
it
ve
ct
or
o
f
o
rd
er
n
,
a
n
d
z
is
th
e
ve
ct
or
co
n
ta
in
in
g
th
e
n
ca
lib
ra
tio
n
fa
ct
or
va
lu
es
.
As
o
n
e
a
pp
m
ac
h
to
a
vo
id
in
g
a
n
o
m
a
lie
s
in
th
e
su
rfa
ce
fo
rm
a
w
a
y
fro
m
n
ra
in
ga
ug
e
lo
ca
tio
ns
,
a
n
a
dd
itio
na
l
re
qu
ire
m
en
t
fo
r
fla
tn
es
s
a
t
la
rg
e
di
st
an
ce
s
is
im
po
se
d
th
ro
ug
h
th
e
co
n
st
ra
in
t
(5)
Fo
r
th
e
Eu
cl
id
ea
n
di
st
an
ce
fu
nc
tio
n
o
f
co
n
e
ty
pe
th
is
co
n
st
ra
in
t
co
rr
e
sp
on
ds
to
a
re
qu
ire
m
en
t
o
f
ze
ro
-
sl
op
e
w
ith
in
cr
ea
si
ng
di
st
an
ce
fv
om
th
e
ra
in
ga
ug
e
n
e
tw
or
k.
So
lu
tio
n
o
f
e
qu
at
io
n
(4)
su
bje
ct
to
co
n
st
ra
in
t
(5)
fo
r
th
c
w
e
ig
ht
in
g
co
e
ffi
cie
nt
s
gi
ve
s
(I)
Th
e
pa
rti
cu
la
r
su
rfa
ce
fit
tin
g
m
e
th
od
a
do
pt
ed
is
ba
se
d
o
n
a
n
e
xt
ea
de
d
fo
rm
o
f
th
e
m
u
lti
qu
ad
ric
pr
es
en
te
d
by
H
ar
dy
(19
71
).
Fi
rs
t,
le
t
c
be
th
e
ca
lib
ra
tio
n
fa
ct
or
va
lu
es
de
fin
ed
a
t
th
e
n
ra
in
ga
ug
e
lo
ca
tio
ns
,
ha
vi
ng
gr
id
co
o
rd
in
at
es
=
(u„
vi)
.
Th
e
m
u
lti
qu
ad
ric
ca
lib
ra
tio
n
su
rfa
ce
is
de
fin
ed
a
s
th
e
w
e
ig
ht
ed
su
m
o
f
n
di
st
an
ce
,
o
r
ba
sis
fu
nc
tio
ns
ce
n
tre
d
o
n
e
a
ch
ga
ug
e;
th
at
is
a
u
c
a
rg
-o
zy
ar
ai
D
(6)
a It
w
a
s
fo
un
d
to
be
im
po
rta
nt
to
fo
rm
a
co
n
se
rv
a
tiv
e
ca
lib
ra
tio
n
fa
ct
or
su
rfa
ce
by
a
do
pt
in
g
a
fit
tin
g
m
e
th
od
w
hi
ch
a
llo
w
ed
th
e
su
rfa
ce
to
de
pa
rt
fro
m
th
e
a
ct
ua
l
ca
lib
ra
tio
n
fa
ct
or
va
lu
es
.
Th
is
w
a
s
a
ch
ie
ve
d
by
a
llo
w
in
g
th
e
Eu
cl
id
ea
n
di
st
an
ce
g(8
,-8
1)
n
g(Q
),
n
o
rm
a
lly
re
m
,
to
ta
ke
a
va
lu
e
-
K.
Th
is
SI
th
eII
M
I
a
a
a
M
III
I
I=
IM
M
O
a
I=
O
le
O
M
I•1
10
1
•
IM
BO
I
a
a
M
IN
M
I
M
O
M
I
O
M
a
IM
a
a
O
M
M
ul
ls
in
a
su
rfa
ce
w
hi
ch
pa
ss
es
w
ith
in
a
di
st
an
ce
a
,
K
o
f
th
c
ca
lib
ra
tio
n
fa
ct
or
va
lu
e
(or
th
e
i'th
ra
in
ga
tig
e
Th
e
pr
ob
le
m
o
f
di
sc
on
tin
ui
tie
s
is
a
vo
id
ed
by
u
si
ng
th
is
hu
m
in
ilic
cs
in
na
tio
n
o
f
th
e
w
e
ig
ht
s,
a
,
a
n
d
u
si
ng
th
e
n
o
rm
a
l
fo
rm
in
ca
lc
ul
at
in
g
th
e
su
rfa
ce
va
lu
es
fo
r
ra
da
r
ca
lib
ra
tio
n
o
f
th
e
fu
ll
fie
ld
.
Th
e
co
n
st
ra
in
t
o
f
e
qu
at
io
n
(5)
e
n
su
re
s
th
at
th
e
'e
rr
o
rs
',
in
tro
du
ce
d
by
u
si
ng
g(9
)
=
0
in
e
qu
at
io
n
(I)
(an
d
n
o
t
-
K)
w
he
n
fo
rm
in
g
th
e
su
rfa
ce
fo
r
ca
lib
ra
tio
n,
a
dd
u
p
to
ze
ro
.
An
illu
st
ra
tio
n
o
f
th
e
fo
rm
o
f
a
fit
te
d
su
rfa
ce
a
n
d
th
e
re
su
lti
ng
ca
lib
ra
te
d
ra
da
r
fie
ld
a
re
sh
ow
n
in
Fi
gu
re
s
2
a
n
d
3.
a
.
Fi
gu
re
2
Ca
lib
ra
tio
n
fa
ct
or
su
rfa
ce
fo
r
16
.3
0
14
M
ar
ch
19
89
tt

As
se
ss
m
en
t
o
f
m
e
th
od
s
Th
e
St
ud
y
co
n
si
de
re
d
m
a
n
y
va
ria
nt
s
o
f
th
e
a
bo
ve
pr
oc
ed
ur
e
be
fo
re
re
co
m
m
e
n
di
ng
it
fo
r
o
pe
ra
tio
na
l
im
pl
em
en
ta
tio
n.
Se
ve
n
fo
rm
s
o
f
ca
lib
ra
tio
n
fa
ct
or
de
fin
itio
n
w
e
re
e
va
lu
at
ed
,
in
cl
ud
in
g
re
ci
pr
oc
al
,
tri
m
m
ed
a
n
d
lo
ga
rit
hm
ic
fo
rm
ul
at
io
ns
.
Ac
co
un
t
w
a
s
ta
ke
n
o
f
th
e
po
sit
io
n
o
f
a
ga
ug
e
w
ith
in
th
e
ra
da
r
gr
id
sq
ua
re
by
fo
rm
in
g
ca
lib
ra
tio
n
fa
ct
or
s
w
hi
ch
u
se
d
th
e
a
ve
ra
ge
o
f
n
in
e,
fo
ur
o
r
o
n
e
gr
id
-s
qu
ar
es
a
s
th
e
ra
da
r
va
lu
e.
Th
e
ch
oi
ce
o
f
a
co
a
rs
e
r
tim
e-
in
te
rv
al
th
an
15
m
in
ut
es
fo
r
co
n
st
ru
ct
in
g
th
e
ca
lib
ra
tio
n
fa
ct
or
su
rfa
ce
s
w
a
s
a
ls
o
in
ve
st
ig
at
ed
.
Co
m
pe
ns
at
io
n
fo
r
qu
an
tis
at
io
n
e
rr
o
rs
in
th
e
ra
in
ga
ug
e
da
ta
,
du
e
to
th
e
u
se
o
f
tip
pi
ng
-b
uc
ke
ts
,
w
a
s
in
ve
st
ig
at
ed
by
fo
rm
in
g
a
co
n
se
rv
a
tiv
e
ca
lib
ra
tio
n
fa
ct
or
by
in
cr
em
en
tin
g
th
e
ra
in
ga
ug
e
va
lu
e
by
th
e
bu
ck
et
in
cr
em
en
t
to
w
ar
ds
th
e
ra
da
r
va
lu
e
w
he
n
a
pp
ro
pr
ia
te
.
D
iff
er
en
t
fo
rm
s
o
f
su
rfa
ce
,
e
m
pl
oy
in
g
sm
o
o
th
ed
Eu
cl
id
ea
n,
e
xp
on
en
tia
l
a
n
d
re
ci
pr
oc
al
di
st
an
ce
fu
nc
tio
ns
,
w
e
re
e
va
lu
at
ed
a
lo
ng
w
ith
di
ffe
re
nt
e
st
im
at
io
n
sc
he
m
es
w
hi
ch
m
in
im
is
ed
su
rfa
ce
ro
u
gh
ne
ss
o
r
co
n
st
ra
in
ed
th
e
su
rfa
ce
to
a
co
n
st
an
t
va
lu
e
a
t
la
rg
e
di
st
an
ce
s.
Th
e
a
ss
e
ss
m
e
n
tw
a
s
ca
rr
ie
d
o
u
t
u
si
ng
da
ta
fro
m
23
ra
in
fa
ll
e
ve
n
ts
o
ve
r
a
n
a
re
a
o
f
a
bo
ut
60
km
by
60
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co
n
ta
in
in
g
u
p
to
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ra
in
ga
ug
es
,
e
qu
iva
le
nt
to
a
ga
ug
e
de
ns
ity
o
f
o
n
e
ga
ug
e
pe
r
12
0
kr
n'
a
re
a
.
A
se
le
ct
iv
e
de
le
tio
n
pr
oc
ed
ur
e
w
a
s
u
se
d
w
he
re
by
o
n
e
ga
ug
e
w
a
s
o
m
itt
ed
,
th
e
su
rfa
ce
fit
tin
g
sc
he
m
e
a
pp
lie
d
a
n
d
u
se
d
to
fo
rm
a
n
e
st
im
at
e
o
f
th
e
ra
in
fa
ll
a
t
th
e
de
le
te
d
ga
ug
e.
Th
is
w
a
s
re
pe
at
ed
n
tim
es
fo
r
e
a
ch
ga
ug
e
gi
vin
g
n
se
ts
o
f
ra
in
fa
ll
e
st
im
at
io
n
e
rr
o
r:
re
pe
tit
io
n
o
f
th
is
fo
r
a
ll
15
m
in
ut
e
ra
in
fa
ll
fie
ld
s
m
a
ki
ng
u
p
th
e
23
ra
in
fa
ll
e
ve
n
ts
a
llo
w
ed
a
po
ol
ed
lo
g
ro
o
t
m
e
a
n
sq
ua
re
e
rr
o
r
pe
rfo
rm
an
ce
st
at
is
tic
to
be
fo
rm
ed
.
Ea
ch
va
ria
nt
de
sc
rib
ed
a
bo
ve
w
a
s
e
xp
lo
re
d
u
si
ng
th
is
st
ra
te
gy
a
n
d
a
re
co
m
m
e
n
da
tio
n
fo
r
o
pe
ra
tio
na
l
im
pl
em
en
ta
tio
n
w
a
s
fin
al
ise
d.
Th
e
sp
ac
e-
a
n
d
tim
e-
av
er
ag
ed
fo
rm
s
o
f
ca
lib
ra
tio
n
fa
ct
or
a
n
d
qu
an
tis
at
io
n
co
rr
e
ct
io
n
w
e
re
n
o
t
fo
un
d
to
be
w
o
rth
w
hi
le
im
pl
em
en
tin
g
o
n
th
e
ba
sis
o
f
th
is
a
ss
e
ss
m
e
n
tp
ro
ce
du
re
.
As
se
ss
m
en
t
a
ga
in
st
si
m
pl
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Appendix 3
PAPER: LOCAL RAINFALL FORECASTING USING WEATHER RADAR:
THE LONDON CASE STUDY
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Full Hydrodynamic Modelling
ISIS Flow will model any looped, branched open channel
system and is suitable for modelling both natural river systems
with floodplains and man made channels such as irrigation
systems.
It is based on the full St Venant equations for open channel
flow.
Mass Balance
80 M
dr at
;It
OVERVIEW
ISIS is a software system for simulating flow, water quality and
sediment transport in canals, rivers and estuaries. ISIS has
been developed to provide engineers and managers with a
comprehensive range of tools to assist in the design of cost-
etfective engineering schemes and the development of river
basin management strategies.
Developed as a Joint venture between HR Wallingford Ltd and
Sir William Halcrow & Partners, ISIS combines the skills and
experience of these two leading organisations to offer proven
hydraulic and water quality modelling capabilities within a
state-of-the-art user environment.
ISIS has been designed as a suite of modules which may be
used independently or as an integrated system, allowing the
user to select only those capabilities required for a given
study. The modular approach allows ISIS to grow as new and
improved capabilities are added, ensuring that ISIS will always
off er the very best modelling technology available and so
protect the user's investment
PEDIGREE
ISIS derives from the well known and proven SALMON and
ONDA hydraulic and water quality engines and benefits from
three decades of development and application experience for
simple and complex systems worldwide.
ISIS FLOW MODULE
At the heart of ISIS is ISIS Flow, a fully hydrodynamic flow
and level simulator for open-channel systems. ISIS Flow
incorporates steady and unsteady flow solutions and can be
used to model in-bank and overbank flows in branched and
looped networks. ISIS Flow is also ideally suited to simple
analyses such as derivation of backwater curves in single
channels. ISIS Flow is both highly specified and easy to use.
The hydraulic engine upon which ISIS Flow is based has been
applied in a large number of hydraulic studies and projects in
Britain and overseas since the 1970's.
Momentum Conservation
80 a (icy  9--_AaH AC
-.yes — - KI ¢-43os 0
at as A
j
dr 10 A
The discretization is based on the Preissmann 4-point implicit
(Box) scheme
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For example. the derivative with respect to space is
discretised as
= frx[e(ft; ft') 4-(1-8)(4.1 fj)]
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Steady Flows
ISIS Flow includes the steady flow module described below.
The steady state solver computes backwater profiles for
design of channels and structures, even in looped systems.
Steady state solutions are also used as initial conditions for
unsteady model runs.
Flood Plains
ISIS Flow can model flow on flood plains by three methods:
Firstly, as an integral part of the channel for areas where there
are no flood embankments. The cross section is subdivided
into vertical panels with conveyance calculated for each panel.
A relative path length can be specified for each panel to
simulate differences in distance travelled in meandering rivers.
Roughness can be varied between and within panels. Panels
can be set to have no conveyance to simulate dead zones
behind buildings.
Secondly, flood plains and channels with different water levels
where there is no conveyance on the flood plain.
Thirdly, flood plains and channels with different water levels
where there is conveyance on the flood plain.
Spill Unit
Structures
ISIS Flow is very strong on structures and includes many
different typeswith full modelling of hydraulic controls and all
modes of flow.
WeIrs
•
•
•
•
•
•
Sluices
•
•
Heed losses
broad crested
sharp crested
triangular profile
uneven broad crested
broad crested side spill
uneven crested side spill
multiple radial or vertical
tidal drainage
tidal retention
bridges
channel constrictions
channel expansions
arch bridges
Conduits
irregular
circular
full arch
sprung arch
rectangular
Miscellaneous
In the last two methods of flood plain modelling, channel and
flood plain are usually separated by a spill unit. The spill unit
is a weir where the crest level of the weir varies with distance.
deter surface
I n churn! 'I
flumes
tidal drainage flume
siphons
pumps
Steep Channels
Water OUr Tate
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ISIS Flow is able to model steep channels with supercritical
flows througha modification to the momentum equation. The
method used by ISIS Flow to model steep channels has been
compared extensively with more rigorous techniques and has
been found to provide a good degree of accuracy for
supercritical flows providing the rate of change of flow area
with distance is not too severe.
'al! I from
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Drowned and free flows into or out of the channel are
integrated along the length of the spill to give an accurate
representation. Use of a flat top weir to model uneven
embankment tops, as is commonly used in other programs,
can give very severe errors in volumes of spillage across flood
embankments.
Example applications
The followingare examples of recent studies using modelling
software now available within ISIS Flow:
Gurriti-Tilas & Atrai Basin, Bangladesh
Thames, Severn, Great Ouse and Taff, UK
River Alpone, Italy
Abary River Control Project. Guyana
Aguan Valley Master Plan, Honduras
Rio de la Plata, Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay
PAT feeder canal, Pakistan
GAP irrigation systems, Turkey
y•
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ISIS QUALITY MODULE
ISIS Quality is used together with ISIS Flow to simulate water
quality in river and channel networks. ISIS Quality is run
using the stored hydrodynamic data from ISIS Flow. This
approach provides the user with significant flexibility by
allowing, for example, multiple runs of ISIS Quality using the
same ISIS Flow hydrodynamic results
ISIS Quality computes concentrations using a finite difference
approximation to the advection diffusion equation. An explicit
implementation of the SMART algorithm, recently developed
by Gaskell and Lau (1988), is used to approximate the
advection term. Two alternative algorithms, QUICK and first
order upwinding, are also available and the user is given the
opportunity to decide which of the three algorithms they wish
to use
Water Quality Processes in ISIS Flow
ISIS Quality is capable of modelling a range of water quality
variables and processes simultaneously. These include:
Conservative and decaying pollutants
Coliforms
Salt
Water temperature
Sediment
Oxygen balance
Water/Sediment oxygen interactions
Phytoplankton. macrophytes and benthic algae
ISIS Quality allows the user to run only those processes that
are of interest. However, the river and estuary environment
is a complex one in which many processes interact:
consequently ISIS Quality ensures that all inter-dependant
processes are simulated together
Simulation method used by ISIS Quality
ISIS Quality models the transport of pollutants along open
channel reaches by the one-dimensional advection-drflusion
equation,
a(CA) a(uCA) a I DA + S
at ax axkax


C = pollutant concentration (kg/m3)
A = cross-sectional flow area (m2)
u = cross-sectionally averaged flow velocity (rn/s)
D = diffusion coefficient (m'/s)
x = distance (m)
t = time (s)
S = source/sink term; representing decay, growth,
erosion, deposition. etc (kg/rn/s)
As the equation is one-dimensional all the variables represent
cross-sectionally averaged quantrties
Example applications
The following are examples of recent studies using modellino
software now available within ISIS Quality
River Tagus, Portugal
River Stour, UK
South Creek, Australia
River Mersey, UK
River Trent, UK
Berowra Creek. Australia
Bhola Irrigation Project. Bangladesh
Port Kelang, Malaysia
Bicol River Basin Project, Philippines
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ISIS HYDROLOGY MODULE
The ISIS Hydrology module provides a number of alternative
hydrological techniques for modelling catchment and sub-
catchment runoff to provide input conditions for ISIS Flow.
For UK sites the well established Flood Studies Report (FSR)
Unit Hydrograph method is used. A wide range of options are
available dependent on the information available; for example,
rainfall can be speoffied explicitly or by the standard
regression equations by simply selecting a return period. The
second method is an alternate based on FSR Supplementary
Report No 16 for highly urbanised sub-catchments.
For other countries the US Soil Conservation Service
(USSCS) Unit Hydrograph method is available where the unit
hydrograph is defined through a Curve Number dependent on
soil type, land use and hydrologic condition. A user derived
unit hydrograph and rainfall loss model can also be specified,
and hydrographs from other hydrological models can be input
very easily
ISIS STEADY FLOW MODULE
The ISIS Steady Flow module is available for users who do
not require the full hydrodynamic capabilities of ISIS Flow.
ISIS Steady Flow computes backwater profiles for design of
channels and structures, even in looped systems. Steady
state solutions are widely believed to be difficult for looped
systems. ISIS Steady Flow incorporates two solution methods
both applicable to looped branched systems. The direct
method is greatly superior to the more commonly used
pseudo-time-stepping method and involves an extension of a
fourth order Runge-Kutta solver. The direct method gives a
highly accurate solution and has an adaptive grid size.
ISIS SEDIMENT MODULE
ISIS Sediment simulates sediment transport using
hydrodynamic results from ISIS Flow. ISIS Sediment can
model cohesive, non-cohesive and graded sediments over
simulation periods ranging from a few days to many years and
using either fixed or mobile bed methods. Where mobile bed
simulations are carried out the user may select from a number
of alternative methods for updating the bed geometry.
Erosion of cohesive sediments is simulated using an excess
shear type equation, with deposition determined from the
shear stress, particle fall velocity and sediment concentration.
Suspended sediment is transported by application of the
advection-diffusion equation. Non-cohesive sediment transport
is modelled using standard formulae, including Ackers and
White and Engelund-Hansen.
ISIS WORKBENCH
The ISIS Workbench significantly improves productivity of the
modelling process with tools to assist in building models,
editing data, presenting results and organising files. A fully
object orientated network visualiser enables complex systems
to be built graphically by selecting units that represent a
channel, junction, flood plain or structure. Entry of text and
numerical data is made simple through the data editor while
cross sections, long sections and time-series plots of data are
provided by the graph manager. The organisation of project
files is undertaken by ISIS Workbench to assist with project
quality assurance procedures
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Currently in development are ISIS modules for simulation of
long term hydrology, flow routing and simple water quality.
Future plansinclude integration with Geographical Information
Systems (GIS)and Digital Terrain Models (DTM).
Crass name: <SS
D. DIM I.." Pilaw/ St I
NEW2.0AT- MODE : Move
HARDWAREAND OPERATING SYSTEMS
ISIS is availabletor PCs running Microsoft Windows and unix
workstationsrunning Motif. Please contaci your ISIS agent for
further details.
TRAINING,SUPPORT AND LICENSING
A standard license agreement is provided with full
maintenance including telephone advice, bug fixing and
provision of updates. Special support, including consultancy,
can also be provided
Training is tailored to user experience and needs. Small
groups are preferred to give personal attention. Training
sessions can be arranged on the users premises if required.
Please contact your ISIS agent for details of these services.
FURTHERINFORMATION
QUALITY CONTROL
The ISIS software has been developed using quality
assurance procedures complying with BS5750/IS09001
standards and accredited under the British Standards Institute
TickIT scheme. Quality control includes several hundred
automatic comparisons against hand calculations, standard
data sets and analytical solutions.
For more information on ISIS please contact your agent or
one of thefollowing:
HR Wallingford,VVallingford,Oxfordshire OX10 8BA, UK
Tel +44 (0) 1491 83 53 81. Fax +44 (0) 1491 83 22 33
Halcrow, Burderop Park, Swindon. Wiltshire, SN4 000, UK
Tel +44 (0) 1793 81 24 79, Fax +44 (0) 1793 81 20 89
Appendix 5
FLOOD FORECAST EVENT ANALYSIS
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Figure A5.I Floodforecasts for Event I: 12 November 1992
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Figure A5.2 Flood forecasts for Event 2: 24 November 1992
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Figure A5.3 Floodforecasts for Event 3: 4 December 1992
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Figure A5.4 Flood forecasts for Event 9: 11-15 January 1993
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Figure A5.5 Flood forecasts for Event 5: 11-13 June 1993
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Figure A5.6 Rood forecasts for Event 6: 7-8 October 1993
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Figure A5.7 Flood forecasts for Eveni 7: 15 November 1993
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Figure AS.8 Floodforecasts for Event 8. 8-9 December 1993
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Figure A5.9 Flood forecasts for Event 9. 24-28 February 1994
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Figure 45.10 Flood forecasts for Event 10. 18-19 March 1994
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UNCERTAINTIES IN WATER LEVEL FORECASTS
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APPENDIX 6 UNCERTAINTIES IN WATER LEVEL FORECASTS
The total uncertainty associated with flood water level cannot be detennined precisely for a
model which does not yet exist. Thus it is necessary to use the results of similar
investigations elsewhere to infer the likely range of accuracy of the level forecasts along the
lower reaches of the River Soar. The studies of Burnham & Davies (1990) and of Defalque
et al (1993) enable some initial estimates to be made on the uncertainties in the hydraulic
model forecasts. The effects involved in an analysis of the model uncertainty include:
flow measurement at the gauging stations;
uncertainties in the rainfall to runoff modelling;
uncertainties in the hydrological routing;
topographic data accuracy for the hydrodynamic modelling;
cross section spacing for the hydrodynamic model;
volume of calibration data for the hydrodynamic model;
accuracy of hydraulic model calibration; and
extrapolation of the model above the discharge of the calibration floods.
Burnham & Davies (1990) considered the influence of topographic survey errors and quality
of model calibration data on the accuracy of steady flow modelling of 100year flood levels.
They assumed that the flow was well known (no error allowed) and that the hydraulic
modelling errors were negligible (sufficiently fine resolution of spatial variation). Defalque
et al (1993) considered the influence of topographic error and model section spacing for a
variety of steady flood discharges from half bank full to five times bank MI flow.
It is not possible to give a rigorous procedure for determining the accuracy of a flood level
estimate because it is difficult to categorise the sources of error fully as systematic or random.
On the assumption that the sources of water level error in the hydrodynamic modelling
outlined above will be independent, we suggest that the root mean square error (rmse) value
should be taken to assess the overall uncertainty. This choice is pragmatic rather than
theoretical but intuitively it seems implausible that all the sources of error would act purely
additively on the total uncertainty, Bt.,. Thus using the appropriate equations from Burnham
& Davies and Defalque et al we may define:
Ecoal = {(E)2 + + (Edn"
for the case where the flood flow QTis less than the calibration flood discharge Q and
Erni = {(Eti )2 + [(Q1/4:20Eg12 + (Eat s
for the case where the flood QTexceeds the calibration flood flow Qc (ie (QT/ Qc.) > 1.0).
Here, Et is the uncertainty associated with the topographic survey and roughness assessment
taken from the work of Burnham and Davies, E is the mean magnitude of the model
calibration error and Ed is the model discretisation error taken from Defalque et al.
Furthermore, if we can estimate the level of uncertainty to associate with hydrological
uncertainties, then this could be compounded into the rrnse equations above.
We shall now make some reasonable estimates based upon the dimensions of the River Soar
in the Lougborough area. The channel depth (D) is about 3.5m, the slope (S) is about
0.00025 and the backwater length is about (L)10 km. Assume that a model has been
constructed on sections at 250 m centres on average (DX), it has been based on an aerial
survey of the flood plain contoured at 0.25 m VI and that there is good coverage of
calibration data with say 10 sites downstream of the Wreake confluence. Suppose that the
hydrodynamic model has been calibrated to a mean magnitude of peak flood level of 30 mm
for a 25 year flood. Following recent work for NRA Thames Region (FIR, 1995) we assign
the calibration reliability number Nr as 0.1 and the survey accuracy number Sn as 0.08 in the
formulae of Burnham & Davies (1990). This produces the estimate of topographic and
calibration uncertainty as:
	
Ety= 0.63 D" 13(Nr + Sn)
0.63 * 1.55 * 0.34 * 0.18
0.060 m = 60 mm.
The discretisation error from Defalque et al (1993) is
Ed = 0. D DX / L
0.1 * 3.5 * 250 / 10000
0.009 m = 9 mm.
The calibration quality uncertainty is 30 mm as stated for flows up to the 25 year flood in this
example. Suppose that an estimate of the uncertainty for the 100 year flow is required then
assuming Q1® / Qi5 = 2.57 / 1.87 = 1.37 from the Region 4 growth curve we have
	
(Qr/Qc)EC = 1.37 * 0.030
0.04 m = 41 mm.
Thus the total mean magnitude of the uncertainty in level from the hydraulic modelling will
be:
	
= {(E + [(Qr/Qc)E, ]2 + (EM"
1(0.060)2 + [0.04112 + (0.009)2}"
0.073 m = 73 mm.
In the spirit of the work of Burnham & Davies (1990), the maximum error might be expected
to be larger than this estimate of the mean error magnitude. If the survey and calibration
errors dominate as suggested by Burnham & Davies, then the maximum error might be
estimated by:
= 1.7 ( Ewa, )"
where the units are in metres to give an upper bound on the error at any site of about 0.2 m.
Furthermore, if we assume that the hydrological uncertainties lead to a mean magnitude of
level uncertainty of 0.1 m, then we can compound this with the value of E to give the
uncertainty from all sources of [(0.1)2 + (0.073)2r = 0.123 m. In this case the probable
upper bound on the error at any site rises to 0.3 m.
Obviously these figures should be treated as illustrative only and the actual precision of the
forecast levels will depend upon the quality of the calibration of the model at a number of
sites. The mean uncertainty in the hydraulic modelling will be reduced by
better calibration data at more sites;
land survey or direct digitisation from aerial photography for the flood plain
topography; and
calibration for a larger flood.
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